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Ours is the age of mega-competition.  It is necessary for 
every nation and company to compete in accordance with 
the same rules in order to maintain fair and sound interna-
tional transactions.  As a mechanism in this regard, “interna-
tional standards” play an important role.  It is not too much to 
say that each member of the international community cannot 
obtain confidence from companies and other members for its 
economic activities in the world without engaging in 

“standardization activities.” Japan recognized the importance 
of international standardization, and has been developing 
and implementing action plans for standardization by areas 
since 2003.  To promote this standardization activities, 
aggressive initiative has been taken for pursuing “the strate-
gic goal of international standardization” established by the 
government.

Why, then, is  “standardization”
necessary for international economic activities?

In its efforts for “elimination of trade barriers,” the World Trade 
Organization (WTO) has set up an “agreement on technical 
barriers of trade (TBT agreement) and obliged its member 
countries to coordinate their domestic standards with international 
standards like ISO on the ground that different standards in each 
country, and permits and licenses systems may become barriers 
hampering smooth international logistics.

Reason 1

WTO’s move toward
removal of non-tariff

barriers.

WTO’s move toward
removal of non-tariff

barriers.

Roles of international standardization are expanding to include 
areas from securing the compatibility of products, quality, and 
safety to environmental management.  In each area, minimum 
requirement levels are defined.  Especially concerning technolo-
gies to be adopted in the market, early establishment of interna-
tional standards will make it possible to avoid confusion in the 
market.  These merits will be enjoyed by consumers.  Also 
industries are expected to benefit from reduction of developing 
costs, manufacturing costs and increased market share.

Reason 2

Effects of international
standardization

Effects of international
standardization

Japan has tended to acquire its market share on the manufacturing 
stage, while entrusting the establishment of standards to other 
countries.  From now on, Japan is required to promote both techno-
logical development and standardization in order to survive market 
competition efficiently.  

Traditionally, de facto standards have had great influence on 
the market.  In recent years, however, attempts have been made to 
incorporate them into de jure standards (ISO and other standards 
by official organizations), making standardization proposals all the 
more important.

Reason 3

Ensured market share
through leadership
in standardization

Ensured market share
through leadership
in standardization
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Relationship between ITS standardization organizations

AASHTO: American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
ANSI: American National Standards Institute
ASTM: American Society for Testing and Materials
CEN: European Committee for Standardization
CENELEC: European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization
DG Enterprise: Enterprise Directorate General
EIA: Electronic Industries Alliance
ETSI: European Telecommunications Standards Institute
ICTSB: Information and Communications Technologies Standards Board
IEC: International Electrotechnical Commission
IEEE: Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
ISO: International Organization for Standardization

ISSS: Information Society Standardization System
ITE: Institute of Transportation Engineers
ITS-A: intelligent Transport System America
ITU-R: International Telecommunication Union-Radio Communication Sector
JISC: Japanese Industrial Standards Committee
JTC: Joint Technical Committee
NEMA: National Electrical Manufacturers' Association
SAE: Society of Automotive Engineers
SC: Sub Committee
SG: Sub Group
TAG: Technical Advisory Group
TC: Technical Committee
TIA: Telecommunications Industry Association

Inter-
national
level

Japan

America

Europe

Areas other than electric and electronics

 ISO: International Organization for Standardization

Information area

JTC: Joint Technical Committees

Electric and electronic areas

IEC: International Electrotechnical Commission

Electric telecommunication area

ITU: International Telecommunication Union

JTC 1: Information Technology

           SC 31: 
           Automatic Identification
           and data capture techniques 

ITU-R/SG 4 (Satellite services)

ITU-R/SG 5 (Terrestrial services)

ITU-R/SG 6 (Broadcasting services)

TC 9: Electrical equipment and 
 systems for railways

TC 8: Ships and Marine Technology
TC 22: Road Vehicles
TC 104: Freight Containers
TC 154: Processes, data elements and 
 documents in commerce, 
 industry and administration

 TC 204: ITS

TC 211: Geographical Information/
 Geomatics

Japanese Industrial Standards Committee

JTC 1 National Committee TC 9 National Committee

Information
Communication

Council
ITS National Committee

SAE IEEE ITE AASHTO ASTM NEMA TIA EIA

DG Enterprise

CEN
ISSS (TC 278, ...)

ICTSB

CENELEC ETSI

Subcommittees

Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) support the movement 
of people and goods in various aspects.  Central to ITS are 
information and telecommunication technologies.  

As shown in the figure below, international standardiza-
tion of ITS is carried out by ISO, IEC, JTC and ITU.  In 
particular, ISO/TC 204 is a committee specialized on ITS 
standardization activities.

Under study at ISO/TC 204 are standardization propos-
als for (1) system architecture, (2) interfaces (message sets, 
etc.), (3) frameworks (data dictionaries and message 

templates), (4) system performance requirements, and (5) 
test methods.  This booklet describes the present situation 
of ITS standardization activities centering on ISO/TC 204.

The scope of ISO/TC204 is as follows, Standardization 
of information, communication and control systems in the 
field of urban and rural surface transportation, including 
intermodal and multimodal aspects thereof, traveller informa-
tion, traffic management, public transport, commercial 
transport, emergency services and commercial services in 
the intelligent transport systems (ITS) field.
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TC 204, a technical committee for standardization for ITS within 
ISO, was set up in 1992 and went into operation the following 
year.  In ISO, subcommittees (SC) are usually founded under 
technical committees (TC) and working groups (WG) under 
subcommittees.  The working groups in TC204 are directly 
under the jurisdiction of TC204.  Some of the working groups 
have been suspended or merged during the years since the 
inception of TC204, and 12 working groups are currently active.
Nine countries serve as lead countries of the working groups.
Japan, the U.S. and the United Kingdom take charge of two 
working groups each.

The number of the working items of TC204 is 176 as the 
end of June 2013. Up to now as many as 76 international 

standards from 12 WG's have been established, including the 
two from WG 14 chaired by Japan in October 2002 which were 
the first of this kind of ITS international standards from ISO. 
(refer to the established ISO/TC 204 international standards on 
P43. The number of international standards does not include 
PAS, TS and TR)

TC 204 has been actively cooperating with some other 
committees. 

ISO/TC 204 Organization (International)
In ISO (and in IEC), only a single organization in each country can 
be a member.  In Japan, the Japanese Industrial Standards 
committee (JISC) participates as a member organization based on 
the approval of the cabinet. In Japan,  an international standardiza-
tion committee (the national committee) set up in the Society of 
Automotive Engineers of Japan (JSAE) carries out the interna-
tional standardization activities for ISO/TC 204 on behalf of the 
Japanese Industrial Standards Committee (JISC), Standardiza-
tions are set forward concerning items on agenda in ISO/ TC204.   

The main actions of the national committee are to (1)take swift 
action in response to changes in the standardization environment, 
(2) implement standardization activities in accordance with the 

strategy, (3) assist registration of JIS for ITS technology, and (4) 
provide related parties with up-to-date information.  It has also been 
actively collaborating with the ITS Info-Communications Forum out 
of a need to address “traveler information message TPEG using 
broadcasting-type digital media” proposed by WG 10 and “Wide- 
and Medium-Area Communications Standard CALM” by WG 16.  

In the action plan for international standardization developed 
by the Japanese Industrial Standards Committee, ISO/TC 204 is 
positioned as a TC to be focused, since it is regarded as “an area 
contributing to the enhancement of Japanese industrial competitive-
ness where standardization of extensive technology fields are 
progressed with research and development activities”

Activities of ITS National Committee (Domestic)

 ITS National Committee Organization

ISO/TC 204 Organization

Bulgaria, Chile, Colombia, Croatia, Cuba, Cyprus, Denmark, Egypt, Finland, Greece, Hong Kong China, Hungary,  

Indonesia, Islamic Republic of Iran, Ireland, New Zealand, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland, Romania, Serbia, Singapore, 

Slovakia, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Turkey

WG 1 : Architecture United Kingdom

WG 3 : ITS Database Technology Japan

WG 4 :  Norway

WG 5 : Electronic Fee Collection Sweden

WG 7 :  Canada

WG 8 : Public Transport and Emergency United States

WG 9 :  Australia

WG 10 : Traveller Information Systems United Kingdom

WG 11 :  Vacant

WG 14 :  Japan

WG 15 : Dedicated Short-Range Communications Vacant

WG 16 : Wide Area Communication United States

WG 17 : Nomadic Device South Korea

WG 18 : Cooperative systems Germany

Observing members (25 countries): Follow operations as an observer with the right to submit comments and take part in conferences

Algeria, Australia, Austria, Belarus, Belgium, Canada, China, Czech Republic, France, Germany, India, Israel, Italy, Japan, 

Republic of Korea, Malaysia, Netherlands, Norway, Russian Federation, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, USA

Participating members (25 countries): Take part in conferences and play an active role in operations with a voting requirement

Working Groups

Liaison within ISO/IEC Liaison with organizations outside

Lead Country

ISO/TC 204 Chairman

Secretariat : ITS America

Working Group for
Architecture (WG 1)
Working Group for
ITS Database Technology (WG 3)
Working Group for Automatic Vehicle Identification/
Automatic Equipment Identification (WG 4)
Working Group for
Electronic Fee Collection (WG 5)
Working Group for
General Fleet Management and Commercial/ Freight Operations (WG 7)
Working Group for
Public Transport and Emergency (WG 8)
Working Group for
Integrated Transport Information, Management and Control (WG 9)
Working Group for
Traveler Information Systems (WG 10)
Working Group for
Route Guidance and Navigation Systems (WG 11)*3

Working Group for
Vehicle/ Roadway Warning and Control Systems (WG 14)
Working Group for
Dedicated Short-Range Communications (WG 15)*4

Working Group for 
Wide Area Communication (WG 16)
Working Group for 
Nomadic Device (WG 17)
Working Group for 
Cooperative systems (WG 18)
Working Group for
System Human Interface
Vehicle-to-Vehicle and Roadside-to-Vehicle Communication
System International Compatibility Business Team

Japan Automobile Research Institute

Japan Digital Road Map Association

Universal Traffic Management Society of Japan

Highway Industry Development Organization

Highway Industry Development Organization

Japan Institute of Constructions Engineering

Universal Traffic Management Society of Japan

Universal Traffic Management Society of Japan

Society of Automotive Engineers of Japan

Society of Automotive Engineers of Japan

Highway Industry Development Organization

Society of Automotive Engineers of Japan

Society of Automotive Engineers of Japan

ITS Info-Communications Forum
[Secretariat]

Association of Radio Industries
and Businesses

Subcommittees and business teams

Liaison

Secretariat

ITS National
Committee*1

Technical
committee*2

Secretariat: Society of
Automotive Engineers of Japan

*1: Comprising 30 members, including manufacturers, consumers and neutral parties
*2: Comprising some 30 members, including subcommittee chairmen, business team leaders, liaison persons and experts
*3: Suspended since April 2004
*4: Suspended since October 2007

• Discussion on standardization drafts
• Responses to international working groups

• Creation of strategies for ITS standardization
• Discussion on drafts

Framework of Standardization

Automatic Vehicle Identification/
Automatic Equipment Identification

General Fleet Management
and Commercial/Freight Operations

Integrated Transport Information, 
Management and Control

Route Guidance
and Navigation Systems

Vehicle/Roadway Warning
and Control Systems

Japan Electronics and Information Technology
Industries Association 
Japan Electronics and Information Technology
Industries Association
Japan Electronics and Information Technology
Industries Association

• Confirmation of progress 
in work by subcommittees

• Information exchange

TC 8

TC 22

TC 104

TC 154

TC 211

ISO/IEC/JTC 1

ISO/IEC/JTC 1/SC 31

TC 122-TC 104 JWG

IEC/TC 9

ITU

CEN/TC278

APEC

IEEE

OGC

UN/CEFACT

IrDA

ETSI TC ITS

WCO

TISA
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ISO/TC 204 has been carrying out numerous standardiza-
tion activities related to ITS themes.  These themes are 
discussed and voted on in accordance with the standardiza-

tion establishment rules specified in the ISO/IEC Directives 
to enact standards.

International Relations among Standardization Organizations

Procedures for establishment of ISO standards

ISO is making efforts to establish cooperative relations with related organiza-
tions to increase the use of established standards and promoting activities 
designed to coordinate international standards with the laws and regulations 
of each country.  Listed below are the current relations between ISO/TC 204 
and other organizations.  Environment surrounding ISO/ TC204 is as follows:

Cooperation within ISO
TC 204 maintains liaison with TC 22, TC 211 and other committees for 
standardization because their operations considerably overlap.
Cooperation with other international organizations
TC 204 effects liaison with the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), 
International Telecommunication Union (ITU) and Joint Technical Committee 
(JTC) 1 for standardization.ETSI(European Telecommunications Standards 
Institute) is originally developing communication standards including communi-
cations protocol.  However, as long as ITS is concerned, it is proceeding with 
standards of ITS applications.  Therefore, ISO/TC204 is cooperating with ETSI 
in proceeding jobs to avoid discrepancies between both standards.
Cooperation with CEN
The European Committee for Standardization (CEN)/TC 278 has many 

participating members and is likely to influence discussions at ISO.  ISO 
and CEN keep close cooperation with each other based on the Vienna 
agreement refer to P43 in order to improve efficiency of standardization. 
ETSI(European Telecommunications Standards Institute) is originally 
developing communication standards including communications protocol.  
However, as long as ITS is concerned, it is proceeding with standards of 
ITS applications.  Therefore, ISO/TC204 is cooperating with ETSI in 
proceeding jobs to avoid discrepancies between both standards.
Cooperation with APEC
The Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation Conference (APEC) /TPT/ IIEG is 
a powerful liaison organization of TC 204, and  discussing needs for 
standardization. 
Cooperation with WP29
Cooperative relations are maintained with the World Forum for Harmoniza-
tion of Vehicle Regulations (WP 29).
Cooperation with WTO
Standardization is promoted with the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 
accordance with the TBT agreement.

Framework of Standardization
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WG 1: Architecture

The system architecture has an important role in ensuring that everyone 
concerned shares a common overview of the services and systems, and 
to ensure the expandability of systems together with their interoperability 
and compatibility. ITS reference architecture (14813 series) was 
established for being used as references in developing architectures and 

as reference models in comparing architectures of individual countries.  
Since research/ development and standardization of cooperative ITS 
systems have been actively conducted, Part 1 is planned to be reviewed 
in service categories and samples.

ITS reference model architecture (14813)

ISO 14813-1 ITS service domains, service groups and services

TR 14813-2 Core TICS reference architecture

TR 14813-3 Example elaboration

TR 14813-4 Reference model tutorial

ISO 14813-5 Requirements for architecture description in ITS standards

ISO 14813-6 Data presentation in ASN.1

Definition of service classes (categories, groups)

Description of abstract object-oriented system architecture

Description of a specific example of reference architecture with emphasis on traffic management

Explanation of basic terms and modeling views in defining object-oriented architecture

Terms and forms to be used for documentation or reference of architecture

Relation of Description of ASN.1 to be used for normal syntax notation with other data description languages

TitlesISO Outline

ITS is a large-scale system with many application areas, and a large 
number of people have been involved in development for a long time. 
Therefore, it is important to establish an architecture to ensure the 
expandability of the systems that comprise ITS together with their 
interoperability and compatibility. WG 1 is developing standards 

related to information and methods to be shared within the ITS sector, 
including common use of terms, standardization of data representation 
formats, architectures for sharing service and system concepts, and 
methods for assessing the risks and benefits of services.

List of WG 1 work items

Agreement from
1/2 or more of
all voting
P-members

WG: Working Group

SC: Sub Committee

TC: Technical Committee

IWA: International Workshop Agreement

TR: Technical Report

TS: Technical Specification

PAS: Publicly Available Specificaion

ISO: International Standard

FDIS: Final Draft International Standard

DIS: Draft International Standard 

CD: Committee Draft (s)

WD: Working Draft (s)

NP: New Work Item Proposal

PWI: Preliminary Work Item

Agreement from
2/3 or more of
all voting
P-members

Starting point

12 months

18 months

30 months

36 months

Target period when

drafts are created

Procedures for establishment of ISO standards

TC/SC route Content of each stage and conditions of approval

·Agreement from a half or more of voting P-members
·Consensus for approval in the plenary meeting in TC204

・Approval of registering PWI

·Proposal for NP submitted to international manager in Form4.  
Consensus for Approval in the plenary meeting in TC204

・Approval of registering NP

·Agreement from a half or more of voting P-members and 
nominations of professionals from five countries.

・Approval of registering WD

·Agreement in WG and CD draft submit-
ted to international secretariat

・Approval of registering CD (Comment only Ballot)

·Agreement of two-thirds or more from voting P-members, while 
disagreement from quarter or less of the number of votes

・Approval of registering DIS

·Agreement of two-thirds or more from voting P-members, while 
disagreement from quarter or less of the number of votes

・Approval of issuing ISO

·Agreement of two-thirds or more from voting P-members, 
while disagreement from quarter or less of the number of 
votes and issue of ISO available without disagreement

・Approval of registering FDIS

Preliminary stage (PWI)

Proposal stage (NP)

Preparation stage (WD)

Committee stage (CD)

Enquiry stage (DIS)

Approval stage (FDIS)

Publication stage (ISO)

Workshop route

Conditions for automatically deleting work items
・In the case of no decisions on the following after

the targeted period for DIS and FDIS
・Five years from registration of NP to approval of DIS

ISO

TS

PAS・TR

IWA
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·Agreement from a half or more of voting P-members
·Consensus for approval in the plenary meeting in TC204

・Approval of registering PWI

·Proposal for NP submitted to international manager in Form4.  
Consensus for Approval in the plenary meeting in TC204

・Approval of registering NP

·Agreement from a half or more of voting P-members and 
nominations of professionals from five countries.

・Approval of registering WD

·Agreement in WG and CD draft submit-
ted to international secretariat

・Approval of registering CD (Comment only Ballot)

·Agreement of two-thirds or more from voting P-members, while 
disagreement from quarter or less of the number of votes

・Approval of registering DIS

·Agreement of two-thirds or more from voting P-members, while 
disagreement from quarter or less of the number of votes

・Approval of issuing ISO

·Agreement of two-thirds or more from voting P-members, 
while disagreement from quarter or less of the number of 
votes and issue of ISO available without disagreement

・Approval of registering FDIS

Preliminary stage (PWI)

Proposal stage (NP)

Preparation stage (WD)

Committee stage (CD)

Enquiry stage (DIS)

Approval stage (FDIS)

Publication stage (ISO)

Workshop route

Conditions for automatically deleting work items
・In the case of no decisions on the following after

the targeted period for DIS and FDIS
・Five years from registration of NP to approval of DIS

ISO

TS

PAS・TR

IWA

Standardization themes ISO number Content

1 Privacy aspects in ITS standards and systems TR 12859 Guidelines for protecting privacy in development of ITS standards and systems

2 Reference model architectures for the
ITS sector

ISO/NP 14813-1
TR 14813-2~4
ISO 14813-5
ISO 14813-6

Specification of fundamental services, core architecture and descriptive requirements 
for architecture, to be referenced in the development of new architecture and compari-
son of different architectures

3 Requirements for an ITS/TICS central data 
registry and ITS/TICS data dictionaries

ISO 14817 Definition of requirements for the framework, formats, and procedures used to define 
information and information exchanges within the ITS sector

4 Using UML for defining and documenting ITS /TICS Interfaces TR 17452 Guidelines for UML usage in definition and documentation of ITS interfaces

5
Using web services (machine-machine delivery) 
for ITS service delivery - Part 1: Realization of 
interoperable web services

ISO 24097-1 Stipulation of guidance for use of web services designed to support collaboration 
among Internet-based systems

6
Using web services (machine-machine delivery) 
for ITS service delivery-Part 2: Elaboration of 
interoperable ITS web services

WD 24097-2 A technical guideline to achieve interoperability by the Web Service in the ITS

7
Using web services(machine-machine delivery)
for ITS service deliverly Part 3:
Quality of services(QoS)

PWI 24097-3 Quality of services on ITS

8 Procedures for developing ITS deployment 
plans utilizing ITS system architecture

TR 24098 Description of the procedure of developing ITS deployment plans utilizing ITS system 
architecture

9 Use of UML in ITS International Standards and deliverables TR 24529 Stipulation of rules and guidance in using UML for ITS standards, data registries and data dictionaries

10 Using XML in ITS standards,
data registries and data dictionaries

ISO 24531 Stipulation of rules in using XML for ITS standards, data registries and
data dictionaries

11
Using CORBA (Common Object Request 
Broker Architecture) in ITS standards,
data registries and data dictionaries

TR 24532 Stipulation of rules in using CORBA for ITS standards, data registries and
data dictionaries

12 Harmonization of ITS data concepts TR 25100 Provision of guidance for data concepts related to registration to data registries

13 Use case pro forma template TR 25102 Provision of a template to facilitate use case description

14 Training requirements for ITS architecture TR 25104 Definition of requirements concerning training courses about ITS architecture

15 Use of process orientated methodology in 
ITS International standards and other

TR 26999 To stipulate rules for Process (function) Oriented Methodology for ITS standards, data 
registry and data dictionaries

16 Joint APEC-ISO study of progress to
develop and deploy ITS standards

TR 28682 APEC-ISO joint investigation for ITS standards development and/or implementation progress

17 Cooperative ITS
Part 1: Terms and definitions

DTR 17465-1 Definition of Cooperative ITS

18 Cooperative ITS
Part 2: Guidlines for standard documents

DTR 17465-2 Guidelines on the formulation of Cooperative ITS standards documents

19
Cooperative ITS
Part 3:Release procedures for standards 
documents

DTR 17465-3 Issuing procedure for developing standardization documents on
Cooperative ITS
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While it is extremely important that consistent names be used for the 
data handled by the different ITS systems for reasons that include 
ensuring interoperability and improving the efficiency of system develop-
ment through the sharing of data, the large number of people involved 
in system development makes this very difficult. 

Data dictionaries are designed to promote sharing by managing a 
dictionary of information about the definitions and formats of data likely 
to be subject to common use. In the data dictionary prepared for each 
functional area, the mechanism that aims to register and manage the 
interdisciplinary data used among various areas is called a data registry. 
In developing a new system, it is efficient to study the use of common 
data stored in the data registry. 

ISO 14817 covers the items required to describe the registered 
data (including names, definitions, data types and value ranges), 
procedures for managing data features and quality, and operational 
systems. Additionally, the registered information is required to specify 
the system architecture and data models upon which the information is 
based in order to identify its meaning as clearly as possible. 

“Harmonization of duplicated elements” has been the most 
challenging activity in operating the data registry, and revisions have 
recently been made to the TR “Guideline for data concept harmoniza-
tion” (work item 11) that specifies how to achieve this. One of the issues 
that remains, however, relates to the standardization directive of the 
European Committee and concerns how to prepare a common data 

dictionary for cooperative systems and incorporate it into the operation 
of the data registry.

Requirements for ITS central data registry and data dictionaries (ISO 14817)

Use of CORBA, XML, UML and web services

Definition of Cooperative ITS

Outline

Dictionary Data dictionary

TC 204 uses UML and ASN.1 as standard languages to 
describe information models and data contents subject to 
standardization.  In recent system implementations, CORBA 
and XML have been increasingly used to send and receive 
data between subsystems.  Furthermore, the use of the web 
service consortium standard is increasing as the standard 
procedure for collaboration between web-based systems.

These languages have their own advantages and 
should be used in the right places, while rules for their 
appropriate use must be worked out in order to guarantee 

compatibility for the whole ITS.  WG 1 is working on 
standardizations of the necessary rules and the guidance 
when using each language in standard documents and data 
registries.  Among those, the rules for using XML were 
standardized as ISO24531 prior to others.

While the WG1 activity on the description of system 
architecture mainly relies on object-oriented methodology, 
“Utilization of process-oriented methodology in ITS standard” 
(work item 17) is prodeeded. This is another currently 
applicable systems development methodology.

In recent years, standardization of cooperative ITS has 
been also promoted by ISO/ TC204, in correspondence with 
standardization mandate by EC for CEN/ ETSI.  As a part of 
those activities, standardization of DTR17465-1 has been 
set forward.  This is the standard to define cooperative ITS, 
describing plural cooperative applications in on-board units 
and roadside units, etc. with common reference 
architecture(ISO 21217: 2010) for sharing information, as 
one of features in cooperative ITS, as well as defining ITS 
from a view point of cooperative action.

Terms

• Name 
  (spelling)  

• Pronunciation  

• Conjugation  

• Meaning  

• Usage 

<E.g. (Road number)>

Link_id_number

Integer (1..999)

Traffic Data

a unique numerical
designation for the link

Data

• Name  

• Data type 

• Classification  

• Definition
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WG 3: ITS Database Technology

Most applications in ITS are for services relating to 
movement of human, goods and vehicles.   Those services 
are using geographic information as a result of requiring 
information on starting point/ destination and routes in 
addition to that on time and cost, etc.  Especially, in car 
navigation systems rapidly growing and cooperative 
systems to be deployed soon, geographic information plays 

significantly an important role.
WG3 has been involved in standardization of 

exchanging format between geographic information 
providers and compact stored format allowing high-speed 
search, and has made efforts for developing specifications 
for functional requirements, data models and data elements 
for geographic information.

List of WG 3 work items

Geographic Data Files - GDF 5.0 (ISO 14825)
This is the standard for exchange of data from geographical 
databases serving as the basis for map data used for 
navigation.

As the file is not directly used for navigation, emphasis 
is placed on ease of editing—genre-by-genre compilation of 
data—rather than compactness and speed in comparison 
with physical storage.  In other words, emphasis is placed 
to the production side.  Regarding XGDF, however, consider-
ation will be also given to methods for providing information.

As for GDF, work was implemented in consideration of 
the Japan digital road map database standard and others, 
on the basis of CEN-GDF studied in Europe.  Thanks to the 
preceding work for standardization by CEN, the work 
proceeded relatively smoothly compared with other items, 
and GDF was announced as ISO 14825 in February 2004.

The entire volume of GDF is huge.  As discussions went 
on, new ideas were proposed, requiring a lot of time to 
complete drafts.  However, the work went smoothly 
compared with other items.  In the wake of the completion 
of the WG drafts, a proposal to begin studying the next 

standard was immediately launched, and a new PWI was 
approved at the TC 204 conference in November 2000. The 
purpose was to revise the current GDF and accommodate 
the latest developments in information exchange, such as 
internet. The work entered the NP phase in August 2004 
after compiling requests for improvement.

Discussions on a new GDF got underway with themes 
on required performances and models. Japan for its part 
has proposed a structure that performs time management 
based on KIWI+※, a new standard of the Japan Digital 
Road Map Association. KIWI+ has evolved from KIWI, 
which has been widely used in Japan and served as a basis 
for the proposed physical storage. With emphasis on a 
time-managed structure, the final draft proposed by Japan 
gained approval from the US and Europe. With close 
collaboration with TC 211, which handles geographical 
information on a comprehensive basis, the UML used by TC 
211 was adopted for the concept model, and the draft has 
been reviewed in close cooperation with TC 211. ISO was 
published in July 2011.

※KIWI+: Simple Topology & Special Temporal
                - Open Database Schema

This is a familiar name of the public implementation-level database 
structure which handles time and space information uniformly with the 

implication-type phased description method.  In this structure, the KIWI 
format proposed from ISO/TC 204/SWG 3.2 with a view to use for car 
navigation and other applications is combined with the DiMSIS 
(time-space information system) data
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While it is extremely important that consistent names be used for the 
data handled by the different ITS systems for reasons that include 
ensuring interoperability and improving the efficiency of system develop-
ment through the sharing of data, the large number of people involved 
in system development makes this very difficult. 

Data dictionaries are designed to promote sharing by managing a 
dictionary of information about the definitions and formats of data likely 
to be subject to common use. In the data dictionary prepared for each 
functional area, the mechanism that aims to register and manage the 
interdisciplinary data used among various areas is called a data registry. 
In developing a new system, it is efficient to study the use of common 
data stored in the data registry. 

ISO 14817 covers the items required to describe the registered 
data (including names, definitions, data types and value ranges), 
procedures for managing data features and quality, and operational 
systems. Additionally, the registered information is required to specify 
the system architecture and data models upon which the information is 
based in order to identify its meaning as clearly as possible. 

“Harmonization of duplicated elements” has been the most 
challenging activity in operating the data registry, and revisions have 
recently been made to the TR “Guideline for data concept harmoniza-
tion” (work item 11) that specifies how to achieve this. One of the issues 
that remains, however, relates to the standardization directive of the 
European Committee and concerns how to prepare a common data 

dictionary for cooperative systems and incorporate it into the operation 
of the data registry.

Requirements for ITS central data registry and data dictionaries (ISO 14817)

Use of CORBA, XML, UML and web services

Definition of Cooperative ITS

Outline

Dictionary Data dictionary

TC 204 uses UML and ASN.1 as standard languages to 
describe information models and data contents subject to 
standardization.  In recent system implementations, CORBA 
and XML have been increasingly used to send and receive 
data between subsystems.  Furthermore, the use of the web 
service consortium standard is increasing as the standard 
procedure for collaboration between web-based systems.

These languages have their own advantages and 
should be used in the right places, while rules for their 
appropriate use must be worked out in order to guarantee 

compatibility for the whole ITS.  WG 1 is working on 
standardizations of the necessary rules and the guidance 
when using each language in standard documents and data 
registries.  Among those, the rules for using XML were 
standardized as ISO24531 prior to others.

While the WG1 activity on the description of system 
architecture mainly relies on object-oriented methodology, 
“Utilization of process-oriented methodology in ITS standard” 
(work item 17) is prodeeded. This is another currently 
applicable systems development methodology.

In recent years, standardization of cooperative ITS has 
been also promoted by ISO/ TC204, in correspondence with 
standardization mandate by EC for CEN/ ETSI.  As a part of 
those activities, standardization of DTR17465-1 has been 
set forward.  This is the standard to define cooperative ITS, 
describing plural cooperative applications in on-board units 
and roadside units, etc. with common reference 
architecture(ISO 21217: 2010) for sharing information, as 
one of features in cooperative ITS, as well as defining ITS 
from a view point of cooperative action.
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Most applications in ITS are for services relating to 
movement of human, goods and vehicles.   Those services 
are using geographic information as a result of requiring 
information on starting point/ destination and routes in 
addition to that on time and cost, etc.  Especially, in car 
navigation systems rapidly growing and cooperative 
systems to be deployed soon, geographic information plays 

significantly an important role.
WG3 has been involved in standardization of 

exchanging format between geographic information 
providers and compact stored format allowing high-speed 
search, and has made efforts for developing specifications 
for functional requirements, data models and data elements 
for geographic information.

List of WG 3 work items

Geographic Data Files - GDF 5.0 (ISO 14825)
This is the standard for exchange of data from geographical 
databases serving as the basis for map data used for 
navigation.

As the file is not directly used for navigation, emphasis 
is placed on ease of editing—genre-by-genre compilation of 
data—rather than compactness and speed in comparison 
with physical storage.  In other words, emphasis is placed 
to the production side.  Regarding XGDF, however, consider-
ation will be also given to methods for providing information.

As for GDF, work was implemented in consideration of 
the Japan digital road map database standard and others, 
on the basis of CEN-GDF studied in Europe.  Thanks to the 
preceding work for standardization by CEN, the work 
proceeded relatively smoothly compared with other items, 
and GDF was announced as ISO 14825 in February 2004.

The entire volume of GDF is huge.  As discussions went 
on, new ideas were proposed, requiring a lot of time to 
complete drafts.  However, the work went smoothly 
compared with other items.  In the wake of the completion 
of the WG drafts, a proposal to begin studying the next 

standard was immediately launched, and a new PWI was 
approved at the TC 204 conference in November 2000. The 
purpose was to revise the current GDF and accommodate 
the latest developments in information exchange, such as 
internet. The work entered the NP phase in August 2004 
after compiling requests for improvement.

Discussions on a new GDF got underway with themes 
on required performances and models. Japan for its part 
has proposed a structure that performs time management 
based on KIWI+※, a new standard of the Japan Digital 
Road Map Association. KIWI+ has evolved from KIWI, 
which has been widely used in Japan and served as a basis 
for the proposed physical storage. With emphasis on a 
time-managed structure, the final draft proposed by Japan 
gained approval from the US and Europe. With close 
collaboration with TC 211, which handles geographical 
information on a comprehensive basis, the UML used by TC 
211 was adopted for the concept model, and the draft has 
been reviewed in close cooperation with TC 211. ISO was 
published in July 2011.

※KIWI+: Simple Topology & Special Temporal
                - Open Database Schema

This is a familiar name of the public implementation-level database 
structure which handles time and space information uniformly with the 

implication-type phased description method.  In this structure, the KIWI 
format proposed from ISO/TC 204/SWG 3.2 with a view to use for car 
navigation and other applications is combined with the DiMSIS 
(time-space information system) data

Standardization themes ISO numbers Contents

1 Geographic Data Files - GDF5.0 ISO 14825 Standard for data exchange of geographical databases serving as the basis for 
geographical data used for navigation

2
Requirements and Logical Data Model for  
PSF and API and; Logical Data Organization 
for  PSF used in ITS Database Technology

TS 20452 Standardization of data storage methods, such as CD-ROM used for navigation

3 Navigation Data Delivery 
Structures and Protocols ISO 24099 Standardization of data structures and protocols to transmit map data

4 Location Referencing for
Geographic Database ISO 17572 Standardization of location reference in case of information exchange between different 

applications and between geographical databases

5 Navigation systems - Application 
programming interface (API) ISO 17267 Standardization of methods for access to data by application programs like navigation 

systems

6 Extension of map database specifications for 
applications of cooperative ITS NP 14296 Building up of function requirement and data model concerning applications of map 

data bases in cooperative systems (including ADAS) in ITS

7 Extension of map database specifications for Local 
Dynamic Map for applications of Cooperative ITS NP/TS 17931 Local Dynamic Map functional requirements and data map for cooperative ITS

8 Shareable geospatial database for 
ITS applications PWI The new framework which enables access and sharing to various geography space data-

bases is shared.
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Location Referencing (LR, ISO 17572)
This is subject to methods for location referencing when information 
is exchanged between different applications and geographical 
databases.  It is designed to find out location on a different map 
databases when traffic information is exchanged between systems.

Initially, it was decided that a method based on coordinate 
systems and road descriptors would be adopted as options, pending 
the results of demonstration experiments in Europe and the United 
States.  However, activities in this field were stalled for some time 
because the results were not readily available. 

During the stalemate, the need for standardization of general-
purpose LR grew sharply as the information community moved 
rapidly toward standardization. Therefore, WG 3 decided to stop 
insisting only on the coordinate system and road descriptor, and to 
aim at establishment of a more comprehensive standard. Discus-

sions on two methods, Pre-coded Profile (Pre-Coded Location 
Referencing: a referencing method assuming common pre-coded 
location tables like VICS or TMC) and Dynamic Profile (Dynamic 
Location References: a method which varies in real-time), were 
launched in 2000. The draft was completed in November 2006 and 
the CD and FDIS ballots were completed in July 2007 and November 
2008, respectively, and it was issued as an ISO standard in Decem-
ber 2008. 

In addition, Dynamic Profile evolved from the European proposal 
(AGORA-C) and incorporated the Japan proposed method of using 
coordinates.

Systematic review has been implemented since 2011.  On this 
occasion, “Section ID method” is added as a new sample of location 
reference method of Japan.

Navigation Data Delivery Structures and Protocols (ISO 24099)
Demands for higher resolution map data are growing in the 
navigation system and ADAS fields in Japan. To accommo-
date these demands, a system that enables transmission of 
only necessary map data (necessary portions) when neces-

sary (real-time) needs to be studied. A map data transmis-
sion structure and protocol was initiated and proposed by 
Japan, and the NP was approved at the TC conference in 
April 2006. It was issued as ISO in January 2011.

Physical storage (TS20452) and API standards (NPI17267)
Discussions on drafts for Physical Storage (NP 14826), API 
Standard (NP 17267) and Updating (NP 17517) were delayed, and 
work on these items had to be finished in compliance with the new 
ISO rules.

As for NP 14826, an NP has been proposed and approved to 

register agreements on standardization as official documents. It 
was published as TS 20452 in June 2007. A new PWI was 
approved in October 2003 for NP 17267. The NP/CD ballot was 
completed in October 2007 and established as an ISO in Novem-
ber 2009.

Extension of map database specifications for Local Dynamic Map for applications of cooperative ITS(NP/TS 17931)
This work item was developed antecedent to NP 14296 

extraction the portion for its Local Dynamic Map.  This is the result 
of WG3’s cooperation in observing the period specified by 

standardization mandate M/ 453 issued by EC.  The central 
secretariat of ISO already finished proofreading the final draft, and 
issue of TS is being waited.

Shareable Geospatial Database for ITS applications (PWI) 
Development in technologies of communi-

cations and database is allowing introduction 
of new services such as indoor navigation 
and multimodal navigation, etc. to mobile 
devices as smart phones.  New services in 
the future require geospatial database which 
is more extensive and more detailed than 
map database for current car navigation.  
This work item aims at standardizing the 
framework of new database services allowing 
use of various geospatial database and its 
sharing.

ADAS: Advanced Driver Assistance Systems
GDF: Geographic Data File
LR: Location Referencing
PSF: Physical Storage Format
XGDF: Extended Geographic Data Files
UML: Unified Modeling Language

WG 3: ITS Database Technology
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For the in-vehicle digital map database, Japan has proposed a 
new PWI, “Extension of current specification of invehicle digital 
map databases” in response to new requirements such as ADAS, 
multimodal navigation and the like.This was approved in May 2009. 
Ater that, the scope was expanded to cover the static informa-
tionon on the Local Dynamic Map in coopertive systems and this 
working item was approved as NP in April  2011. As the standard 
development schedule was brought forward, NP/TS 17931 was 
established as a new document comprising the Local Dynamic 
Map part of NP 14296. Opening of CD/DTS voting for this item 
was approved in April 2012.

WG3 once completed standardization activities for static 
information on Local Dynamic Map in the end of 2012.  This will be 
issued as TS 17931 antecedent to NP 14296, as explained in next 
paragraph.  Further, from 2012, ADAS and multi-modal navigation 
will be studied and under way to implementing expanding specifica-
tions for functional requirement, data model and data element.  
Immense of CD-voting for this work item is targeted in October, 

2013.  In addition, standardization activities for static information 
on Local Dynamic Map are set forward in cooperation with 
European and American standardization bodies such as CEN, 
ETSI and SAE maintaining relations as shown below including 
individual development schedules.

Extension of map database specifications for applications of cooperative ITS(NP 14296)

Note1 : Black letter No. is published as ISO, Red letter No. is developing

Virtually integrated geospatial database
Service centers
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Location Referencing (LR, ISO 17572)
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databases when traffic information is exchanged between systems.

Initially, it was decided that a method based on coordinate 
systems and road descriptors would be adopted as options, pending 
the results of demonstration experiments in Europe and the United 
States.  However, activities in this field were stalled for some time 
because the results were not readily available. 

During the stalemate, the need for standardization of general-
purpose LR grew sharply as the information community moved 
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insisting only on the coordinate system and road descriptor, and to 
aim at establishment of a more comprehensive standard. Discus-

sions on two methods, Pre-coded Profile (Pre-Coded Location 
Referencing: a referencing method assuming common pre-coded 
location tables like VICS or TMC) and Dynamic Profile (Dynamic 
Location References: a method which varies in real-time), were 
launched in 2000. The draft was completed in November 2006 and 
the CD and FDIS ballots were completed in July 2007 and November 
2008, respectively, and it was issued as an ISO standard in Decem-
ber 2008. 

In addition, Dynamic Profile evolved from the European proposal 
(AGORA-C) and incorporated the Japan proposed method of using 
coordinates.

Systematic review has been implemented since 2011.  On this 
occasion, “Section ID method” is added as a new sample of location 
reference method of Japan.
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Demands for higher resolution map data are growing in the 
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date these demands, a system that enables transmission of 
only necessary map data (necessary portions) when neces-

sary (real-time) needs to be studied. A map data transmis-
sion structure and protocol was initiated and proposed by 
Japan, and the NP was approved at the TC conference in 
April 2006. It was issued as ISO in January 2011.
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Discussions on drafts for Physical Storage (NP 14826), API 
Standard (NP 17267) and Updating (NP 17517) were delayed, and 
work on these items had to be finished in compliance with the new 
ISO rules.

As for NP 14826, an NP has been proposed and approved to 

register agreements on standardization as official documents. It 
was published as TS 20452 in June 2007. A new PWI was 
approved in October 2003 for NP 17267. The NP/CD ballot was 
completed in October 2007 and established as an ISO in Novem-
ber 2009.

Extension of map database specifications for Local Dynamic Map for applications of cooperative ITS(NP/TS 17931)
This work item was developed antecedent to NP 14296 

extraction the portion for its Local Dynamic Map.  This is the result 
of WG3’s cooperation in observing the period specified by 

standardization mandate M/ 453 issued by EC.  The central 
secretariat of ISO already finished proofreading the final draft, and 
issue of TS is being waited.

Shareable Geospatial Database for ITS applications (PWI) 
Development in technologies of communi-

cations and database is allowing introduction 
of new services such as indoor navigation 
and multimodal navigation, etc. to mobile 
devices as smart phones.  New services in 
the future require geospatial database which 
is more extensive and more detailed than 
map database for current car navigation.  
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framework of new database services allowing 
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For the in-vehicle digital map database, Japan has proposed a 
new PWI, “Extension of current specification of invehicle digital 
map databases” in response to new requirements such as ADAS, 
multimodal navigation and the like.This was approved in May 2009. 
Ater that, the scope was expanded to cover the static informa-
tionon on the Local Dynamic Map in coopertive systems and this 
working item was approved as NP in April  2011. As the standard 
development schedule was brought forward, NP/TS 17931 was 
established as a new document comprising the Local Dynamic 
Map part of NP 14296. Opening of CD/DTS voting for this item 
was approved in April 2012.

WG3 once completed standardization activities for static 
information on Local Dynamic Map in the end of 2012.  This will be 
issued as TS 17931 antecedent to NP 14296, as explained in next 
paragraph.  Further, from 2012, ADAS and multi-modal navigation 
will be studied and under way to implementing expanding specifica-
tions for functional requirement, data model and data element.  
Immense of CD-voting for this work item is targeted in October, 

2013.  In addition, standardization activities for static information 
on Local Dynamic Map are set forward in cooperation with 
European and American standardization bodies such as CEN, 
ETSI and SAE maintaining relations as shown below including 
individual development schedules.

Extension of map database specifications for applications of cooperative ITS(NP 14296)

Note1 : Black letter No. is published as ISO, Red letter No. is developing
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WG 4: Automatic Vehicle and Equipment Identification

WG 4 is in charge of standardization of items necessary for 
interoperability between systems regarding AVI/AEI, an 
automatic identification system for vehicles and equipment 
through electronic onboard equipments or simple media 
tags. First, it discussed standardization themes on surface 
transportation like trucks, and then added an intermodal 
AVI/AEI system as a theme. In 2001, deliberations began 
on Electronic Registration Identification (ERI) standards as 
an AVI/AEI applied system designed for environment protec-
tion in the wake of a proposal from CEN. ISO designated 
this as an official discussion item. The system review (SR) 
ballots for ISO 14814 - Reference Architecture and Terminol-
ogy, ISO 14815 - System Specification and ISO 14816 - 
Numbering and Data Structure on AVI/AEI systems were 
passed and they were approved for another three years. 

With regard to ISO/DIS17261, DIS17262 and DIS17263, 
concerning intermodal AVI/AEI systems, in line with 
SWG7.3 (data transfer of freight transportation information), 

the review work started in November 2008 at the interna-
tional joint conference with WG 7.  And it was approved, at 
the TC204 plenary meeting, that TS already published was 
promoted to ISO as paralell work  with CEN. Voting for 
three DISs was launched in March, 2011 and they were 
registered for FDIS in February, 2012, and ISO documents 
for them three were issued in the end of August.  

TS had been published for ISO/TS24534 (Fully ERI) 
from Part 1 to Part 5 by February 2008. ISO documents 
were issued from Part 1 to Part 4 in July, 2011, and Part 5 
(Symmetric key proposed by Japan) in December, 2011.  
Regular SP voting for ISO24535, simplified ER (proposed 
by the US) finished in December, 2010.  Regarding Part 3, 
amending jobs were launched for establishing consistency 
with ISO 14906 (EFC: WG5), and addition of vehicle data 
and DIS voting for revised (Ed2) standard was launched in 
May, 2013.

 Intermodal AVI/AEI system

Liaison activities of TC 204/WG 4

Intermodal AVI/ AEI is a logistic system via different trans-
port mode and the standard specified in order for freight 
transport information to be handled between onboard equip-
ment and roadside units.  In the concept of intermodal logis-
tic system is, as shown in the figure below, accesses from 
various access points are anticipated to vehicles, transport 
devices and cargos on board.  To comply with this need, 

the standards for intermodal system are summarized as  fol-
lowing three standards :1) ISO17261 to  describe reference 
architecture, 2) ISO17262 to add the data structure (CSI: 
Coding Structure Identifier) to be equipped with onboard 
equipment, and 3) the interface of ISO17263 to expand and  
enhance additional parameters. 

TC 204/WG 4 has a liaison relationship with ISO/IEC JTC 1 SC 
31/WG 4 (Standardization for automatic identification and data 
acquisition technology/RFID). TC 204/WG 4 is deliberating on 
specifications designed to maintain interoperability between 
AVI/AEI systems, on system architecture, data structure and 
standards for international registration for data exchange for ERI 
systems as an application area of AVI. In the meantime, SC 
31/WG 4 is discussing the compatibility and standards of onroad 
modules to item RF tags and RF tags. In other words, the areas 
handled by TC 204 include applications using onroad modules 

for item RF tags and RF tags, which are defined by SC 31/WG 4. 
TC 204/WG 4 is the leading body who handles applications of 
AVI/AEI systems. 

Collaborative works are underway between WGs for propos-
als including for additional standards to those relative to intermo-
dal AEI system of WG4, cooperating in data structure for interna-
tional multimodal transport involving WG7.  Further, cooperative 
relationships are set forward in the framework of online operation 
management of commercial vehicles (ISO15638 series) and 
SCM visualization of vehicle logistics (ISO18495).

Under ERI, roadside equipment communicates with onboard 
equipment for electronic vehicle identification. Two kinds of stan-
dards are established: ERI for fully secured operation, and ERI 
for basic identification. Originally, CEN made a proposal to 
ISO/TC 204/WG 4 for technical measures to Directive 
2000/53/EC of the European Commission and to “end of life” (a 
management program from manufacture to disposal of vehicles 
for environment protection) of September 2000. In June 2003, 
the proposal was approved as an official work item at a plenary 
session of ISO/TC 204.

The scopes of ERI systems are (1) to give a unique identifi-
cation number to each vehicle, (2) to make it possible to choose 
the performance of onboard equipment through ERI application 
systems, and (3) to guarantee minimum compatibility between 
onboard and roadside equipment. Discussions on standards 

have made the conclusion that standards for ERI are to be divid-
ed into two, Basic ERI using simple RF tags and Fully ERI with 
data protection measures. With regard to Basic ERI, ISO was 
published in October 2007. For fully ERI, the ISO for Parts 1 to 4 
was published in July 2010, and the ISO for Part 5 proposed by 
Japan was published in December 2011. 

In establishing this standard, ERTICO started an investiga-
tion related to ERI systems (the European EVI project) in Febru-
ary 2003 under a request from the EU. In the report, areas for 
possible applications of ERI systems were reported: (1) anti-
theft vehicles, (2) access control, (3) road pricing, (4) vehicle reg-
istration, (5) vehicle tax management, (6) traffic flow control, (7) 
traffic rules and their observance, (8) environment protection 
from manufacturing to disposal of vehicles, and (9) hazardous 
material management.

Electronic Registration Identification (ERI)

Standardization themes ISO numbers Contents

List of WG 4 work items

1  ISO 14814 Standardization of architecture of AVI/AEI system

2 Automatic vehicle and equipment identification  - system specifications  ISO 14815 Standardization of classification of AVI/AEI system requirements

3 Automatic vehicle and equipment identification - numbering and data structures  ISO 14816 Standardization of data compatibility of AVI/AEI system

4 Intermodal goods transport - architecture and terminology ISO 17261 Standardization of architecture of intermodal AEI system

5 Intermodal goods transport - numbering and data structures ISO 17262 Standardization of data structure of intermodal AEI system

6 Intermodal goods transport - system parameters ISO 17263 Standardization of classification of intermodal AEI system

7 Intermodal goods transport - interfaces ISO 17264 Standardization of interface specifications of intermodal AEI system

8 Electronic registration identification (ERI) for vehicles Part1～4 ISO 24534 

9 Electronic registration Identification (ERI) for Vehicles Part5 ISO 24534-5 Standardization of  security using symmetric key method in the above ERI system 

10 Basic electronic registration identification (Basic ERI) ISO 24535 Standardization of specifications for more simpler ERI system

Scope of WG 4

Automatic vehicle and equipment identification - reference 
architectures and terminology 

Standardization of specifications for a system where roadside equipment reads vehicle data 
electronically registered in on-board equipment
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WG 4: Automatic Vehicle and Equipment Identification

WG 4 is in charge of standardization of items necessary for 
interoperability between systems regarding AVI/AEI, an 
automatic identification system for vehicles and equipment 
through electronic onboard equipments or simple media 
tags. First, it discussed standardization themes on surface 
transportation like trucks, and then added an intermodal 
AVI/AEI system as a theme. In 2001, deliberations began 
on Electronic Registration Identification (ERI) standards as 
an AVI/AEI applied system designed for environment protec-
tion in the wake of a proposal from CEN. ISO designated 
this as an official discussion item. The system review (SR) 
ballots for ISO 14814 - Reference Architecture and Terminol-
ogy, ISO 14815 - System Specification and ISO 14816 - 
Numbering and Data Structure on AVI/AEI systems were 
passed and they were approved for another three years. 

With regard to ISO/DIS17261, DIS17262 and DIS17263, 
concerning intermodal AVI/AEI systems, in line with 
SWG7.3 (data transfer of freight transportation information), 

the review work started in November 2008 at the interna-
tional joint conference with WG 7.  And it was approved, at 
the TC204 plenary meeting, that TS already published was 
promoted to ISO as paralell work  with CEN. Voting for 
three DISs was launched in March, 2011 and they were 
registered for FDIS in February, 2012, and ISO documents 
for them three were issued in the end of August.  

TS had been published for ISO/TS24534 (Fully ERI) 
from Part 1 to Part 5 by February 2008. ISO documents 
were issued from Part 1 to Part 4 in July, 2011, and Part 5 
(Symmetric key proposed by Japan) in December, 2011.  
Regular SP voting for ISO24535, simplified ER (proposed 
by the US) finished in December, 2010.  Regarding Part 3, 
amending jobs were launched for establishing consistency 
with ISO 14906 (EFC: WG5), and addition of vehicle data 
and DIS voting for revised (Ed2) standard was launched in 
May, 2013.

 Intermodal AVI/AEI system

Liaison activities of TC 204/WG 4

Intermodal AVI/ AEI is a logistic system via different trans-
port mode and the standard specified in order for freight 
transport information to be handled between onboard equip-
ment and roadside units.  In the concept of intermodal logis-
tic system is, as shown in the figure below, accesses from 
various access points are anticipated to vehicles, transport 
devices and cargos on board.  To comply with this need, 

the standards for intermodal system are summarized as  fol-
lowing three standards :1) ISO17261 to  describe reference 
architecture, 2) ISO17262 to add the data structure (CSI: 
Coding Structure Identifier) to be equipped with onboard 
equipment, and 3) the interface of ISO17263 to expand and  
enhance additional parameters. 

TC 204/WG 4 has a liaison relationship with ISO/IEC JTC 1 SC 
31/WG 4 (Standardization for automatic identification and data 
acquisition technology/RFID). TC 204/WG 4 is deliberating on 
specifications designed to maintain interoperability between 
AVI/AEI systems, on system architecture, data structure and 
standards for international registration for data exchange for ERI 
systems as an application area of AVI. In the meantime, SC 
31/WG 4 is discussing the compatibility and standards of onroad 
modules to item RF tags and RF tags. In other words, the areas 
handled by TC 204 include applications using onroad modules 

for item RF tags and RF tags, which are defined by SC 31/WG 4. 
TC 204/WG 4 is the leading body who handles applications of 
AVI/AEI systems. 

Collaborative works are underway between WGs for propos-
als including for additional standards to those relative to intermo-
dal AEI system of WG4, cooperating in data structure for interna-
tional multimodal transport involving WG7.  Further, cooperative 
relationships are set forward in the framework of online operation 
management of commercial vehicles (ISO15638 series) and 
SCM visualization of vehicle logistics (ISO18495).

Under ERI, roadside equipment communicates with onboard 
equipment for electronic vehicle identification. Two kinds of stan-
dards are established: ERI for fully secured operation, and ERI 
for basic identification. Originally, CEN made a proposal to 
ISO/TC 204/WG 4 for technical measures to Directive 
2000/53/EC of the European Commission and to “end of life” (a 
management program from manufacture to disposal of vehicles 
for environment protection) of September 2000. In June 2003, 
the proposal was approved as an official work item at a plenary 
session of ISO/TC 204.

The scopes of ERI systems are (1) to give a unique identifi-
cation number to each vehicle, (2) to make it possible to choose 
the performance of onboard equipment through ERI application 
systems, and (3) to guarantee minimum compatibility between 
onboard and roadside equipment. Discussions on standards 

have made the conclusion that standards for ERI are to be divid-
ed into two, Basic ERI using simple RF tags and Fully ERI with 
data protection measures. With regard to Basic ERI, ISO was 
published in October 2007. For fully ERI, the ISO for Parts 1 to 4 
was published in July 2010, and the ISO for Part 5 proposed by 
Japan was published in December 2011. 

In establishing this standard, ERTICO started an investiga-
tion related to ERI systems (the European EVI project) in Febru-
ary 2003 under a request from the EU. In the report, areas for 
possible applications of ERI systems were reported: (1) anti-
theft vehicles, (2) access control, (3) road pricing, (4) vehicle reg-
istration, (5) vehicle tax management, (6) traffic flow control, (7) 
traffic rules and their observance, (8) environment protection 
from manufacturing to disposal of vehicles, and (9) hazardous 
material management.

Electronic Registration Identification (ERI)

Standardization themes ISO numbers Contents

List of WG 4 work items

1  ISO 14814 Standardization of architecture of AVI/AEI system

2 Automatic vehicle and equipment identification  - system specifications  ISO 14815 Standardization of classification of AVI/AEI system requirements

3 Automatic vehicle and equipment identification - numbering and data structures  ISO 14816 Standardization of data compatibility of AVI/AEI system

4 Intermodal goods transport - architecture and terminology ISO 17261 Standardization of architecture of intermodal AEI system

5 Intermodal goods transport - numbering and data structures ISO 17262 Standardization of data structure of intermodal AEI system

6 Intermodal goods transport - system parameters ISO 17263 Standardization of classification of intermodal AEI system

7 Intermodal goods transport - interfaces ISO 17264 Standardization of interface specifications of intermodal AEI system

8 Electronic registration identification (ERI) for vehicles Part1～4 ISO 24534 

9 Electronic registration Identification (ERI) for Vehicles Part5 ISO 24534-5 Standardization of  security using symmetric key method in the above ERI system 

10 Basic electronic registration identification (Basic ERI) ISO 24535 Standardization of specifications for more simpler ERI system

Scope of WG 4

Automatic vehicle and equipment identification - reference 
architectures and terminology 

Standardization of specifications for a system where roadside equipment reads vehicle data 
electronically registered in on-board equipment
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Application interface definition for autonomous system (GNSS/CN)

Entire structure of EFC and scope of WG 5

Standardization themes ISO numbers Contents

List of WG 5 work items

 1 EFC-application interface definition for dedicated ISO 14906 Prescription of data structures and commands, etc. to make sure interoperability 
 short-range communication  of EFC applications using DSRC

 2 EFC-test procedures for user and fixed equipment - Part 1 TS 14907-1 Prescription of procedures and conditions for tests of EFC-related equipment

 3 EFC-test procedures for user and fixed equipment - Part 2 TS 14907-2 Prescription of conformance tests for On-Board equipment, conforming to EFC application interface definition (ISO 14906).

 4 EFC- Systems Architecture for Vehicle-related  ISO 17573 Definition of reference architecture for the entire EFC system and prescription of 
 tolling  frameworks of various EFC-related conditions

 5 EFC- Guidelines for EFC Security Proteciton Profiles TS 17574 Provision of a reference to ISO/IEC 15408 (IT security evaluation standard) and for EFC security establishment

 6 EFC- Application Interface Definition for EFC  TS 17575 Prescription of data structures and commands, etc. to insure interoperability of  
 based on autonomous systems  EFC applications using autonomous systems (GNSS/CN)

 7 Interface Definition for On-board Account Using   TS 25110 Specification of interfaces between roadside equipment and on-board equipment using IC cards    
 Integrated Circuit Cards   that enable reading and writing of EFC information and account information on IC cards

 8 Compliance Checking of autonomous systems    TS 12813 Whether correct payment is made by on-board autonomous systems (GNSS/CN) 
 over DSRC  can be checked by downloading data from vehicles using the roadside DSRC.

 9 Information Exchange between Service Provision and Toll Charging ISO 12855 Describes the information flow between EFC service providers and parties who charge fees.

10 Localisation Augmentation Communication for  TS 13141 Describes the communication requirements for upgrading the locating function of 
 Autonomous Systems  the on-board device for the autonomous system (GNSS/CN)

11 Conformity Evaluation of On-board and Roadside  TS 13143 Defines the conformity evaluation method for between the on-board device with the interface as 
 Equipment to CEN ISO/TS12813-Part 1 & 2  defined in Section 8 of TS 12813 (GNSS/CN system conformity check) and roadside equipment.

12 Conformity Evaluation of On-board and Roadside  TS 13140 Defines the conformity evaluation method for between the on-board device with the 
 Equipment to “Localisation augmentation for   interface as defined in Section 10 of DTS 13141 (communication with enhanced 
 autonomous systems”-Part 1 & 2  position-detecting function for autonomous system) and roadside equipment.

ETC system configuration in Japan and relationship with ISO standards, etc.

Example of integrated on-board equipment

On-board Equipment

Cellular transmitter-receiver

Center equipment

DSRC transmitter-receiver Enforcement transmitter-receiver

Roadside and mobile enforcement equipment

GNSS receiver

IC Card

(Option)

GNSS (GPS) satellites

(Option)

DSRC roadside equipment

Processing

GNSS (GPS)

DSRC RF or IRCellular Network (CN)

TS 17573

ISO 12855

TS 14907-1
TS 14907-2

TS 17574

ISO14906, TS25110

ISO15628 (Layer 7)
Rec. ITU-R M.1453 (Layer 1)

Payment Billing Issuing

Shown below is the ETC system configuration in Japan, and corresponding ISO standards and ITU recommendations.

SAM: Secure Application Module

WG 5 is working on standardizing Electronic Fee Collection (EFC) 
including ETC (Electronic Toll Collection) and other fee collections, 
to cover the entire field of charging and settlement of tolls for roads, 
fees for parking lots and ferries, and the like.  Emphasis has been 
placed mainly on ETC.  Communication between vehicles and 
roadside equipment is implemented through DSRC (Dedicated 
Short Range Communication), or a system called GNSS/CN using 
GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) and cellular networks 
(CN). The GNSS/CN system was renamed the autonomous system 
at the TC204 plenary in 2008. Autonomous system is a joint work 
item for ISO and CEN, with its main standards completed in 2010. 

In April 2004, the European Union (EU) issued the “Directive on 
the interoperability of electronic road toll systems in the Community” 
(EFC directive). The directive  recommends the adoption of the 
GNSS/CN system (the autonomous system) as the electronic road 
tolling system in Europe while it does not exclude the conventional 
DSRC system for coexistence.
On October 6, 2009, the EC adopted a decision establishing 

detailed definitions for EETS (European Electronic Toll Service). 
EETS is a pan-European electronic toll service established by EFC 
directive and can be utilized by road users across the whole of 
Europe with a single on-board module and a single contract with 
EETS providers. 

The EFC directive allows for charging for heavy goods vehicles 
3 years and other vehicles 5 years after the date of the issuance of 
EC decision. The EC decision was delayed from its originally 
planned issuance date of July 1, 2006, and was finally adopted 
more than 3 years late on October 6, 2009. Therefore, charges for 
heavy goods vehicles will begin in October 2012 and ordinary 
vehicles in October 2014.

However, present state of progressing in EETS is not necessar-
ily favorable.  In September, 2012, European Committee concluded 
that it would be impossible to apply EETS to heavy vehicles by 
October 8, 2012, targeted date for it, and it is requesting member 
countries to develop EETS at local level as an initial stage for 
complete interoperability in Europe.

WG 5: Fee and Toll collection

Integrated management center

Road operators Road operators

Road operator center

Roadside equipment

Roadside server
Roadside SAM

Roadside radio equipment

DSRC control

EFC architecture

I/F for clearing between operators

Test procedures for EFC equipment

Security framework

Application I/F for DSRC

DSRC

Card issuer

User

On-board equipment

IC card
On-board applications

On-board SAM

DSRC control

The GNSS/CN based EFC was approved as a work item in 
1997.  The toll collection system for Heavy Goods Vehicles 
(HGV) in Germany, which went into operation on January 1, 
2005, adopts this system.  The onboard unit is continuously 
positioning the geodetic coordinate of the present location 
with the GNSS(GPS) receiver built in, and executes toll 
collection using the pricing data corresponding to the vehicle 
location downloaded via cellular network. A variety of 

methods are available for calculating pricing, including use 
of onboard equipment or centre-based systems that operate 
via the cellular network.  For pricing method, there are a 
variety of methods applicable, such as zone pricing for each 
passing of virtual pricing area, distance-based pricing 
applied for traveling distance, etc.  The figure shows an 
example of onboard unit integrating DSRC method to cover 
EFCs in European countries.

There are two major methods for EFC-related settlement.  One 
is the center settlement method mainly employed in Europe 
and the United States, and the other is the IC-card based 
on-board equipment settlement system used in Japan, Korea 

and other areas of Asia.  In this TS 25110, the application interface 
that enables roadside modules to access IC cards via DSRC 
and on-board equipment is modeled on the basis of Japanese 
ETC and Korean ETC methods.

Interface definition for on-board account using integrated circuit cards (TS 25110)

This is the  definition of expandable DSRC-OBE to allow it to  
be used e.g. as autonomous type EFC-OBE connecting 

DSRC-OBE and external OBE device.  CD was approved in 
June 2013.

Definition of the interface between DSRC-OBE and external onboard device (CD 16785)  
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EFC-related entities include Card Issuers, 
Service Providers, Clearing Operators, and 
Collection Agents with the relationship shown 
in the figure below.  WG 5 is working on 
standardization of the EFC application 
interface (data elements and command 
definition, etc.) both for DSRC and GNSS/CN, 
which are means of communication between 
Service Providers and Users, and of the test 
procedures and data security.  Works on 
standardization of DSRC are completed in  
TC 204 WG 15 and ITU-R SG 5. 

Entities involved in EFC and Scope of WG 5

Within the scope of ISO/TS17575

13 Evaluation of equipment for conformity to CEN 
ISO/TS 17575-1

Conformity evaluation for Part 1 of the application interface definition (billing) for 
autonomous system EFC

TS 16407

14 Evaluation of equipment for conformity to CEN 
ISO/TS 17575-2

Conformity evaluation for Part 2 of the application interface definition 
(communications) for autonomous system EFC

TS 16401

15 Evaluation of equipment for conformity to CEN 
ISO/TS 17575-3

Conformity evaluation for Part 3 of the application interface definition (context 
data) for autonomous system EFC

TS 16410

16 Evaluation of equipment for conformity to CEN 
ISO/TS 17575-4

Conformity evaluation for Part 4 of the application interface definition (roaming) for 
autonomous system EFC

TS 16403

17

18

Charging performance part1 & 2 EFC performance standard (metrics) and inspection frameworkDTS 17444

18

Interface definition between DSRC-OBE and 
external in-vehicle devices

Interface for extending onboard DSRC equipment to autonomous systems (EFC 
using GNSS/CN)

CD 16785

Payment system B

IC card

WG 5 defines interface

DSRC (WG 15, ITU-R)

Scope of ISO/TC 204/WG 5
Payment system A

Card Issuer

Third-party credit
research company

Enforcement operatorCollection Agency

Service Provider

Clearing Operator Clearing Operator

User
(on-board equipment)
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Application interface definition for autonomous system (GNSS/CN)

Entire structure of EFC and scope of WG 5

Standardization themes ISO numbers Contents

List of WG 5 work items

 1 EFC-application interface definition for dedicated ISO 14906 Prescription of data structures and commands, etc. to make sure interoperability 
 short-range communication  of EFC applications using DSRC

 2 EFC-test procedures for user and fixed equipment - Part 1 TS 14907-1 Prescription of procedures and conditions for tests of EFC-related equipment

 3 EFC-test procedures for user and fixed equipment - Part 2 TS 14907-2 Prescription of conformance tests for On-Board equipment, conforming to EFC application interface definition (ISO 14906).

 4 EFC- Systems Architecture for Vehicle-related  ISO 17573 Definition of reference architecture for the entire EFC system and prescription of 
 tolling  frameworks of various EFC-related conditions

 5 EFC- Guidelines for EFC Security Proteciton Profiles TS 17574 Provision of a reference to ISO/IEC 15408 (IT security evaluation standard) and for EFC security establishment

 6 EFC- Application Interface Definition for EFC  TS 17575 Prescription of data structures and commands, etc. to insure interoperability of  
 based on autonomous systems  EFC applications using autonomous systems (GNSS/CN)

 7 Interface Definition for On-board Account Using   TS 25110 Specification of interfaces between roadside equipment and on-board equipment using IC cards    
 Integrated Circuit Cards   that enable reading and writing of EFC information and account information on IC cards

 8 Compliance Checking of autonomous systems    TS 12813 Whether correct payment is made by on-board autonomous systems (GNSS/CN) 
 over DSRC  can be checked by downloading data from vehicles using the roadside DSRC.

 9 Information Exchange between Service Provision and Toll Charging ISO 12855 Describes the information flow between EFC service providers and parties who charge fees.

10 Localisation Augmentation Communication for  TS 13141 Describes the communication requirements for upgrading the locating function of 
 Autonomous Systems  the on-board device for the autonomous system (GNSS/CN)

11 Conformity Evaluation of On-board and Roadside  TS 13143 Defines the conformity evaluation method for between the on-board device with the interface as 
 Equipment to CEN ISO/TS12813-Part 1 & 2  defined in Section 8 of TS 12813 (GNSS/CN system conformity check) and roadside equipment.

12 Conformity Evaluation of On-board and Roadside  TS 13140 Defines the conformity evaluation method for between the on-board device with the 
 Equipment to “Localisation augmentation for   interface as defined in Section 10 of DTS 13141 (communication with enhanced 
 autonomous systems”-Part 1 & 2  position-detecting function for autonomous system) and roadside equipment.

ETC system configuration in Japan and relationship with ISO standards, etc.

Example of integrated on-board equipment
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Payment Billing Issuing

Shown below is the ETC system configuration in Japan, and corresponding ISO standards and ITU recommendations.

SAM: Secure Application Module

WG 5 is working on standardizing Electronic Fee Collection (EFC) 
including ETC (Electronic Toll Collection) and other fee collections, 
to cover the entire field of charging and settlement of tolls for roads, 
fees for parking lots and ferries, and the like.  Emphasis has been 
placed mainly on ETC.  Communication between vehicles and 
roadside equipment is implemented through DSRC (Dedicated 
Short Range Communication), or a system called GNSS/CN using 
GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) and cellular networks 
(CN). The GNSS/CN system was renamed the autonomous system 
at the TC204 plenary in 2008. Autonomous system is a joint work 
item for ISO and CEN, with its main standards completed in 2010. 

In April 2004, the European Union (EU) issued the “Directive on 
the interoperability of electronic road toll systems in the Community” 
(EFC directive). The directive  recommends the adoption of the 
GNSS/CN system (the autonomous system) as the electronic road 
tolling system in Europe while it does not exclude the conventional 
DSRC system for coexistence.
On October 6, 2009, the EC adopted a decision establishing 

detailed definitions for EETS (European Electronic Toll Service). 
EETS is a pan-European electronic toll service established by EFC 
directive and can be utilized by road users across the whole of 
Europe with a single on-board module and a single contract with 
EETS providers. 

The EFC directive allows for charging for heavy goods vehicles 
3 years and other vehicles 5 years after the date of the issuance of 
EC decision. The EC decision was delayed from its originally 
planned issuance date of July 1, 2006, and was finally adopted 
more than 3 years late on October 6, 2009. Therefore, charges for 
heavy goods vehicles will begin in October 2012 and ordinary 
vehicles in October 2014.

However, present state of progressing in EETS is not necessar-
ily favorable.  In September, 2012, European Committee concluded 
that it would be impossible to apply EETS to heavy vehicles by 
October 8, 2012, targeted date for it, and it is requesting member 
countries to develop EETS at local level as an initial stage for 
complete interoperability in Europe.

WG 5: Fee and Toll collection
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Road operators Road operators

Road operator center

Roadside equipment

Roadside server
Roadside SAM

Roadside radio equipment

DSRC control

EFC architecture

I/F for clearing between operators

Test procedures for EFC equipment
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Application I/F for DSRC

DSRC
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User

On-board equipment

IC card
On-board applications

On-board SAM

DSRC control

The GNSS/CN based EFC was approved as a work item in 
1997.  The toll collection system for Heavy Goods Vehicles 
(HGV) in Germany, which went into operation on January 1, 
2005, adopts this system.  The onboard unit is continuously 
positioning the geodetic coordinate of the present location 
with the GNSS(GPS) receiver built in, and executes toll 
collection using the pricing data corresponding to the vehicle 
location downloaded via cellular network. A variety of 

methods are available for calculating pricing, including use 
of onboard equipment or centre-based systems that operate 
via the cellular network.  For pricing method, there are a 
variety of methods applicable, such as zone pricing for each 
passing of virtual pricing area, distance-based pricing 
applied for traveling distance, etc.  The figure shows an 
example of onboard unit integrating DSRC method to cover 
EFCs in European countries.

There are two major methods for EFC-related settlement.  One 
is the center settlement method mainly employed in Europe 
and the United States, and the other is the IC-card based 
on-board equipment settlement system used in Japan, Korea 

and other areas of Asia.  In this TS 25110, the application interface 
that enables roadside modules to access IC cards via DSRC 
and on-board equipment is modeled on the basis of Japanese 
ETC and Korean ETC methods.

Interface definition for on-board account using integrated circuit cards (TS 25110)

This is the  definition of expandable DSRC-OBE to allow it to  
be used e.g. as autonomous type EFC-OBE connecting 

DSRC-OBE and external OBE device.  CD was approved in 
June 2013.

Definition of the interface between DSRC-OBE and external onboard device (CD 16785)  
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EFC-related entities include Card Issuers, 
Service Providers, Clearing Operators, and 
Collection Agents with the relationship shown 
in the figure below.  WG 5 is working on 
standardization of the EFC application 
interface (data elements and command 
definition, etc.) both for DSRC and GNSS/CN, 
which are means of communication between 
Service Providers and Users, and of the test 
procedures and data security.  Works on 
standardization of DSRC are completed in  
TC 204 WG 15 and ITU-R SG 5. 

Entities involved in EFC and Scope of WG 5

Within the scope of ISO/TS17575

13 Evaluation of equipment for conformity to CEN 
ISO/TS 17575-1

Conformity evaluation for Part 1 of the application interface definition (billing) for 
autonomous system EFC

TS 16407

14 Evaluation of equipment for conformity to CEN 
ISO/TS 17575-2

Conformity evaluation for Part 2 of the application interface definition 
(communications) for autonomous system EFC

TS 16401

15 Evaluation of equipment for conformity to CEN 
ISO/TS 17575-3

Conformity evaluation for Part 3 of the application interface definition (context 
data) for autonomous system EFC

TS 16410

16 Evaluation of equipment for conformity to CEN 
ISO/TS 17575-4

Conformity evaluation for Part 4 of the application interface definition (roaming) for 
autonomous system EFC

TS 16403

17

18

Charging performance part1 & 2 EFC performance standard (metrics) and inspection frameworkDTS 17444

18

Interface definition between DSRC-OBE and 
external in-vehicle devices

Interface for extending onboard DSRC equipment to autonomous systems (EFC 
using GNSS/CN)

CD 16785

Payment system B

IC card

WG 5 defines interface

DSRC (WG 15, ITU-R)

Scope of ISO/TC 204/WG 5
Payment system A

Card Issuer

Third-party credit
research company

Enforcement operatorCollection Agency

Service Provider

Clearing Operator Clearing Operator

User
(on-board equipment)
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The current WG7 is a merger of WG6 (General Fleet 
Management) and WG7 (Commercial/Freight) agreed at the 
Montreal meeting in November 1999. Standardization topics 
include transport of hazardous goods and international 
multimodal transport. 

As concrete work items, operation management of 
commercial vehicles, data dictionary and message set of 
international multimodal transport and monitoring og vehicle 
logistics are underway for standardization

Subject to this standardization are the data dictionary and message 
sets for supporting exchange of information on hazardous materials, 
and automatic identification and monitoring. This standard assumes 
to be applied to various forms of communication media such as 
DSRC (Dedicated short range communications) and cellular phones.
1. Real-time information collection (identification of vehicles, informa-

tion on hazardous materials)
2. Support for cooperation between control center operator and emer-

gency responders on site (police, fire fighters, etc) when an acci-
dent occurs during hazardous material transport

3. Monitoring of physical conditions (temperature and pressure, etc.) 
during hazardous material transport

In Europe and the United States, intermodal transport involving 
ships, railways and trucks is common in hazardous material 
transport. These standardization items are considered effective for 
one-stop services at borders. 

This standard was published in February 2007. It was confirmed 
in the periodical review in February 2010, and were to be proofread 
with the updating of the standard (IEEE) which was referred. 

List of WG 7 work items

Austria proposed an ITS application for management of heavy vehicles and it was 
approved to establish SWG7.4 and register it as PWI.  This standard is for the 
framework where weight sensors and GPS receivers, etc. are mounted on commer-
cial vehicles, information from those units are offered to regulatory departments,  
system to offer regulatory information to operators are assumed and private organiza-
tions to offer services for collecting and providing this information.  After the Jeju 
Island conference, the content was divided into Part 1 (Framework and architecture), 
Part 2 (Common platform using CALM), Part 3 (Required items, certification 
procedures and auditing), Part 4 (Security), Part 5 (Vehicle data), Part 6 (Application 
for regulation) and Part 7 (Other applications).  

In the Melbourn conference, Part 6 was divided into Parts from 8 to 19 by the 
application.  Since they includes operation management of commercial vehicles over 
boundaries other than within countries, commercial vehicles operated among China, 
Korea and Japan will be smoothly and efficiently managed in the future.  In the 
Seattle conference held in April, 2013, Parts 9, 10, 18 and 19 were decided to be 
retained at the CD stage for the time being, waiting for information gotten from third 
parties.  It was confirmed that Part 13 (Penalties against heavy vehicles and 
collection of fines) should be harmonized with TC204/ WG5 (Electronic toll collection).

With regard to system archtecture of cargo management in the 
furfacetransport, it is aimed to standardize aplication profiles 

(usage) applied to internarional multimodal transport, where 
international standards are combined for use.

Proposed by Japan at the Tampa meeting in October 2011 and 
approved as PWI. This standard is intended for international 
standardization of surveillance and management systems encom-

passing, identification (ID) and database (types of data: what, 
when, where, and how) for the transport of fully assembled 
vehicles from delivery from the factory until the time of sale.

Standardization activities, which are necessary for electronic 
information exchange between shippers and logistics operators in 
international multimodal transport, are being promoted.  Since 

each country and transport mode uses different data standards in 
international logistics and it is difficult to unify them, a new concept 
of ESCM (Electronic Supply Chain Manifest) was developed.

WG 7: General Fleet Management and Commercial/Freight Operations
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Exception Reports
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Data Dictionary and Message Sets for Electronic Identification and Monitoring of 
Hazardous Materials/Dangerous Goods Transportations (ISO 17687)

Road Transport Information Exchanges for Supply Chain Freight Time-Sensitive 
Delivery (Road-Air Freight-Road) (CD 24533)
Governance rules to sustain electronic information exchange methods (WD 17187)

Freight Conveyance Content Identification and Communication 
Architecture-Application Profile (ISO 26683-1,2)

Framework for collaborative telematics applications for
regulated commercial freight vehicles
(ISO15638-1,2,3,5,7,DIS15638-6,8,11,12,14-17,CD15638-9,10,13,18.19, NP15638-4)

Automotive Vehicles Visibility System in the supply chain(CD 18495-1, PWI 18495-2)
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Standardization themes ISO numbers Contents

1
Data Dictionary and Message Sets for Electronic
Identification and Monitoring of Hazardous
Materials/Dangerous Goods Transportations

ISO 17687
Definition of data dictionary and message sets necessary for automatic identification and monitoring, which makes
it possible to exchange information among vehicles, management centers, Fire/Police, related organizations, 
carriers, and senders and receivers of cargoes, regarding hazardous material transport (SWG7.1)

2
Data Dictionary and Message Set to Facilitate the Movement of Freight
and its Intermodal Transfer-Road Transport Information Exchanges for
Supply Chain Freight Time-Sensitive Delivery (Road-Air Freight-Road)

CD 24533
Definition of data dictionary and message sets necessary for monitoring functions to 
manage all processes in international freight transport, specifically focusing on 
international air cargo movement out of various intermodal freight transfer. (SWG 7.2)

3
Electronic information exchange to facilitate the movement of 
freight and its intermodal transfer - Governance rules to sustain 
electronic information exchange methods

WD 17187
Rule restriction concerning electronic information exchange to continue the electronic
information exchange between compound distribution that relates to land distribution 
smoothly

4 Freight Conveyance Content Identification and 
Communication Architecture-Application Profile ISO 26683-1,2

Standardization of the cargo information transfer system architecture and data structure 
(utilizing RFID technology) that combines existing international standards to enable 
visualization of cargo in international integrated transportation.  (SWG 7.3)

5 Framework for collaborative telematics applications 
for regulated commercial freight vehicles

ISO 15638-1, 3, 5, 7
DIS 15638-6,8, 11, 12, 14 ～ 17
CD 15638-9, 10, 13,18
NP 15638-4

Standardization of architecture for real-time monitoring of operations, capable of 
confirming travel routes for heavy vehicles (trucks), freight weight, legality of driver 
operations and charging. (SWG 7.4)

6 Automotive visibility in the supply chain Part 1: 
Architecture, data definitions and protocols CD18495-1 Definition of architecture and data for visualizing vehicle logistics

7
Automotive visibility in the supply chain Part 2: 
Realization of architecture aspects using ISO 
24533 and ISO 17187

PWI 18495-2
Study on architecture allowing use of TS 24533 and TS 17187 in standards of 
vehicle logistics
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The current WG7 is a merger of WG6 (General Fleet 
Management) and WG7 (Commercial/Freight) agreed at the 
Montreal meeting in November 1999. Standardization topics 
include transport of hazardous goods and international 
multimodal transport. 

As concrete work items, operation management of 
commercial vehicles, data dictionary and message set of 
international multimodal transport and monitoring og vehicle 
logistics are underway for standardization

Subject to this standardization are the data dictionary and message 
sets for supporting exchange of information on hazardous materials, 
and automatic identification and monitoring. This standard assumes 
to be applied to various forms of communication media such as 
DSRC (Dedicated short range communications) and cellular phones.
1. Real-time information collection (identification of vehicles, informa-

tion on hazardous materials)
2. Support for cooperation between control center operator and emer-

gency responders on site (police, fire fighters, etc) when an acci-
dent occurs during hazardous material transport

3. Monitoring of physical conditions (temperature and pressure, etc.) 
during hazardous material transport

In Europe and the United States, intermodal transport involving 
ships, railways and trucks is common in hazardous material 
transport. These standardization items are considered effective for 
one-stop services at borders. 

This standard was published in February 2007. It was confirmed 
in the periodical review in February 2010, and were to be proofread 
with the updating of the standard (IEEE) which was referred. 

List of WG 7 work items

Austria proposed an ITS application for management of heavy vehicles and it was 
approved to establish SWG7.4 and register it as PWI.  This standard is for the 
framework where weight sensors and GPS receivers, etc. are mounted on commer-
cial vehicles, information from those units are offered to regulatory departments,  
system to offer regulatory information to operators are assumed and private organiza-
tions to offer services for collecting and providing this information.  After the Jeju 
Island conference, the content was divided into Part 1 (Framework and architecture), 
Part 2 (Common platform using CALM), Part 3 (Required items, certification 
procedures and auditing), Part 4 (Security), Part 5 (Vehicle data), Part 6 (Application 
for regulation) and Part 7 (Other applications).  

In the Melbourn conference, Part 6 was divided into Parts from 8 to 19 by the 
application.  Since they includes operation management of commercial vehicles over 
boundaries other than within countries, commercial vehicles operated among China, 
Korea and Japan will be smoothly and efficiently managed in the future.  In the 
Seattle conference held in April, 2013, Parts 9, 10, 18 and 19 were decided to be 
retained at the CD stage for the time being, waiting for information gotten from third 
parties.  It was confirmed that Part 13 (Penalties against heavy vehicles and 
collection of fines) should be harmonized with TC204/ WG5 (Electronic toll collection).

With regard to system archtecture of cargo management in the 
furfacetransport, it is aimed to standardize aplication profiles 

(usage) applied to internarional multimodal transport, where 
international standards are combined for use.

Proposed by Japan at the Tampa meeting in October 2011 and 
approved as PWI. This standard is intended for international 
standardization of surveillance and management systems encom-

passing, identification (ID) and database (types of data: what, 
when, where, and how) for the transport of fully assembled 
vehicles from delivery from the factory until the time of sale.

Standardization activities, which are necessary for electronic 
information exchange between shippers and logistics operators in 
international multimodal transport, are being promoted.  Since 

each country and transport mode uses different data standards in 
international logistics and it is difficult to unify them, a new concept 
of ESCM (Electronic Supply Chain Manifest) was developed.

WG 7: General Fleet Management and Commercial/Freight Operations
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Data Dictionary and Message Sets for Electronic Identification and Monitoring of 
Hazardous Materials/Dangerous Goods Transportations (ISO 17687)

Road Transport Information Exchanges for Supply Chain Freight Time-Sensitive 
Delivery (Road-Air Freight-Road) (CD 24533)
Governance rules to sustain electronic information exchange methods (WD 17187)

Freight Conveyance Content Identification and Communication 
Architecture-Application Profile (ISO 26683-1,2)

Framework for collaborative telematics applications for
regulated commercial freight vehicles
(ISO15638-1,2,3,5,7,DIS15638-6,8,11,12,14-17,CD15638-9,10,13,18.19, NP15638-4)

Automotive Vehicles Visibility System in the supply chain(CD 18495-1, PWI 18495-2)
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･In-house companies’
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Data Dictionary and Message Sets for Pre-emption and Prioritization Signal Systems
for Emergency and Public Vehicles: PRESTO (ISO 22951)

Interoperable Fare Management System: IFMS (ISO 24014 etc.)

Standardization of Public Transport Station (IFOPT)

Importance of Public Transport

WG 8 is working on the standardization of public transport.  Public transport 
includes buses, trains, trams and emergency vehicles.

As a standardization item, there is “Interoperable Fare Management 
System (IFMS)” which is ongoing under the leadership of CEN.  Revision of 

IFMS Part 1 is proceeding in parallel with standardization for Part 2 and 3.
In the autumn of 2010, Japan proposed “Public transport user information 
Part 1” aiming at the standardization of information related to public transport 
passengers and it was approved as DIS in Spring 2013. 

PRESTO is designed to exchange data efficiently for traffic signal preemption 
and prioritization so that public transport vehicles such as emergency vehi-
cles, buses and trams can pass intersections preferentially over other vehi-
cles.  Data is principally exchanged between vehicles and roadside units.  
The standardization scope includes data dictionaries and message sets in 
V2I/I2V communication fields.

More specifically, traffic signals are controlled (by prolonging the green 
time or shortening the red time) on the basis of information on the location of 
emergency vehicles, running speed, destination and the direction of travel at 
intersections so that emergency vehicles can pass through intersections 
quickly. In addition, other vehicles and pedestrians can be made aware of the 

presence of the emergency vehicles so they can avoid a potencial collision. 
ISO was issued on January 2009.

The reason why WG 8 has adopted public transport as an important 
standardization theme is that excessive dependence on automobiles 
for passenger and cargo transport causes serious harm to our society 
and lives, and damages sustainability.  To reduce the dependence on 
automobiles, it is necessary to increase the density of cities and make 
cities compact, and then to change transport modes from automobiles 
to foot, bicycles and public transport.  However, automobiles provide 
door-to-door transport and comfort, and out-of-pocket costs borne by 
drivers are considered generally lower than that of public transport.  

It is effective to enhance the attractiveness of public transport in 
promoting a shift to public transport.  Toward that end, information has 

an extremely important role to play. Owing to the development of ICT, it 
has become possible to select most suitable routes by receiving infor-
mation such as routes of public transport, transfer, operation conditions, 
required time and fare, etc. before travel starts and on the way. In order 
to dramatically enhance the attractiveness of public transport, it is nec-
essary not only to apply advanced information technology but also to 
implement measures systematically and  comprehensively. The remov-
al of physical barriers during a transfer, the realization of inexpenseive 
and easy-to-understand fares as well as simple payment methods are 
preferable. In addition, land use that gives priority to the convenience of  
public transport users should be accomplished.

Public Transport Traveller Information(DIS 17185)

The Interoperable Fare Management System (IFMS) is a con-
ceptual architecture for the overall coordination of related sys-
tems to realize efficient operation and management of fare col-
lection through IC cards and other payment methods in 
railways, buses and other public transport. In Europe, 
CEN/TC 278/WG 3 is leading the standardization of the 
system. In view of its significance, WG 8 decided to standard-
ize IFMS in cooperation with CEN and the PWI proposal of 
Part 1 was approved in October 2003. 

Subsequently, the FDIS ballot was held in February 2007 
and ISO was published in June 2007. The experts and partici-
pants of Japan negotiated with the CEN side with great persis-
tence and succeeded to reflect opinions from Japan on the 

ISO. Part 1 is currently being revised.
In addition, following Part 1, standardization of Part 2 is 

now underway. However, the contents of Part 2 covered a wide 
range of topics and hence the original contents of Part 2 were 
split into Part 2 and Part 3. Japan is acting as the editor for the 
new Part 2, and is aiming for approval as a TR in 2013. In Part 
2, a set of rules and the like necessary for actual application of 
IFMS will be compiled based on the architecture specified in 
Part 1. Part 3 was approved as a PWI at the Barcelona meeting 
in September 2009, it will be published as TR.

- Part 2: Recommended business practices for set of rules
- Part 3: Interoperability within a multi-application environment

Standardization work for identification of fixed objects in 
public transport was made at CEN and it was approved as a 
TR. IFOPT Part 1 edited by CEN specifies four submodels: 
POI, stop place, administrative area and gazetter/ topographi-
cal models. The standardization work for the network and 
timetable in public transport are also being performed at CEN. 

Moreover, the standardization of “Transfer Nodes” is 
underway at TC211 and its NP voting was held in August 
2006. WG8 has requested TC211 to closely communicate 
with WG8 in establishing the standardization.

It is necessary to pay enough attention to the movement 
of the standardization.

Regarding information related to public transport, it was agreed 
in April 2007 that the standardization of reference model be start-
ed based on the Transmodel※ established by CEN. As part of 
the preparation, it was agreed to prepare catalogs of public trans-
port in each country but this was postponed for a year due to 
budgetary constraints and other reasons. Subsequently, the PWI 
was approved at the Barcelona meeting in September 2009. 

However, it takes much time and needs efforts to prepare 
catalogs of public transport information in each country and the  

use value is limited.  Therefore, it was decided to propose a 
comprehensive standard including travellers’ information of 
public transport by member coontries.  In addition to European 
TransModel and American PTCIP, Japanese standards are 
planned to be included. Public transport traveller information 
Part 1 was proposed at the Jeju meeting in the Autumn of 2010 
and approved as PWI.  DIS voting was authorized at the 2013 
Spring Meeting in Seattle. The standardization of Part 2 and 3 
are underway, too.

List of WG 8 work items 

※Transmodel (EN12986)
This is a reference model used for information systems related to 
public transport in Europe. It is a conceptual model independent of 
implementation design and logical/physical levels and is commonly 
used for different platforms to guarantee the interoperability of 
software resources between information systems and to establish 

highly secure and reliable systems.  Data items handled include 
strategic planning, employee/operation management, passenger 
information, fee collection and operation statistics.  Transmodel 
was proposed by France mainly in consideration of the needs of 
bus operators and published as EN 12986.  

WG 8: Public Transport and Emergency
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Standardization themes ISO numbers Contents

1 Data dictionary and message sets for  pre-emption and prioritization
signal systems for emergency and public transport vehicles (PRESTO)

ISO22951 Standardization of data dictionary and message sets for traffic signal 
pre-emption and prioritization for emergency and public transport vehicles

2 Public transport-interoperable fare 
management system-Part 1: architecture

ISO24014-1 Definition of conceptual architecture to establish a public transport fare 
management system that accommodates multiple operators and services

3
Public Transport-Interoperable Fare Management 
System - Part 2 Recommended business practices 
for set of rules

PWI 24014-2 Description of the set of rules necessary for installing IFMS based on 
the architecture specified in Part 1 and the relationship among rules.
To be issued as a TR.

4 Public Transport-Interoperable Fare Management System - 
Part 3: Interoperability within a Multi-Application Environment

TR 24014-3 The aim is to describe business practices within applications in multi-application 
environments and interoperability between applications.

5 Public Transport Requirements for Use of Payment 
Applications for Fare Media

TR 14806 Standardization of IC card and other payment methods

6 Mobile Architecture Designs Promoting Competition and 
Integration Across Varying Mobile Platforms

PWI Standardization of architecture for fare payment using mobile devices

7 Conformance Test of Interoperable Fare 
Management System

PWI Standardization of IFMS conformance test

8 Public Transport User Information Part1 - Standards 
Framework for Public Information Systems

DIS 17185-1 Establishment of comprehensive standards including public transport user 
 information.

9 Public Transport User Information Part2 - Public Transport  
Data and Interface Standards Catalogue and Cross Reference

NP 17185-2 Standardization of public transport user information interface and use 
cases.

10 Public Transport User Information Part3 - Use Cases for  
Journey Planning Systems and Their Interoperation

NP 17185-3 Standardization of use cases for a journey planning system and collabo-
ration among them.

11 Modelling Stops and Network Topology PWI Standardization of public transport stations, stops and network topology

12 Governance of Mandatory Public Transport Standards PWI Details to be determined.

13 Public Transport Reference Architecture(PTRA) PWI Content under development

14 Emergency Evacuation and Disaster Response and 
Recovery - Part 1:Framework

PWI 19083-1 Content under development

15 Emergency Evacuation and Disaster Response and 
Recovery - Part 2:Data Flow

PWI 19083-2 Content under development

16 Emergency Evacuation and Disaster Response and 
Recovery - Part 3:Use Cases

PWI 19083-3 Content under development
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Data Dictionary and Message Sets for Pre-emption and Prioritization Signal Systems
for Emergency and Public Vehicles: PRESTO (ISO 22951)

Interoperable Fare Management System: IFMS (ISO 24014 etc.)

Standardization of Public Transport Station (IFOPT)

Importance of Public Transport

WG 8 is working on the standardization of public transport.  Public transport 
includes buses, trains, trams and emergency vehicles.

As a standardization item, there is “Interoperable Fare Management 
System (IFMS)” which is ongoing under the leadership of CEN.  Revision of 

IFMS Part 1 is proceeding in parallel with standardization for Part 2 and 3.
In the autumn of 2010, Japan proposed “Public transport user information 
Part 1” aiming at the standardization of information related to public transport 
passengers and it was approved as DIS in Spring 2013. 

PRESTO is designed to exchange data efficiently for traffic signal preemption 
and prioritization so that public transport vehicles such as emergency vehi-
cles, buses and trams can pass intersections preferentially over other vehi-
cles.  Data is principally exchanged between vehicles and roadside units.  
The standardization scope includes data dictionaries and message sets in 
V2I/I2V communication fields.

More specifically, traffic signals are controlled (by prolonging the green 
time or shortening the red time) on the basis of information on the location of 
emergency vehicles, running speed, destination and the direction of travel at 
intersections so that emergency vehicles can pass through intersections 
quickly. In addition, other vehicles and pedestrians can be made aware of the 

presence of the emergency vehicles so they can avoid a potencial collision. 
ISO was issued on January 2009.

The reason why WG 8 has adopted public transport as an important 
standardization theme is that excessive dependence on automobiles 
for passenger and cargo transport causes serious harm to our society 
and lives, and damages sustainability.  To reduce the dependence on 
automobiles, it is necessary to increase the density of cities and make 
cities compact, and then to change transport modes from automobiles 
to foot, bicycles and public transport.  However, automobiles provide 
door-to-door transport and comfort, and out-of-pocket costs borne by 
drivers are considered generally lower than that of public transport.  

It is effective to enhance the attractiveness of public transport in 
promoting a shift to public transport.  Toward that end, information has 

an extremely important role to play. Owing to the development of ICT, it 
has become possible to select most suitable routes by receiving infor-
mation such as routes of public transport, transfer, operation conditions, 
required time and fare, etc. before travel starts and on the way. In order 
to dramatically enhance the attractiveness of public transport, it is nec-
essary not only to apply advanced information technology but also to 
implement measures systematically and  comprehensively. The remov-
al of physical barriers during a transfer, the realization of inexpenseive 
and easy-to-understand fares as well as simple payment methods are 
preferable. In addition, land use that gives priority to the convenience of  
public transport users should be accomplished.

Public Transport Traveller Information(DIS 17185)

The Interoperable Fare Management System (IFMS) is a con-
ceptual architecture for the overall coordination of related sys-
tems to realize efficient operation and management of fare col-
lection through IC cards and other payment methods in 
railways, buses and other public transport. In Europe, 
CEN/TC 278/WG 3 is leading the standardization of the 
system. In view of its significance, WG 8 decided to standard-
ize IFMS in cooperation with CEN and the PWI proposal of 
Part 1 was approved in October 2003. 

Subsequently, the FDIS ballot was held in February 2007 
and ISO was published in June 2007. The experts and partici-
pants of Japan negotiated with the CEN side with great persis-
tence and succeeded to reflect opinions from Japan on the 

ISO. Part 1 is currently being revised.
In addition, following Part 1, standardization of Part 2 is 

now underway. However, the contents of Part 2 covered a wide 
range of topics and hence the original contents of Part 2 were 
split into Part 2 and Part 3. Japan is acting as the editor for the 
new Part 2, and is aiming for approval as a TR in 2013. In Part 
2, a set of rules and the like necessary for actual application of 
IFMS will be compiled based on the architecture specified in 
Part 1. Part 3 was approved as a PWI at the Barcelona meeting 
in September 2009, it will be published as TR.

- Part 2: Recommended business practices for set of rules
- Part 3: Interoperability within a multi-application environment

Standardization work for identification of fixed objects in 
public transport was made at CEN and it was approved as a 
TR. IFOPT Part 1 edited by CEN specifies four submodels: 
POI, stop place, administrative area and gazetter/ topographi-
cal models. The standardization work for the network and 
timetable in public transport are also being performed at CEN. 

Moreover, the standardization of “Transfer Nodes” is 
underway at TC211 and its NP voting was held in August 
2006. WG8 has requested TC211 to closely communicate 
with WG8 in establishing the standardization.

It is necessary to pay enough attention to the movement 
of the standardization.

Regarding information related to public transport, it was agreed 
in April 2007 that the standardization of reference model be start-
ed based on the Transmodel※ established by CEN. As part of 
the preparation, it was agreed to prepare catalogs of public trans-
port in each country but this was postponed for a year due to 
budgetary constraints and other reasons. Subsequently, the PWI 
was approved at the Barcelona meeting in September 2009. 

However, it takes much time and needs efforts to prepare 
catalogs of public transport information in each country and the  

use value is limited.  Therefore, it was decided to propose a 
comprehensive standard including travellers’ information of 
public transport by member coontries.  In addition to European 
TransModel and American PTCIP, Japanese standards are 
planned to be included. Public transport traveller information 
Part 1 was proposed at the Jeju meeting in the Autumn of 2010 
and approved as PWI.  DIS voting was authorized at the 2013 
Spring Meeting in Seattle. The standardization of Part 2 and 3 
are underway, too.

List of WG 8 work items 

※Transmodel (EN12986)
This is a reference model used for information systems related to 
public transport in Europe. It is a conceptual model independent of 
implementation design and logical/physical levels and is commonly 
used for different platforms to guarantee the interoperability of 
software resources between information systems and to establish 

highly secure and reliable systems.  Data items handled include 
strategic planning, employee/operation management, passenger 
information, fee collection and operation statistics.  Transmodel 
was proposed by France mainly in consideration of the needs of 
bus operators and published as EN 12986.  

WG 8: Public Transport and Emergency

Scope of standardization

Entities in IFMS

Product
Owner

Application
Owner

Collection
&

Forwarding

Application Retailer

Product Retailer 

Customer

Customer
Service

Service
Operator 

Security
Manager

Registrar

Emergency vehicles

Traffic signal 
Roadside equipment
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Vehicle Detectors

Traffic Signal Controllers

Traffic volume

Occupancy

Speed

Vehicle Type

Message #1

Standardization of Communication between Traffic Signal Controllers and Vehicle Detectors

WG 9 is working on standardization for traffic management 
(traffic information and control, etc.).  Specifically, it is 
working on the systematization of information and standard-
ization of communication systems between traffic manage-

ment centers, between centers and roadside modules, and 
between roadside modules, in order to exchange data 
efficiently and to provide information for outside organiza-
tions.

Standardization of communications between centers and roadside modules (ISO 15784)

Communication between centers means communication between traffic 
management centers. Under this communication, information that a 
transport management center collects is exchanged with a neighboring 
center to enable the implementation of extensive transport management.  
WG 9 stipulates the definition forms of messages and the protocol for 
exchange of messages of communication between centers.

Definition forms of messages refer to what should be described 
when a message is defined.  For example, the name of a message, a 
text and a form (data type).  

The protocol called DATEX-ASN is specified for the application 

layer. Refering DATEX-Net, which was the European center to center 
communication standard, The USA has developed DATEX-ASN using a 
notation language called ASN.1 to be adapted in an international 
standard.

This item has been established as an ISO standard (in November 
2005). Japan is leading consideration of whether to add the XML-based 
protocol as Part 3 and this has been approved as NP. Part 3 will 
stipulate the messaging rules in a form that is consistent with the new 
European DATEX II standard for communication between centres and 
America's NTICP communication between centres.

Standardization for communication between centers (ISO 14827)

Activities
The scope (center to center, centers to roadside) of 
standardization that WG 9 is working on is shown in the 
figure.  Centers refer to transport management centers.  
Roadside modules include signal control devices, informa-
tion boards and sensors installed on the roadside.

One of the advantages for promoting standardization of 
information and communication between centers, and 
centers and roadside modules is to ensure inter-connectivity. 
It enables reduction of risks for purchasing modules by procur-
ers and for development by module suppliers.

Standardization of Communication between the Centers and Roadside Modules

Scope of standardization

Center Center

Roadside moduleRoadside module

ISO 15784

ISO 14827

GET (Demand for reading the information)
SET (Demand for writing the information)

Response to GET,
Response to SET Center Traffic signal

controller
(for example)

Traffic signal
controller
(for example)

Roadside module

Variable
message sign
(for example)

(TMP method) (DATEX-ASN method)

Information delivery
for information request

Inform
ation delivery

for inform
ation request Center

Variable
message sign
(for example)

Roadside module

Communication between centers and roadside modules means 
exchange of information between central modules of a transport 
management center and modules installed on the roadside and 
between these roadside modules.  WG 9 plans to prescribe this 
communication in the form of an application profile.  The application 
profile designates a set of base standards regarding three upper 
layers of OSI to meet the requirements of communication between 
a center and roadside modules and prescribes how to use base 
standards.  As initial version, Transportation Management Protocol 

(TMP), which is a part of National Transportation Communication of 
the USA for ITS Protocol (NTCIP), was designated as Part 2, and 
DATEX-ASN, which is ISO 14827-2, an international standard for 
communications between transport management centers, as Part 3. 

This standard also stipulates the usage of these base 
standards.  Japanese contribution led the Part 1 and 3 of this 
standard to international standard in October 2008. Recently, the 
American proposal for Part 2 was approved as CD and resolving 
the comments.

WG9 has long been in study on standardization for evaluat-
ing the effects of ITS system.   However,  “Simulation model 
for evaluating traffic management system” was agreed to be 
in scope.  Japan took the lead in the standardization.  As 

the first step, it was decided to upgrade the “Simulation 
input parameters and report templates for evaluating signal 
control system” to TR. This was approved as DTR.

Simulation input parameters and report templates for evaluating signal control system (NP16786)

The scope of this item is standardizing message sets for information 
from vehicle detectors to generate signal control parameters.  Recently, 
there are increasing numbers of cases where information measured by 
vehicle detectors is transmitted to signal controllers in real time, in 
order to enhance rapid response to traffic information in signal control.  
With the background of those situations, it was proposed by Korea in 
2006, and approved as NP in 2007.  In this draft, the message sets 

consist of two types. One is that each detector uses only one message 
set to which all information from detectors is bundled. Another is that 
each detector uses some of the message sets that are defined from 
the information as some application demands.  

Japan progressively participated in standardization works mainly 
for divided transmission method, such as in reflecting data set in the 
draft. This was approved as ISO and published.

Interface Protocol and Message Set Definition between Traffic Signal Controllers and Detectors (ISO10711)

Recently, adding to vehicle detectors, it has become possible 
to directly collect traffic information (Probe information) via road-
to-vehicle communications.  Therefore, Japan made a new pro-

posal to help developing a platform for utilizing probe information 
for signal control, by presenting a reference model.  This was ap-
proved as NP.

Architecture for signal control systems utilizing information collected by vehicle-to-infrastructure communication (NP 19082)

WG 9: Integrated Transport Information, Management and Control

Objects in the database
of roadside modules

Read/ write the objects in the database
of roadside modules through center operation.

Message exchange at the same level
between center and roadside modules

Message exchange at the same
level between roadside modules
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List of WG 9 work items
Standardization themes ISO numbers Contents

1 Data Interfaces between Centres for Transport Information and 
Control Systems - Part 1: Message Definition Requirement

ISO 14827-1 Definition of message forms between centers for transport information 
and control systems

2 Data Interfaces between Centres for Transport Information 
and Control Systems - Part 2: DATEX-ASN Application ISO 14827-2 Definition of communication protocol using DATEX-ASN between 

centers for transport information and control systems

3
Data Interfaces between Centres for Transport Information and Control 
Systems  Part3 : Data interfaces between centres for Intelligent 
Transport Sytems （ITS（ using XML

NP 14827-3 Definitions of communication protocol using XML between ITS centres 
for transport information and control systems

4
Data exchange involving roadside modules communica-
tion-Part 1:General principles and documentation frame-
work of application profiles

ISO 15784-1 Principle of application profiles and framework for documentation regarding
communication between centers and roadside modules

5 Data Exchange Involving Roadside Modules 
Communication - Part 2: Application Profile - SNMP

CD 15784-2 Application profile based on TMP of communication between roadside 
modules (NTCIP 1103)

6 Data exchange involving roadside modules communication-
Part 3: Application profile-data exchange (AP-DATEX)

ISO 15784-3 Application profile based on DATEX-ASN (ISO 14827) of 
communication between centers and roadside modules

7 Integrated Transport Information, Management and  
Control - Data Quality in ITS Systems

TR 21707 Definition of quality of data for ITS

8 Interface Protocol and Message Set Definition between
Traffic Signal Controllers and Detectors (IPMSTSCD)

NP 10711 Definition of interface and message set between vehicle detectors
and traffic signal controllers

9
The use of simulation models for evalution of traffic 
management systems: input parameters and reporting 
template for simulation of traffic signal control systems

DTR 16786 Specification of input parameters and report templates in evaluating 
signal control system through simulation.

10 Architecture for signal control systems utilizing information 
collected by vehicle-to-infrastructure communication

NP 19082 Architecture and reference model for signal control systems utilizing in-
formation collected by vehicle-to-infrastructure communication
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Standardization of Communication between Traffic Signal Controllers and Vehicle Detectors

WG 9 is working on standardization for traffic management 
(traffic information and control, etc.).  Specifically, it is 
working on the systematization of information and standard-
ization of communication systems between traffic manage-

ment centers, between centers and roadside modules, and 
between roadside modules, in order to exchange data 
efficiently and to provide information for outside organiza-
tions.

Standardization of communications between centers and roadside modules (ISO 15784)

Communication between centers means communication between traffic 
management centers. Under this communication, information that a 
transport management center collects is exchanged with a neighboring 
center to enable the implementation of extensive transport management.  
WG 9 stipulates the definition forms of messages and the protocol for 
exchange of messages of communication between centers.

Definition forms of messages refer to what should be described 
when a message is defined.  For example, the name of a message, a 
text and a form (data type).  

The protocol called DATEX-ASN is specified for the application 

layer. Refering DATEX-Net, which was the European center to center 
communication standard, The USA has developed DATEX-ASN using a 
notation language called ASN.1 to be adapted in an international 
standard.

This item has been established as an ISO standard (in November 
2005). Japan is leading consideration of whether to add the XML-based 
protocol as Part 3 and this has been approved as NP. Part 3 will 
stipulate the messaging rules in a form that is consistent with the new 
European DATEX II standard for communication between centres and 
America's NTICP communication between centres.

Standardization for communication between centers (ISO 14827)

Activities
The scope (center to center, centers to roadside) of 
standardization that WG 9 is working on is shown in the 
figure.  Centers refer to transport management centers.  
Roadside modules include signal control devices, informa-
tion boards and sensors installed on the roadside.

One of the advantages for promoting standardization of 
information and communication between centers, and 
centers and roadside modules is to ensure inter-connectivity. 
It enables reduction of risks for purchasing modules by procur-
ers and for development by module suppliers.

Standardization of Communication between the Centers and Roadside Modules

Scope of standardization

Center Center

Roadside moduleRoadside module

ISO 15784

ISO 14827

GET (Demand for reading the information)
SET (Demand for writing the information)

Response to GET,
Response to SET Center Traffic signal

controller
(for example)
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controller
(for example)
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Variable
message sign
(for example)

(TMP method) (DATEX-ASN method)
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Variable
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(for example)

Roadside module

Communication between centers and roadside modules means 
exchange of information between central modules of a transport 
management center and modules installed on the roadside and 
between these roadside modules.  WG 9 plans to prescribe this 
communication in the form of an application profile.  The application 
profile designates a set of base standards regarding three upper 
layers of OSI to meet the requirements of communication between 
a center and roadside modules and prescribes how to use base 
standards.  As initial version, Transportation Management Protocol 

(TMP), which is a part of National Transportation Communication of 
the USA for ITS Protocol (NTCIP), was designated as Part 2, and 
DATEX-ASN, which is ISO 14827-2, an international standard for 
communications between transport management centers, as Part 3. 

This standard also stipulates the usage of these base 
standards.  Japanese contribution led the Part 1 and 3 of this 
standard to international standard in October 2008. Recently, the 
American proposal for Part 2 was approved as CD and resolving 
the comments.

WG9 has long been in study on standardization for evaluat-
ing the effects of ITS system.   However,  “Simulation model 
for evaluating traffic management system” was agreed to be 
in scope.  Japan took the lead in the standardization.  As 

the first step, it was decided to upgrade the “Simulation 
input parameters and report templates for evaluating signal 
control system” to TR. This was approved as DTR.

Simulation input parameters and report templates for evaluating signal control system (NP16786)

The scope of this item is standardizing message sets for information 
from vehicle detectors to generate signal control parameters.  Recently, 
there are increasing numbers of cases where information measured by 
vehicle detectors is transmitted to signal controllers in real time, in 
order to enhance rapid response to traffic information in signal control.  
With the background of those situations, it was proposed by Korea in 
2006, and approved as NP in 2007.  In this draft, the message sets 

consist of two types. One is that each detector uses only one message 
set to which all information from detectors is bundled. Another is that 
each detector uses some of the message sets that are defined from 
the information as some application demands.  

Japan progressively participated in standardization works mainly 
for divided transmission method, such as in reflecting data set in the 
draft. This was approved as ISO and published.

Interface Protocol and Message Set Definition between Traffic Signal Controllers and Detectors (ISO10711)

Recently, adding to vehicle detectors, it has become possible 
to directly collect traffic information (Probe information) via road-
to-vehicle communications.  Therefore, Japan made a new pro-

posal to help developing a platform for utilizing probe information 
for signal control, by presenting a reference model.  This was ap-
proved as NP.

Architecture for signal control systems utilizing information collected by vehicle-to-infrastructure communication (NP 19082)

WG 9: Integrated Transport Information, Management and Control

Objects in the database
of roadside modules

Read/ write the objects in the database
of roadside modules through center operation.

Message exchange at the same level
between center and roadside modules

Message exchange at the same
level between roadside modules
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Graphic Data Dictionary(NP14823)
This work item involves the standardization of a graphic 
data dictionary (GDD) of pictograms including signs for road 
traffic guidance and designs.  This is intended to display 
pictograms corresponding to GDD codes on variable 
information boards and on-board equipment through 
transmission.  As pictograms vary from country to country, 

only codes signified by the pictograms, not the actual 
pictograms or designs, are subject to standardization.  
Japan is taking the leadership by becoming a convener, and 
it was published as TS in 2008. Updating works, including 
conversion from ANS.1 code to XML format, are currently 
preceded.

TPEG is a proposal for standardization of a method for providing 
traffic information using high-speed digital data broadcasting.  

Standardization of TPEG has been promoted in two catego-
ries of binary and XML.  Standardization of next-generation TPEG 
with UML is currently carried forward.  Further, official liaison was 
established between TISA (Traffic Information Service Associa-

tion), European organization actually promoting works to prepare 
draft for TPEG, and WG10.  In the future, it is planned to proceed 
with collecting information, cooperate with domestic and foreign 
parties concerned, and promote presentations on comments and 
counter-proposals.

TTI Messages Using Broadcasting-Type Digital Media ( )

Traveller information systems, subject to standardization by WG 10, 
constitute a core part of ITS.  This working group has work items 
designed to study data dictionaries and message sets to provide 
information for drivers through various communication media, such 

as FM broadcasting, DSRC, cellular phones and digital broadcast-
ing.  Recently, many activities have been seen in integration of user 
services led by North America and Japan, and XML standardization 
of TPEG (Transport Protocol Experts Group) led by Japan.

List of WG 10 work items

Infrastructure information supply system

TTI information
 · Traffic Data

 · Traffic Management Data

 · Travel Condition Data

 · Public Transport Data

 · Traffic Sign (including Graphic Data)

 · Public Facilities (including Graphic Data)

 · Ambient / Road Conditions

   (including Graphic Data)

 · Code
 · Name
 · Definition
 · Attribute
 · Pictogram

Graphic information code

TTI System Operators

TTI information
 · Traffic Data

 · Traffic Management Data

 · Travel Condition Data

 · Public Transport Data

 · Traffic Sign (including Graphic Data)

 · Public Facilities (including Graphic Data)

 · Ambient / Road Conditions

   (including Graphic Data)

· Code
· Name
· Definition
· Attribute
· Pictogram

Media system Users

TTI message
      TS 14823
:
+ Code
+ Attribute

Refer to graphic
information code of TTI 
information and change 
it to TTI message

Refer to graphic
information code of TTI 
message and change
it to TTI information

Characters

Pictogram

Rain,
Be careful

Display

Note: TTI (traffic and traveller information), RDS-TMC (radio data system-traffic message channel)

WG 10: Traveller Information Systems

TPEG1
Binary version
ISO 18234 series

TPEG2
UML version
ISO 21219 series

TPEG1
XML version
ISO 24530 series

Graphic information code
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(TS/FDIS18234-1～11   NP/CD/FDIS 21219-1～21   TS/NP 24530-1～7a)

TS/FDIS 18234-1～11
NP/CD/FDIS 21219-1～23
TS/NP 24530-1～7

Standardization themes ISO numbers Contents

1 TTI messages via traffic message coding ISO/FDIS 14819-1 Standardization of the RDS-TMC system
ISO/FDIS 14819-2 Code definition of TTI messages
ISO/FDIS 14819-3 Location referencing method
ISO 14819-6 Regulation of conditional access

2 Intelligent transport systems ---
graphic data dictionary ISO/NP 14823 Standardization of pictogram data dictionary codes

3 TTI via Transport Protocol Experts Group ISO/FDIS 18234-1 Standardization of traveller information delivery services (TPEG) using digital
broadcasting Introduction

ISO/FDIS 18234-2 TEPG1 binary version; Syntax, frame structure
ISO/TS 18234-3 TEPG1 binary version; Services and network information
ISO/TS 18234-4 TEPG1 binary version; Road transport message applications
ISO/TS 18234-5 TEPG1 binary version; Public transport information
ISO/TS 18234-6 TEPG1 binary version; Location referencing
ISO/FDIS 18234-7 TEPG1 binary version; Parking lot information
ISO/TS 18234-8 TEPG1 binary version; Information on congestion and traveling time
ISO/FDIS 18234-9 TEPG1 binary version; Traffic event information
ISO/FDIS 18234-10 TEPG1 binary version; Weather information
ISO/TS 18234-11 TEPG1 binary version; Spacial referencing
ISO/NP 21219-1 TEPG2 UML version; Introduction, numbering, version management
ISO/FDIS 21219-2 TEPG2 UML version; UML modeling rule
ISO/FDIS 21219-3 TEPG2 UML version; UML-binary conversion rule 
ISO/FDIS 21219-4 TEPG2 UML version; UML-XML conversion rule 
ISO/FDIS 21219-5 TEPG2 UML version; Service framework 
ISO/FDIS 21219-6 TEPG2 UML version; Message management
ISO/NP 21219-9 TEPG2 UML version; Service network information
ISO/NP 21219-10 TEPG2 UML version; Conditioned access information 
ISO/NP 21219-14 TEPG2 UML version; Parking lot information 
ISO/NP 21219-15 TEPG2 UML version; Simplified event information 
ISO/NP 21219-16 TEPG2 UML version; Fuel charge information 
ISO/CD 21219-18 TEPG2 UML version; Traffic flow estimation 
ISO/NP 21219-19 TEPG2 UML version; Weather information
ISO/NP 21219-20 TEPG2 UML version; Extended TMC location referencing method 
ISO/NP 21219-21 TEPG2 UML version; Geographic Location Referencing
ISO/TS 21219-22 TEPG2 UML version; Open Location Referencing
ISO/NP 21219-23 TEPG2 UML version; Multi modal roots 
ISO/TS 24530-1 TEPG1 XML version; Introduction, common data type
ISO/TS 24530-2 TEPG1 XML version; Location referencing
ISO/TS 24530-3 TEPG1 XML version; Road traffic message
ISO/TS 24530-4 TEPG1 XML version; Transit information
ISO/NP 24530-5 TEPG1 XML version; Parking lot information
ISO/NP 24530-6 TEPG1 XML version; Congestion and travel time
ISO/NP 24530-7 TEPG1 XML version; Weather information
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Graphic Data Dictionary(NP14823)
This work item involves the standardization of a graphic 
data dictionary (GDD) of pictograms including signs for road 
traffic guidance and designs.  This is intended to display 
pictograms corresponding to GDD codes on variable 
information boards and on-board equipment through 
transmission.  As pictograms vary from country to country, 

only codes signified by the pictograms, not the actual 
pictograms or designs, are subject to standardization.  
Japan is taking the leadership by becoming a convener, and 
it was published as TS in 2008. Updating works, including 
conversion from ANS.1 code to XML format, are currently 
preceded.

TPEG is a proposal for standardization of a method for providing 
traffic information using high-speed digital data broadcasting.  

Standardization of TPEG has been promoted in two catego-
ries of binary and XML.  Standardization of next-generation TPEG 
with UML is currently carried forward.  Further, official liaison was 
established between TISA (Traffic Information Service Associa-

tion), European organization actually promoting works to prepare 
draft for TPEG, and WG10.  In the future, it is planned to proceed 
with collecting information, cooperate with domestic and foreign 
parties concerned, and promote presentations on comments and 
counter-proposals.

TTI Messages Using Broadcasting-Type Digital Media ( )

Traveller information systems, subject to standardization by WG 10, 
constitute a core part of ITS.  This working group has work items 
designed to study data dictionaries and message sets to provide 
information for drivers through various communication media, such 

as FM broadcasting, DSRC, cellular phones and digital broadcast-
ing.  Recently, many activities have been seen in integration of user 
services led by North America and Japan, and XML standardization 
of TPEG (Transport Protocol Experts Group) led by Japan.

List of WG 10 work items

Infrastructure information supply system

TTI information
 · Traffic Data

 · Traffic Management Data

 · Travel Condition Data

 · Public Transport Data

 · Traffic Sign (including Graphic Data)

 · Public Facilities (including Graphic Data)

 · Ambient / Road Conditions

   (including Graphic Data)

 · Code
 · Name
 · Definition
 · Attribute
 · Pictogram

Graphic information code

TTI System Operators

TTI information
 · Traffic Data

 · Traffic Management Data

 · Travel Condition Data

 · Public Transport Data

 · Traffic Sign (including Graphic Data)

 · Public Facilities (including Graphic Data)

 · Ambient / Road Conditions

   (including Graphic Data)

· Code
· Name
· Definition
· Attribute
· Pictogram

Media system Users

TTI message
      TS 14823
:
+ Code
+ Attribute

Refer to graphic
information code of TTI 
information and change 
it to TTI message

Refer to graphic
information code of TTI 
message and change
it to TTI information

Characters

Pictogram

Rain,
Be careful

Display

Note: TTI (traffic and traveller information), RDS-TMC (radio data system-traffic message channel)

WG 10: Traveller Information Systems

TPEG1
Binary version
ISO 18234 series

TPEG2
UML version
ISO 21219 series

TPEG1
XML version
ISO 24530 series

Graphic information code
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WG 11: Route Guidance and Navigation Systems WG 14: Vehicle/Roadway Warning and Control Systems

WG 11 is in charge of the standardization of route guidance 
and navigation systems. WG11 has been involved in “In-vehi-
cle navigation systems-communication message set”, “Cen-
trally determined route guidance”, “Message set translator” 

as standardization items related to message sets handled by 
in-vehicle navigation system, and “In-vehicle system archtec-
ture” as a standardization item related to in-vehicle system 
archtecture.  Activities of WG11are currently suspended.

WG11 suspended its activities in 2004, as the convener of 
Germany suspended to hold meetings.  Standards pub-
lished are effective now.  However, DPAS16914 is a work 

item under study then in 2004.  The item is currently delet-
ed automatically as no longer valid.

Example of structure regarding on-board information system communication media

List of WG 11 work items
Standardization themes ISO numbers Contents

1 In-vehicle Navigation Systems- 
 Communicationｓ Message Set Requirements

2 Centrally Determined Route Guidance

3 On Board System Architecture - 
 A Reference Layer Model  

4 ITS Message Set Translator to 
 ASN.1 Format Definitions

Existing
media

(non-IP)

Existing
media

(IP-based)

Vehicle

Reference layer model

Radio communication

Infrastructure

Multimedia
(non-IP, IP-based)

Media conversion system
(IP-based)

Example: WG 16 CALM

HMI Tool

HMI Application

Shared Object

Constructor Application

Data Contents Tool

Data Access Tool

IO Unit Manager

IO Unit

IO Unit

GUI tool SUI tool Input tool

Menu Map picture Player

Current location Route Vehicle condition Entertainment

Route search Location referencing Information search Music playback

POI information Map Transport News Music

Content A Content B Content C Content D Content E

Media conversion

Object (function, tool, application, etc.)

Communication devices

Reference layer model

Other activities

Underway is the standardization of a reference layer model 
in order to promote standardization work related to on-board 
systems.

The reference layer model is a standardized hierarchical 
model designed to express various on-board systems, such 
as navigation systems and next-generation on-board sys-
tems.  It will make it possible to express models incorporat-
ing various restrictions on on-board systems—coordination 
between communication media for access to information 
sources, coordination between data obtained from informa-
tion sources and structure of information accumulation to 
ensure responsiveness to users.  Systems proposed individ-
ually are expressed after being applied to the reference 
layer model, highlighting differences in the contents of stan-
dardization for each system.  This will result in smooth prog-
ress in standardization.

On-Board System Architecture
Reference Layer Model (DPAS 16914)

Reference layer model

Reference layer modelReference layer model

Interface layer with display device

Different systems are expressed through the
reference layer model, highlighting differences

and thereby increasing the efficiency
of standardization processes.

Categorization layer of information content

Input-output layer with peripheral devices

Accumulation layer of shared information
 necessary for display

Information generation application layer

Generation layer for displayed data

System A System B

Showing subsystem or functional unit

HMI : Human Machine Interface
GUI : Graphic User Interface
SUI : Solid User Interface
POI : Point Of Interest

“Driver assistance systems control” means control 
technology for vehicles directly linked to driver’s 
driving operation, and forms a central part of ITS.  
The purpose of this area is to reduce driver’s work-
load, improve convenience, and arouse awareness 
of dangers, as well as to avoid accidents and de-
crease damage by the use of advanced technolo-
gies.  Examples of systems already on the market 
include Adaptive Cruise Control System (ACC) and 
Forward Vehicle Collision Mitigation Systems 
(FVCMS) .

The scope of WG 14 is broad. “Warnings and 
controls for autonomous/infrastructure systems”, in-
cluding vehicle control, external information sens-
ing, communications, and interface with users.

WG 14 is chaired by Japan. This working group 
is widely recognized as one of the most active 
groups in ISO/TC 204 with many participating 
countries.

APS was registered for NP.  It was approved for CSWS to 
transfer to CD, and ISO was issued for FVCMS.  Further, 
revision of FVCWS, CIWS and LKAS were approved 

though DIS voting.  Regarding CIWS, it was decided to 
confirm through comments and responses before the next 
FDIS voting.

Subject to standardization at WG 14

List of WG 14 work items

Objectives
· Accident avoidance/reduction in damage
· Improvement in road transport efficiency
· Improvement in convenience for drivers
· Reduction in load on drivers
   etc.

Sensor

Computer

Functions
· Monitoring of driving
· Attention awaking/ alarm
· Assistance of driving operation/ support
· Partially or fully automatic driving
   etc.

All external factors
influencing vehicles
and drivers
· Traffic
· Weather
· Road surface
  etc.

Driver
or actuator

On-board/infrastructure
cooperative systems

Infrastructure
system

On-board
systems

HMI Tool

HMI Application

Shared Object

Constructor Application

Data Contents Tool

Data Access Tool

ISO 15075

TR 17384

DPAS 16914

PAS 17684

Prescription of necessary items for message sets to be handled by on-board navigation systems

Prescription of necessary items for interactive CDRG messages sets exchanged between a center and vehicles

Prescription of reference layer model capable of describing hierarchically the structure of 
on-board information systems

Simple notation of table forms regarding message sets and supply of conversion tools to ASN.1
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WG 11: Route Guidance and Navigation Systems WG 14: Vehicle/Roadway Warning and Control Systems

WG 11 is in charge of the standardization of route guidance 
and navigation systems. WG11 has been involved in “In-vehi-
cle navigation systems-communication message set”, “Cen-
trally determined route guidance”, “Message set translator” 

as standardization items related to message sets handled by 
in-vehicle navigation system, and “In-vehicle system archtec-
ture” as a standardization item related to in-vehicle system 
archtecture.  Activities of WG11are currently suspended.

WG11 suspended its activities in 2004, as the convener of 
Germany suspended to hold meetings.  Standards pub-
lished are effective now.  However, DPAS16914 is a work 

item under study then in 2004.  The item is currently delet-
ed automatically as no longer valid.

Example of structure regarding on-board information system communication media

List of WG 11 work items
Standardization themes ISO numbers Contents

1 In-vehicle Navigation Systems- 
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Communication devices
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Other activities

Underway is the standardization of a reference layer model 
in order to promote standardization work related to on-board 
systems.

The reference layer model is a standardized hierarchical 
model designed to express various on-board systems, such 
as navigation systems and next-generation on-board sys-
tems.  It will make it possible to express models incorporat-
ing various restrictions on on-board systems—coordination 
between communication media for access to information 
sources, coordination between data obtained from informa-
tion sources and structure of information accumulation to 
ensure responsiveness to users.  Systems proposed individ-
ually are expressed after being applied to the reference 
layer model, highlighting differences in the contents of stan-
dardization for each system.  This will result in smooth prog-
ress in standardization.

On-Board System Architecture
Reference Layer Model (DPAS 16914)

Reference layer model

Reference layer modelReference layer model

Interface layer with display device

Different systems are expressed through the
reference layer model, highlighting differences

and thereby increasing the efficiency
of standardization processes.

Categorization layer of information content

Input-output layer with peripheral devices

Accumulation layer of shared information
 necessary for display

Information generation application layer

Generation layer for displayed data

System A System B

Showing subsystem or functional unit

HMI : Human Machine Interface
GUI : Graphic User Interface
SUI : Solid User Interface
POI : Point Of Interest

“Driver assistance systems control” means control 
technology for vehicles directly linked to driver’s 
driving operation, and forms a central part of ITS.  
The purpose of this area is to reduce driver’s work-
load, improve convenience, and arouse awareness 
of dangers, as well as to avoid accidents and de-
crease damage by the use of advanced technolo-
gies.  Examples of systems already on the market 
include Adaptive Cruise Control System (ACC) and 
Forward Vehicle Collision Mitigation Systems 
(FVCMS) .

The scope of WG 14 is broad. “Warnings and 
controls for autonomous/infrastructure systems”, in-
cluding vehicle control, external information sens-
ing, communications, and interface with users.

WG 14 is chaired by Japan. This working group 
is widely recognized as one of the most active 
groups in ISO/TC 204 with many participating 
countries.

APS was registered for NP.  It was approved for CSWS to 
transfer to CD, and ISO was issued for FVCMS.  Further, 
revision of FVCWS, CIWS and LKAS were approved 

though DIS voting.  Regarding CIWS, it was decided to 
confirm through comments and responses before the next 
FDIS voting.

Subject to standardization at WG 14

List of WG 14 work items

Objectives
· Accident avoidance/reduction in damage
· Improvement in road transport efficiency
· Improvement in convenience for drivers
· Reduction in load on drivers
   etc.

Sensor

Computer

Functions
· Monitoring of driving
· Attention awaking/ alarm
· Assistance of driving operation/ support
· Partially or fully automatic driving
   etc.

All external factors
influencing vehicles
and drivers
· Traffic
· Weather
· Road surface
  etc.

Driver
or actuator

On-board/infrastructure
cooperative systems

Infrastructure
system

On-board
systems

HMI Tool

HMI Application

Shared Object

Constructor Application

Data Contents Tool

Data Access Tool

ISO 15075

TR 17384

DPAS 16914

PAS 17684

Prescription of necessary items for message sets to be handled by on-board navigation systems

Prescription of necessary items for interactive CDRG messages sets exchanged between a center and vehicles

Prescription of reference layer model capable of describing hierarchically the structure of 
on-board information systems

Simple notation of table forms regarding message sets and supply of conversion tools to ASN.1
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[Recent Activities]
●Themes with draft discussions underway

Standardization themes ISO numbers Contents

1 Adaptive Cruise Control Systems
(ACC)

ISO 15622 System to keep a certain distance with the vehicle running in front.  Prescription of classification according to 
the existence of a clutch and an active brake, control strategy and characteristics of the driver’s intervention.

2 Forward Vehicle Collision Warning Systems
(FVCWS)

ISO 15623 System that prompts the driver to take an avoidance maneuver by activating a warning system 
whenever the vehicle in front is too close, to prevent rear-end collision.
Specification of the detection range, detection performance and evaluation method for the vehicle in front.

3 Roadside Traffic Impediment Warning Systems
(TIWS)

TS 15624 System that identifies obstacles in turns ahead of the vehicle through roadside sensors, and informs the driver using 
roadside message boards.
To be established as TS without progressing to ISO as the infrastructure depends on the unique situation in each country.

4 Maneuvering Aid for Low Speed Operation
(MALSO)

ISO 17386 System to provide the driver with information on obstacles found at the rear end and at the corners of the vehicle when backing up and 
turning at low speed.  Prescription of classification based on detection areas, system operation conditions and test methods.

5 Lane Departure Warning Systems
(LDWS)

ISO 17361 System to warn a driver of an actual or possible departure from a lane due to carelessness,
Prescription of definition of lane departure, conditions for warnings and test methods.

6 Lane Change Decision Aid Systems
(LCDAS)

ISO17387 System to provide information on a vehicle running in a blind spot or a vehicle approaching from behind when a driver tries
to change lanes.  Prescription of classification based on areas covered, conditions for warning and test methods.

7 Full Speed Range Adaptive Cruise Control Systems
(FSRA)

ISO 22179 System to expand following functions of ACC to stop control.  Prescription of the definition
of the vehicle running in front, how to restart, and operation limits of the system.

8 Low Speed Following Systems
(LSF)

ISO 22178 System that controls to follow after a low-speed vehicle during traffic congestion and the like.
In addition to common items with FSRA, studies of control methods for cases where the target has switched.

9 Forward Vehicle Collision Mitigation
Systems(FVCMS)

ISO 22839 System that carries out an automatic emergency stop and reduces collision damage in the 
likelihood of a collision with a preceding vehicle in front of the vehicle concerned.
Studies of operation concepts, system requirements and test methods.

10 Extended-range Backing Aids systems
(ERBA)

ISO 22840 System to provide information on obstacles at the rear of the vehicle when backing up for a relatively long distance. 
Studies of the scope, obstacles concerned, detection areas and system operation conditions, in comparison with MALSO.

11 Cooperative Intersection signal information 
and violation Warning Systems (CIWS)

DIS 26684 System based on roadside and vehicle cooperation that displays current traffic light information on on-board 
equipment and activates a warning system using on-board equipment when the driver is about to ignore a red light.
Studies of the central features, such as basic functions, standardization items and information contents.

12 Curve Speed Warning System 
(CSWS)

CD 11067 System providing alarm to a driver using information such as on the PWI navigation map when the speed of a vehicle 
approaching a curve excesses a safe speed. Studies of the scope, system definition and required items.

13 Lane Keeping Assist System (LKAS) DIS 11270 System recognizing a lane ahead and automatically controlling steering for lane keeping assist.  
Studies of the scope, system definition and required items.

14 Assisted Parking System (APS) NP 16787 APS is the ditecting the parking space and sttering automatically.

15 Basic Requirments for Hazard Notification
Systems (HNS)

NP 18682 Specifies fundamental concepts for alerts and alarms in cooperative and autonomous systems.
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WG14:  Vehicle/ Roadway Warning and Control Systems

[Future challenges]
ISO/TC204/WG14/HNS and ETSI/WG1/RHS (Road Hazard 
Signaling) have liaison relationships.  However, since 
scopes of HNS and RHS are without duplicated portions 
and mutually complemented, it is necessary, in the future, 
for TC204/WG14 to confirm if functional and operational 
requirement is inconsistent with specified items in HNS.

In joint activities of ISO/TC204/WG18 and CEN/TC278/

WG16, they are promoting studies on message set such as 
SPaT (Signal Phase and Timing) and MAP (MAP data).  
Since cooperative-type applications are developed in 
TC204/WG14, it is important to reflect opinions of WG14 on 
WG18.  Specifically, it is necessary to reflect requirements 
for applications to improve traffic flow and fuel consumption.

As a new working item, Japan proposed PCMS (Pedestrian 
Collision Mitigation System) as a system for reducing and 
avoiding damages of pedestrian accident, and it was regis-
tered for PWI.  Meanwhile, LDPL (Lane Departure Preven-

tion System)  as a system for preventing lane departure, 
and C-ACC ( Cooperative-ACC) mainly for improving traffic 
flow and fuel consumption are proposed as new working 
items.

Correlation chart of each theme

Introduction of major work items
Curve Speed Warning Systems (CSWS)
CSWS is a warning system that judges whether the entrance 
speed to a curve has been exceeded based on navigation system 
map information. 

Functional requirement in “Continuous and compound curves” 
and verification test has been the point of dispute toward CD 

voting.  However, it was internationally agreed that this draft does 
not specify specifications and accuracy of map as well as mapping 
methods of test courses.  Currently, it is approved in CD voting.  
However, It is necessary to further discuss construction of courses 
and development of map data which are not specified in the draft.

Lane Keeping Assist Systems (LKAS)
LKAS are systems that recognize forward lanes and automati-
cally control the steering to help the driver maintain the 
vehicle in the lane. Operation range and system elements, 
definition of lane markers, operational requirements in recog-
nitions of both lanes and single lane, specification of speed 
reduction and its rate in functional limit (including definition of 

time) has been points of disputing.  However, as the specifica-
tion of speed reduction and its rate in functional limit is not 
internationally agreed, Japan proposed that the LDP（Lane 
Departure Prevention） function as safety supporting device 
operated against continuous lanes = roads should be 
separately drafted.

CIWS

MALSO

Low speed,
short distance

ERBA

Medium speed,
medium distance

TIWS

Roadside
equipment

Traffic lights with
communication

function

Side and rear vehicle

LCDAS

LDWS

Lane

FSRA
All speeds

LKAS
control warning

FVCWS

ACC
High speed

Warning

FVCMS

LSF
Low speed

Control

Forward vehicle
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●Themes for PWI
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Warning generation 
position

After receiving a 
warning, the driver 
decelerates the vehicle 
and enters the curve

Judgment of excess 
speed with respect to 
the shape of a curve ahead

Subject vehicle

Image of system of CSWS

Control image of LKAS

Lane marking Center of lane
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WG14:  Vehicle/ Roadway Warning and Control Systems

[Future challenges]
ISO/TC204/WG14/HNS and ETSI/WG1/RHS (Road Hazard 
Signaling) have liaison relationships.  However, since 
scopes of HNS and RHS are without duplicated portions 
and mutually complemented, it is necessary, in the future, 
for TC204/WG14 to confirm if functional and operational 
requirement is inconsistent with specified items in HNS.

In joint activities of ISO/TC204/WG18 and CEN/TC278/

WG16, they are promoting studies on message set such as 
SPaT (Signal Phase and Timing) and MAP (MAP data).  
Since cooperative-type applications are developed in 
TC204/WG14, it is important to reflect opinions of WG14 on 
WG18.  Specifically, it is necessary to reflect requirements 
for applications to improve traffic flow and fuel consumption.

As a new working item, Japan proposed PCMS (Pedestrian 
Collision Mitigation System) as a system for reducing and 
avoiding damages of pedestrian accident, and it was regis-
tered for PWI.  Meanwhile, LDPL (Lane Departure Preven-

tion System)  as a system for preventing lane departure, 
and C-ACC ( Cooperative-ACC) mainly for improving traffic 
flow and fuel consumption are proposed as new working 
items.

Correlation chart of each theme

Introduction of major work items
Curve Speed Warning Systems (CSWS)
CSWS is a warning system that judges whether the entrance 
speed to a curve has been exceeded based on navigation system 
map information. 

Functional requirement in “Continuous and compound curves” 
and verification test has been the point of dispute toward CD 

voting.  However, it was internationally agreed that this draft does 
not specify specifications and accuracy of map as well as mapping 
methods of test courses.  Currently, it is approved in CD voting.  
However, It is necessary to further discuss construction of courses 
and development of map data which are not specified in the draft.

Lane Keeping Assist Systems (LKAS)
LKAS are systems that recognize forward lanes and automati-
cally control the steering to help the driver maintain the 
vehicle in the lane. Operation range and system elements, 
definition of lane markers, operational requirements in recog-
nitions of both lanes and single lane, specification of speed 
reduction and its rate in functional limit (including definition of 

time) has been points of disputing.  However, as the specifica-
tion of speed reduction and its rate in functional limit is not 
internationally agreed, Japan proposed that the LDP（Lane 
Departure Prevention） function as safety supporting device 
operated against continuous lanes = roads should be 
separately drafted.
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WG 15: Dedicated Short Range CommunicationsWG 14: Vehicle/Roadway Warning and Control Systems

Progress in standardization of DSRC

DSRC Application Layer (ISO 15628)

List of WG 15 work items

Scope of WG 15 DSRC Application Layer

Standardization themes ISO numbers Contents

1 Interface for roadside-to-vehicle communications equivalent to communication protocol Layer 7
 (including part of functions equivalent to Layers 3 - 6)

ISO 15628Application layer for dedicated short range 
communication - DSRC Layer 7

L
ayer m

an
ag

em
en

t

Transfer kernel

Multiplexing of multiple applications

AID

Initialization kernel

BST/VST

Broadcast kernel

Broadcast pool

Scope of WG 15

Application layer Application layer

LLC sub layer LLC sub layer

Physical layer Physical layer

MAC sub layer MAC sub layer

Air interface

7

2

1

Division/assembly

Encoding/decoding

In parallel with international standardization works, standardization of 
DSRC was promoted in member countries and regions.  In Europe, 
DSRC with 5.8GHz passive method (CEN method) was adopted as 
European standards (EN), while DSRC standard with 5.8GHz active 
method (ARIB STD-T75) was established in Japan.  Besides the 
above, there is also DSRC using IR.  Many countries have been study-
ing for introducing above DSRCs.  However, there were countries 
which adopted unique DSRCs.  Korea and China were working on 
standardization, referring to DSRC in Japan.  DSRC is an important 

key technology in ITS, and it is cousidered that situations of each coun-
try was given priority.

DSRC protocols are generally composed of 3 layers including 1st, 
2nd and 3rd layers. In Japan, ASL (Aplication Sub Layer) standards and 
technical specifications of basic application interface were prepared as 
positions at upper layers.  Meanwhile, America has long been involved 
in standardization of 5.9GHz, and the standards were published in 2010.  
Both America and Europe are promoting standardization of communica-
tions used for cooperative systems, building to this standard. 

In the case of DSRC, Layers 3- 6 are usually omitted so that a vehicle 
running at a high speed can carry out direct communication with road-
side equipment within a limited communication area.  Functions neces-
sary in these layers are included in the Application Layer.  Various 
applications are available through DSRC, and an application identifier 
(AID) identifying applications is stipulated in the Application Layer.  
Roadside or on-board application processes designate this AID, and 
carry out communications with the other (on-board or roadside) appli-
cation processes by way of the Application Layer and lower layers.  

Communication functions are performed mainly by Transfer kernel.  
Those functions include information encoding/ decoding, division/ 
assembly of fixed frame and multiplexing/ subdivision of plural applica-
tion information.  

Working draft of this item was prepared by Japan, and upgraded 
to committee draft where requests from member countries and regions 
were included.  The ISO standard was published in 2007, the system 
review voting was conducted later in 2010, and was decided to be rev-
iced in the editorial aspect.

WG15 is working on standardizing short range radio communications 
used in ITS applications including ETC. This communication method is 
called DSRC (Dedicated Short Range Communications). The actual 
operating range is  communication protocol of OSI (Open Systems 
Interconnection) 7-layered model.
Standardization of radio communications method corresponding to the 

1st layer was conducted by ITU-R, and the recommendation 
including method of Japan and Europe was approved. 

The subject of the study in WG15 was focused on the 7th layer, 
and the ISO standard was published in 2007.  With completion of works 
in the 7th layer, activities of WG15 have been suspended.  It was 
decided that WG16 is responsible for maintenance of the standard.

On-board equipment Roadside equipment

On-board
application process

Roadside
application process

On-board
application process

Roadside
application process

Application process
ETC Supply of

transport information
Parking lot entry

and exit . . . . . . . . . .

Physical Layer

Data Link Layer

Application
Layer
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FVCMS is a sytem to alleviate the damage on collision, by 
activating automatic brake in the case that the collision is 
unavoidable.  Earlier standardization of this sytem is expect-
ed, as member countries are highly interested in the system 
for its direct effects in reducing the number of  mortalities, 
and the legislation in Europe and the movement toward tech-
nical standardization in Japan are accelerated.

Regarding motor cycles which have been a point of dis-

puting for DIS voting, it was internationally agreed that it 
should be a draft including motor cycles, and ISO was 
issued for it.  As the next work item, Japan proposed for pre-
paratory work items concerning (retarding) brake to avoid col-
lision to pedestrians based on features in actual conditions 
of pedestrian accidents, and it was approved to be regis-
tered for PWI.

Forward Vehicle Collision Mitigation System (FVCMS) 

APS is a system to assist parking by steering control with 
detection of parking space.  

Parking methods can be divided into back-in and paral-
lel parking, and Germany has proposed a parallel parking 
support system that uses ultrasound to detect the parking 
space while Japan has proposed a back-in parking support 

system that uses cameras to detect a space identified by 
white lines. Types were classified in correspondent to target-
ed parking spaces.  Germany and Japan are respectively 
preparing drafts for them in parallel.  Currently, NP is 
approved for them.  However, it is a theme that meaning 
and definition of “Curb” is internationally agreed.

Assisted Parking System (APS) 

Image of parallel parking control in road shoulder

Assist the driver to guide a vehicle to the parking space by steering control.

Vehicles already parked

Surrounding environment  Vehicle

Control strategy of FVCMS

Functional elements of FVCMS Driver’s override
Speed, acceleration

Operation and release of automatic brake

Obstacle

Operation of vehicle
control system

Detection of behavior
of a vehicle in front

Maximum deceleration

Detection of behavior
of the vehicle concerned
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WG 15: Dedicated Short Range CommunicationsWG 14: Vehicle/Roadway Warning and Control Systems

Progress in standardization of DSRC

DSRC Application Layer (ISO 15628)

List of WG 15 work items

Scope of WG 15 DSRC Application Layer

Standardization themes ISO numbers Contents

1 Interface for roadside-to-vehicle communications equivalent to communication protocol Layer 7
 (including part of functions equivalent to Layers 3 - 6)
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In parallel with international standardization works, standardization of 
DSRC was promoted in member countries and regions.  In Europe, 
DSRC with 5.8GHz passive method (CEN method) was adopted as 
European standards (EN), while DSRC standard with 5.8GHz active 
method (ARIB STD-T75) was established in Japan.  Besides the 
above, there is also DSRC using IR.  Many countries have been study-
ing for introducing above DSRCs.  However, there were countries 
which adopted unique DSRCs.  Korea and China were working on 
standardization, referring to DSRC in Japan.  DSRC is an important 

key technology in ITS, and it is cousidered that situations of each coun-
try was given priority.

DSRC protocols are generally composed of 3 layers including 1st, 
2nd and 3rd layers. In Japan, ASL (Aplication Sub Layer) standards and 
technical specifications of basic application interface were prepared as 
positions at upper layers.  Meanwhile, America has long been involved 
in standardization of 5.9GHz, and the standards were published in 2010.  
Both America and Europe are promoting standardization of communica-
tions used for cooperative systems, building to this standard. 

In the case of DSRC, Layers 3- 6 are usually omitted so that a vehicle 
running at a high speed can carry out direct communication with road-
side equipment within a limited communication area.  Functions neces-
sary in these layers are included in the Application Layer.  Various 
applications are available through DSRC, and an application identifier 
(AID) identifying applications is stipulated in the Application Layer.  
Roadside or on-board application processes designate this AID, and 
carry out communications with the other (on-board or roadside) appli-
cation processes by way of the Application Layer and lower layers.  

Communication functions are performed mainly by Transfer kernel.  
Those functions include information encoding/ decoding, division/ 
assembly of fixed frame and multiplexing/ subdivision of plural applica-
tion information.  

Working draft of this item was prepared by Japan, and upgraded 
to committee draft where requests from member countries and regions 
were included.  The ISO standard was published in 2007, the system 
review voting was conducted later in 2010, and was decided to be rev-
iced in the editorial aspect.

WG15 is working on standardizing short range radio communications 
used in ITS applications including ETC. This communication method is 
called DSRC (Dedicated Short Range Communications). The actual 
operating range is  communication protocol of OSI (Open Systems 
Interconnection) 7-layered model.
Standardization of radio communications method corresponding to the 

1st layer was conducted by ITU-R, and the recommendation 
including method of Japan and Europe was approved. 

The subject of the study in WG15 was focused on the 7th layer, 
and the ISO standard was published in 2007.  With completion of works 
in the 7th layer, activities of WG15 have been suspended.  It was 
decided that WG16 is responsible for maintenance of the standard.

On-board equipment Roadside equipment

On-board
application process

Roadside
application process

On-board
application process

Roadside
application process

Application process
ETC Supply of

transport information
Parking lot entry

and exit . . . . . . . . . .

Physical Layer

Data Link Layer

Application
Layer
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FVCMS is a sytem to alleviate the damage on collision, by 
activating automatic brake in the case that the collision is 
unavoidable.  Earlier standardization of this sytem is expect-
ed, as member countries are highly interested in the system 
for its direct effects in reducing the number of  mortalities, 
and the legislation in Europe and the movement toward tech-
nical standardization in Japan are accelerated.

Regarding motor cycles which have been a point of dis-

puting for DIS voting, it was internationally agreed that it 
should be a draft including motor cycles, and ISO was 
issued for it.  As the next work item, Japan proposed for pre-
paratory work items concerning (retarding) brake to avoid col-
lision to pedestrians based on features in actual conditions 
of pedestrian accidents, and it was approved to be regis-
tered for PWI.

Forward Vehicle Collision Mitigation System (FVCMS) 

APS is a system to assist parking by steering control with 
detection of parking space.  

Parking methods can be divided into back-in and paral-
lel parking, and Germany has proposed a parallel parking 
support system that uses ultrasound to detect the parking 
space while Japan has proposed a back-in parking support 

system that uses cameras to detect a space identified by 
white lines. Types were classified in correspondent to target-
ed parking spaces.  Germany and Japan are respectively 
preparing drafts for them in parallel.  Currently, NP is 
approved for them.  However, it is a theme that meaning 
and definition of “Curb” is internationally agreed.

Assisted Parking System (APS) 

Image of parallel parking control in road shoulder

Assist the driver to guide a vehicle to the parking space by steering control.

Vehicles already parked

Surrounding environment  Vehicle

Control strategy of FVCMS

Functional elements of FVCMS Driver’s override
Speed, acceleration

Operation and release of automatic brake

Obstacle

Operation of vehicle
control system

Detection of behavior
of a vehicle in front

Maximum deceleration

Detection of behavior
of the vehicle concerned
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Shows information items necessary for data exchanges using long-range 
communications in ITS applications.  This information is positioned as me-
ta-information (attribute information) defined by WGs in TC204, and func-
tions as check lists in realizing systems processing this message.  This 
was issued as ISO in 2006.
•Selection of a communications system (Response speed, directivity, en-

vironment of use, service area,service time, band and connection cost)

•Application identifier (Message ID, message number and message 
transmission time)

•Address (Sender and destination)
•Priority (Interruption processing and blocking control)
•Security (Mutual authentication, data  authentication and hiding)
•Execution of application (Reasonable time, timestamp and objective 

range)

Protocol Management Information(ISO 15662)

Standard of CALM archtecture (ISO 21217) specifies the reference arch-
tecture of ITS stations (communication stations) commonly used in the 
CALM system, having an important role of connecting CALM standard 

families.  This standardization work was conducted in SWG16.1, and es-
tablished as ISO in 2010. Revision is currently in progress.

SWG 16.1:  CALM architecture

List of WG 16 work items

WG 16: Wide Area Communications

WG16 is involved in standardizing two systems, long range com-
munications sytem (CALM system) and probe information systems.
This is composed of seven SWGs from 16.1 to 16.7.  Among those, 

16.4 is for probe information systems, and the others are for stan-
dardization related to long range communications system.

CALM (Communications Access for Land Mobiles) sytem is a 
long range communications system with the structure called 
CALM archtecture.  The system allows use of various radio 

communications media under the concept (CALM concept) of 
being used as extensive ITS application platforms, as it 
allows continuous communications through handover.

What is CALM?
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SWG 16.2: CALM media (lower layer)
Multiple media are capable of using CALM, and other media will be 
added, depending on future progress in technologies or changes in 
demand.
CALM-M5 (ISO 21215)
Among the presently possible CALM media, M5 using wireless LAN 
technology is expected to play a central role. 

In 2004, work on IEEE 802.11p was launched as an official IEEE 
802.11 task group. Using this as a base, functional parts to suit use with 
CALM were added and made an ISO in 2010. 
CALM-IR (ISO 21214, DIS 21214 Rev.1)
Standardization work had been led by Austria and Germany, and this 
was established as ISO in 2006.  This is used for the function to check 

illegal acts in systems (GNSS/CN) using GNSS/cellular in heavy vehicle 
pricing.  It is clarified that this is different from the Japanese method 
based on infrared becon.  The revision work is now at the stage of DIS.
CALM-MM (ISO 21216)
At the Chengdu meeting in 2002, the editor was elected from Japan.  
The physical layer was determined based on study of relevant system 
case studies and investigation of millimeter wave communications and 
application characteristics, and was made an ISO in January 2011. 
Revision is currently in progress. 
CALM-2G, 3G (ISO 21212, ISO 21213)
Specify the standardization of interface for using 2nd- and 3rd-generation 
cellulars in CALM and became ISOs, in 2008.

CALM system is composed of four kinds of sub system such as roadside 
equipment, onboard equipment, personal device and the central system.  
Subsystems include an ITS station as an indispensible communications 
element. The composition of the ITS station is subject to the reference archtec-
ture shown in the right figure.

The ITS station has various communications forms in the CALM system.  
The archtecture standard classifies those into 16 communications classes, 
depending on whether 1) multihop communications are used or not, 2) 
network layer protocol is IPv6 or non-IP, 3) handover is conducted or not, and 
4) connected to internet or not. 

The handover is performed not only between the same types but also 
between the different types of communication media. The handover is one of 
the feature fuction of CALM
CALM Management (ISO 24102)
Made an ISO in 2010 with the scope being "management of all aspects of man-
agement entities and communication between CALM media". Revision is cur-
rently in progress with consideration being given to dividing the document into 
smaller parts to specify ITS station communication functions, and renaming it. 
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Standardization themes ISO numbers Contents
1 TICS Wide Area Communication - Protocol

Management Information
ISO 15662 Defines a checklist for ITS applications in wide area communication systems between service centres and 

user terminals. Japan is taking the leading role in preparing a draft standard. 

2 CALM Architecture ISO 21217 An overview of the core aspects of CALM that specifies the CALM concept, an outline of functions and 
communication scenarios.

3 CALM-2G,CALM-3G ISO 21212
 ISO 21213

Standardization of interface for receiving ITS services via 2nd and 3rd generation mobile communications. 
References existing mobile telephony standards and specifies a framework that complies with CALM.

4 CALM-IR (Infrared) ISO 21214
 DIS 21214

Standardization of interface for receiving ITS services via infrared. Japan's optical beacon is outside of its 
scope.

5 CALM-M5 (5GHz band ITS communication) ISO 21215 Standardization of interface for receiving ITS services via CALM-M5 5GHz band. Uses IEEE 802.11p as a 
base.

6 CALM-MM (millimeter wave) ISO 21216 Standardization of interface for receiving ITS services via millimeter wave.

7 CALM-MAIL
CALM Media Adapted Interface Layer

ISO 24103 Specifies media conversion for using ASL (Application Sub-Layer; ARIB STD-T88 and ITU-R M.1453-2) 
functions with DSRCs that comply with ISO 15628 (DSRC L7).

8 CALM Management ISO 24102 Specifies management of all CALM management entities, and management functions for communication 
between different CALM media.

9 CALM-MSAP (media service access point) ISO 21218 Specifies interface for third layer connections between different CALM communication media, and interface 
for connecting to communication interface management entities.

10 CALM ITS using Public Wireless Networks
- General Requirements

ISO 25111 Specifies interface requirements for receiving ITS services using Mobile Broadband Wireless Access 
(MBWA). 

11 CALM-WiMAX ISO 25112 Standardization of interface for receiving ITS services using WiMAX (IEEE 802.16)

12 CALM HC-SDMA ISO 25113 Standardization of interface for receiving ITS services using HC-SDMA (iBurst, etc.)

13 CALM-IEEE 802.20 ISO 29283 Standardization of interface for receiving ITS services using IEEE 802.20

14 CALM - Networking Protocol for Internet connectivity ISO 21210 Study related to functions that can realize a seamless communication environment in CALM (handover be-
tween same media, media switching, etc.)

15 Vehicle Probe Data for Wide Area Communications ISO 22837
PWI 22837

Standardization of core data elements and typical probe messages for probe information service.

16 Basic Principles for Personal Data Protection in 
Probe Vehicle Information Services

ISO 24100
PWI 24100

Standardization of basic rules for protection of personal information by probe information services

17 Probe Data Reporting Management TS 25114
PWI 25114

Examination on commands for directing uplink conditions to probe vehicles

18 CALM-Application Management ISO 24101-1 Specifies mechanisms and methods for addition, modification, and deletion of ITS applications using CALM.

19 CALM-Application Management - Conformance Test ISO 24101-2 Defines compliance test of the CALM application management

20 ITS Safety and Emergency Notifications 
using any Available Wireless Media - Data Registry

ISO 24978 Standardization of messages data registry used for vehicle collision notifications via wireless communications

21 CALM Applications using Satellite ISO 29282 Use of satellite communication for ITS.

22 CALM-Non-IP networking ISO 29281 Standardization of concepts, mechanisms and interfaces for non-IP communications in CALM

23 Event based Probe Vehicle Data CD 29284 Standard concerning Event based Probe information

24 CALM Security considerations for lawful interception TR 11766 Identify the definition, architecture and mechanisms of the Lawful Interception in ITS.  Examine element 
(interface) for common use and general procedure for LI.  Aim at TR (technical documents). 

25 Data retention for law enforcement in ITS and CALM TR 11769 Identify the method for data retention accompanied by lawful interception.  In addition, examine types and 
schemes of data for retention.  Aim at TR (technical documents).

26 CALM receiving public broadcast communications ISO 13183 Standardization concerning the management interface and session connection required for receiving  
broadcast communication under the CALM environment

27 CALM security-Part1 : Framework, 
Part2 : Threat Vulnerability and Risk
Analysis, Part3 : Objectives and 
Requirements, Part4 : Countermeasures

PWI 13181
 -1, -2, -3, -4

Standardization of four themes concerning the framework, threats/weaknesses analysis, requirements of 
security , and measures of security for the CALM system

28 CALM Geo-routing PWI 16444 Specifies Geo-routing networking function in CALM

29 CALM Handover architecture PWI 16445 Specifies the concept of handover mechanism in CALM

30 CALM WAVE PWI 16460 Method for interoperation of WAVE (Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments) and CALM FAST

31 Criteria for Privacy and Integrity protection in 
Probe Vehicle Information Systems

PWI 16461 Readjustment of requirements and evaluation criteria related to anonymity in the probe information system

32 CALM IPv6 Networking optimization PWI 16789 Study on optimization of IPv6 in CALM synchronized with IETF

33 CALM IPv6 Networking security PWI 16788 Study on authentication of devices in use of IPv6 in CALM and privacy related to location information

34 CALM LTE PWI 17515-1 Utilization of LTE (Long Term Evolution) for ITS

35 Pre-emption of ITS communication networks PWI Method for securing ITS communication networks during an emergency

36 Application Layer for Dedicated Short Range 
ommunications - DSRC Layer 7

FDIS 15628 Inter-vehicle communication interface for DSRC layer 7 communication protocol (short-range communications)

37 CALM Conformance NP 18377 Required conditions of CALM Conformance

38 CALM Multicast PWI 18738 Standardization for multicast communications (one-to-N communications) to conform to CALM

39 CALM IPv4-IPv6 Interoperability NP 18380 Standardization for securing IPv4-IPv6 interoperability in CALM networking

40 CALM 6LowPAN PWI Standardization for conforming 6LowPAN corresponding to network layer in short-range radio networks for PAN (Personal Area Network) to CALM

41 CALM CoAP PWI Standardization for conforming CoAP, simplified and HTTP like upper protocol for M2M (Machine-to-Mahine), to CALM

42 Probe service architecture PWI Standardization of service system for examining definition of service areas, use of common services and 
centralization of services in the probe information system: work item proposed by Japan
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Shows information items necessary for data exchanges using long-range 
communications in ITS applications.  This information is positioned as me-
ta-information (attribute information) defined by WGs in TC204, and func-
tions as check lists in realizing systems processing this message.  This 
was issued as ISO in 2006.
•Selection of a communications system (Response speed, directivity, en-

vironment of use, service area,service time, band and connection cost)

•Application identifier (Message ID, message number and message 
transmission time)

•Address (Sender and destination)
•Priority (Interruption processing and blocking control)
•Security (Mutual authentication, data  authentication and hiding)
•Execution of application (Reasonable time, timestamp and objective 

range)

Protocol Management Information(ISO 15662)

Standard of CALM archtecture (ISO 21217) specifies the reference arch-
tecture of ITS stations (communication stations) commonly used in the 
CALM system, having an important role of connecting CALM standard 

families.  This standardization work was conducted in SWG16.1, and es-
tablished as ISO in 2010. Revision is currently in progress.

SWG 16.1:  CALM architecture

List of WG 16 work items

WG 16: Wide Area Communications

WG16 is involved in standardizing two systems, long range com-
munications sytem (CALM system) and probe information systems.
This is composed of seven SWGs from 16.1 to 16.7.  Among those, 

16.4 is for probe information systems, and the others are for stan-
dardization related to long range communications system.

CALM (Communications Access for Land Mobiles) sytem is a 
long range communications system with the structure called 
CALM archtecture.  The system allows use of various radio 

communications media under the concept (CALM concept) of 
being used as extensive ITS application platforms, as it 
allows continuous communications through handover.

What is CALM?
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SWG 16.2: CALM media (lower layer)
Multiple media are capable of using CALM, and other media will be 
added, depending on future progress in technologies or changes in 
demand.
CALM-M5 (ISO 21215)
Among the presently possible CALM media, M5 using wireless LAN 
technology is expected to play a central role. 

In 2004, work on IEEE 802.11p was launched as an official IEEE 
802.11 task group. Using this as a base, functional parts to suit use with 
CALM were added and made an ISO in 2010. 
CALM-IR (ISO 21214, DIS 21214 Rev.1)
Standardization work had been led by Austria and Germany, and this 
was established as ISO in 2006.  This is used for the function to check 

illegal acts in systems (GNSS/CN) using GNSS/cellular in heavy vehicle 
pricing.  It is clarified that this is different from the Japanese method 
based on infrared becon.  The revision work is now at the stage of DIS.
CALM-MM (ISO 21216)
At the Chengdu meeting in 2002, the editor was elected from Japan.  
The physical layer was determined based on study of relevant system 
case studies and investigation of millimeter wave communications and 
application characteristics, and was made an ISO in January 2011. 
Revision is currently in progress. 
CALM-2G, 3G (ISO 21212, ISO 21213)
Specify the standardization of interface for using 2nd- and 3rd-generation 
cellulars in CALM and became ISOs, in 2008.

CALM system is composed of four kinds of sub system such as roadside 
equipment, onboard equipment, personal device and the central system.  
Subsystems include an ITS station as an indispensible communications 
element. The composition of the ITS station is subject to the reference archtec-
ture shown in the right figure.

The ITS station has various communications forms in the CALM system.  
The archtecture standard classifies those into 16 communications classes, 
depending on whether 1) multihop communications are used or not, 2) 
network layer protocol is IPv6 or non-IP, 3) handover is conducted or not, and 
4) connected to internet or not. 

The handover is performed not only between the same types but also 
between the different types of communication media. The handover is one of 
the feature fuction of CALM
CALM Management (ISO 24102)
Made an ISO in 2010 with the scope being "management of all aspects of man-
agement entities and communication between CALM media". Revision is cur-
rently in progress with consideration being given to dividing the document into 
smaller parts to specify ITS station communication functions, and renaming it. 
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Image of application management

A system that consists of a group of vehicles that collect and transmit 
various types of data using medium and wide area radio communica-
tions, and center functions for statistical processing of the received 
data to acquire information concerning traffic, road and environment is 
called a “probe vehicle system.”  Probe data is the data sent from on-
board systems in vehicles to centers and other external systems.  The 
speed and other basic data elements in the probe data are called 
“probe data elements,” and a compilation of multiple data elements is 
called a “probe message.”  Probe messages always contain position 
and time stamps. 

The chair of this SWG is Japanese and this SWG is in charge of 
standardization of the probe data themselves, standardization of the 
instructions for the probe data reporting management that is sent from 
the center side to the group of vehicles when collecting probe data, 
and  standardization further on personal data protection in probe data 
services. Revision is in progress on these three standards that have 
already been published as ISO or TS.

SWG 16.4: Probe data

SWG 16.3: CALM Network

WG 16: Wide Area Communications

Scope of probe data standardization
ISO 14817 (central data registry/data dictionary)

Application domain 1

Application domain 2

Application domain 3

Reference architecture

Core data elements

(Selected) probe data elements

Probe data elements (extension for 1)

Basic data framework

An example probe
message

Core data elements

An Initial set
of probe data elements
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CALM-MAIL (ISO 24103)
DSRC was developed as a medium for the 5 GHz band for ITS, and DSRC in 
the 5.8 GHz bands is used in various countries and regions, including Japan 
with ARIB STD-T75. Standardization of the 7th layer (application layer) of 
DSRC has been published as ISO 15628. 

The method of utilizing this DSRC as a CALM communication media was 
standardized as CALM-MAIL (Media Adapted Interface Layer) referring to 
ARIB STD-T88 (ASL: Application Sub-Layer), and it became an ISO in 2009. 
Its operation has already been verified as a dedicated communication for ITS, 
and DSRC can be applied to CALM with the goal of wider utilization of CALM. 
CALM-ITS using public wireless networks
Attention to Wireless Broadband Communications has emerged, which allow 
processing high-speed and large-capacity data based on IP.  To utilize the per-
formance and functions for the ITS field, an examination of CALM MWB has 
been launched.  The item name was changed to "CALM-ITS using public wire-
less networks" in 2007 to allow a comprehensive examination of wireless sys-
tems with a wider scope. 

•CALM-ITS using public wireless networks - General requirements (ISO 25111)

•ITS-CALM-Mobile wireless broadband using IEEE 802.16e/ IEEE 802.16g 
(WiMAX) (ISO 25112)

•ITS-CALM-Mobile wireless broadband using HC-SDMA (iBurst) (ISO 25113)

•ITS-CALM-Mobile wireless broadband using IEEE 802.20 (625k-MC mode/ 
Wideband mode) (ISO 29283)

CALM-Satellite (ISO 29282)
Started work based on European SISTER project for standardization aimed at 
allowing use of satellite communications in CALM. It was published as ISO in 
2011. 
CALM SAP (ISO 21218)
Standardization work is conducted with a focus on the service access point 
specifications which acts as an interface between different communication 
media, its upper layer, and management entities in CALM. The ISO was 
established in 2008, but the name was subsequently changed （CALM Access 
Technology Support） and it is being revised..
CALM broadcast (ISO 13183)
The U. K. proposed standardization work on an interface for using broadcast 
communications (DAB, DVB, etc.) with CALM. It was published as ISO in 2012.
CALM LTE (PWI 17515)
Standardization is being carried out to conform 3.9th generation mobile 
communications, LTE(E-UTRAN), to CALM. First, it was decided that the 
standardization on general usages will proceed to NP ballot.

CALM network (ISO 21210)
This standard will provide a function to realize a seamless communica-
tion environment (handover between same media, media switching, 
etc.) with IPv6.  

In application development, a platform using the CALM environ-
ment will be provided regardless of expertise on communication media 
and networks.  Consideration is given to Internet IPv6.

Media selection through CALM-CME
Study is being made as a standard for CME (CALM System Manage-
ment Entity) regarding a function to select an appropriate media by 
comparing applications requirements for media with media conditions 
and characteristics. It should be noted that the study results of CME 
will be transferred to ISO 24102 to achieve conformity with non IP com-
munications.

Probe data system

Raw sensor data Probe data

Probe vehicle system / Scope of standardization

Processed probe data Information service
(Normalization) (Statistical processing) (Utilized in services)

Vehicle sensor

vehicle

On-board system Outer system End user

Other information sources
Other information

Reporting management

Application provider

Application management (ISO 24101-1) 
Studies were conducted on method to realize installation of appli-
cations in equipment with functions for ITS communications 
(roadside equipment/ onboard equipment to realize ITS applica-
tions).  Standardizations are conducted on mechanisms, struc-
tures and methods to add, update and delete applications.   

Methods to add, update and delete applications and the secu-
rity structure of application management were standardized and 

established as ISO in 2008. 
Application Management - Conformance Test (ISO 24101-2)
For application management, ISO24101, standardization were 
conducted on  items related to compliance test.  TTCN-3 
(Testing and Test Control Notation Version 3) is used for the de-
scription of test procedures.  This was established as ISO in 
2010.

SWG 16.5: Application Management
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Vehicle probe data for wide area communications (ISO 22837)
For probe data, standardization of the following is established. It 
become an ISO in 2009.

• Basic work frame: Specifies the methods of defining probe data ele-
ments and probe messages. Expansion and revision of the standard 
will be performed in accordance with this framework.

• Reference architecture: Defines the structure of the probe data system 
covered by this standard and the semantic structure of probe data.

• Core data element: Defines a group of probe data elements showing 
the position and time stamps included in all probe messages.

• Initial set of probe messages: Defines a group of typical probe messages.
Event-based Probe Data (CD 29284)
A study was conducted concerning event-based probe data, including 
that on congestion, acquired after processed and judged in vehicles 
based on sensor values.

Probe data reporting management (TS 25114)
Reporting management is a set of instructions regarding transmission 
of probe data to the group of vehicles, including the following:

• Instruction to start and stop transmission of probe data

• Specification of the type of probe data to be transmitted

• Adjustment of the threshold value to determine the necessity of trans-
mission

By transmitting these instructions from the center side to the vehicle 
side, unnecessary transmission of data can be controlled, and detailed 
reports can be obtained on the desirable data in order to achieve effec-
tive data collection. This TS was published in 2008.

The following are considered to be personal data handled by probe 
vehicle information services: “contract registration information with 
probe data suppliers,” “communication IDs,” “passwords for certification,” 
“communication logs” and “personal data included in probe data itself.”

Items being pursued are “preparation of guidelines to be followed by 

the stakeholders concerned” and “standardization of design guidelines 
necessary for its achievement” in addition to observance of laws concern-
ing personal data protection, so that probe data suppliers can provide 
probe data without concern. It became an ISO in 2010.

Basic principles for personal data protection in probe vehicle information services (ISO 24100)

Unified standards of anonymity and security of the probe information 
system will be established, and the infrastructure for secured use by 
information suppliers will be developed.  Here, mutual recognition and inter 

connection between probe information systems will be studied. NP voting 
commenced at the 2012 Melbourne meeting.

Evaluation standards for probe's privacy (PWI 16461)

Study on the probe information system was launched, aiming at standardiza-
tion of service system for examining definition of service areas, common 

use of services and centralization of services.
Probe sevices architecture(PWI)
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Image of application management

A system that consists of a group of vehicles that collect and transmit 
various types of data using medium and wide area radio communica-
tions, and center functions for statistical processing of the received 
data to acquire information concerning traffic, road and environment is 
called a “probe vehicle system.”  Probe data is the data sent from on-
board systems in vehicles to centers and other external systems.  The 
speed and other basic data elements in the probe data are called 
“probe data elements,” and a compilation of multiple data elements is 
called a “probe message.”  Probe messages always contain position 
and time stamps. 

The chair of this SWG is Japanese and this SWG is in charge of 
standardization of the probe data themselves, standardization of the 
instructions for the probe data reporting management that is sent from 
the center side to the group of vehicles when collecting probe data, 
and  standardization further on personal data protection in probe data 
services. Revision is in progress on these three standards that have 
already been published as ISO or TS.

SWG 16.4: Probe data

SWG 16.3: CALM Network

WG 16: Wide Area Communications

Scope of probe data standardization
ISO 14817 (central data registry/data dictionary)

Application domain 1

Application domain 2

Application domain 3

Reference architecture

Core data elements

(Selected) probe data elements

Probe data elements (extension for 1)

Basic data framework

An example probe
message

Core data elements

An Initial set
of probe data elements

Probe message

In conformity Refers to

Define based on

Define based on

Utilize
Uses

Uses
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CALM-MAIL (ISO 24103)
DSRC was developed as a medium for the 5 GHz band for ITS, and DSRC in 
the 5.8 GHz bands is used in various countries and regions, including Japan 
with ARIB STD-T75. Standardization of the 7th layer (application layer) of 
DSRC has been published as ISO 15628. 

The method of utilizing this DSRC as a CALM communication media was 
standardized as CALM-MAIL (Media Adapted Interface Layer) referring to 
ARIB STD-T88 (ASL: Application Sub-Layer), and it became an ISO in 2009. 
Its operation has already been verified as a dedicated communication for ITS, 
and DSRC can be applied to CALM with the goal of wider utilization of CALM. 
CALM-ITS using public wireless networks
Attention to Wireless Broadband Communications has emerged, which allow 
processing high-speed and large-capacity data based on IP.  To utilize the per-
formance and functions for the ITS field, an examination of CALM MWB has 
been launched.  The item name was changed to "CALM-ITS using public wire-
less networks" in 2007 to allow a comprehensive examination of wireless sys-
tems with a wider scope. 

•CALM-ITS using public wireless networks - General requirements (ISO 25111)

•ITS-CALM-Mobile wireless broadband using IEEE 802.16e/ IEEE 802.16g 
(WiMAX) (ISO 25112)

•ITS-CALM-Mobile wireless broadband using HC-SDMA (iBurst) (ISO 25113)

•ITS-CALM-Mobile wireless broadband using IEEE 802.20 (625k-MC mode/ 
Wideband mode) (ISO 29283)

CALM-Satellite (ISO 29282)
Started work based on European SISTER project for standardization aimed at 
allowing use of satellite communications in CALM. It was published as ISO in 
2011. 
CALM SAP (ISO 21218)
Standardization work is conducted with a focus on the service access point 
specifications which acts as an interface between different communication 
media, its upper layer, and management entities in CALM. The ISO was 
established in 2008, but the name was subsequently changed （CALM Access 
Technology Support） and it is being revised..
CALM broadcast (ISO 13183)
The U. K. proposed standardization work on an interface for using broadcast 
communications (DAB, DVB, etc.) with CALM. It was published as ISO in 2012.
CALM LTE (PWI 17515)
Standardization is being carried out to conform 3.9th generation mobile 
communications, LTE(E-UTRAN), to CALM. First, it was decided that the 
standardization on general usages will proceed to NP ballot.

CALM network (ISO 21210)
This standard will provide a function to realize a seamless communica-
tion environment (handover between same media, media switching, 
etc.) with IPv6.  

In application development, a platform using the CALM environ-
ment will be provided regardless of expertise on communication media 
and networks.  Consideration is given to Internet IPv6.

Media selection through CALM-CME
Study is being made as a standard for CME (CALM System Manage-
ment Entity) regarding a function to select an appropriate media by 
comparing applications requirements for media with media conditions 
and characteristics. It should be noted that the study results of CME 
will be transferred to ISO 24102 to achieve conformity with non IP com-
munications.

Probe data system

Raw sensor data Probe data

Probe vehicle system / Scope of standardization

Processed probe data Information service
(Normalization) (Statistical processing) (Utilized in services)

Vehicle sensor

vehicle

On-board system Outer system End user

Other information sources
Other information

Reporting management

Application provider

Application management (ISO 24101-1) 
Studies were conducted on method to realize installation of appli-
cations in equipment with functions for ITS communications 
(roadside equipment/ onboard equipment to realize ITS applica-
tions).  Standardizations are conducted on mechanisms, struc-
tures and methods to add, update and delete applications.   

Methods to add, update and delete applications and the secu-
rity structure of application management were standardized and 

established as ISO in 2008. 
Application Management - Conformance Test (ISO 24101-2)
For application management, ISO24101, standardization were 
conducted on  items related to compliance test.  TTCN-3 
(Testing and Test Control Notation Version 3) is used for the de-
scription of test procedures.  This was established as ISO in 
2010.

SWG 16.5: Application Management

Roadside
equipment

On-board
equipment

Downloading
from external
memory, etc.

Downloading
from a network

Downloading from PC

To add, update and delete applica-
tion software and the like operated 
in on-board equipment

To add, update and delete applica-
tion software and the like operated 
in roadside equipmentDownloading

from roadside equipment

Network

External
memory

Vehicle probe data for wide area communications (ISO 22837)
For probe data, standardization of the following is established. It 
become an ISO in 2009.

• Basic work frame: Specifies the methods of defining probe data ele-
ments and probe messages. Expansion and revision of the standard 
will be performed in accordance with this framework.

• Reference architecture: Defines the structure of the probe data system 
covered by this standard and the semantic structure of probe data.

• Core data element: Defines a group of probe data elements showing 
the position and time stamps included in all probe messages.

• Initial set of probe messages: Defines a group of typical probe messages.
Event-based Probe Data (CD 29284)
A study was conducted concerning event-based probe data, including 
that on congestion, acquired after processed and judged in vehicles 
based on sensor values.

Probe data reporting management (TS 25114)
Reporting management is a set of instructions regarding transmission 
of probe data to the group of vehicles, including the following:

• Instruction to start and stop transmission of probe data

• Specification of the type of probe data to be transmitted

• Adjustment of the threshold value to determine the necessity of trans-
mission

By transmitting these instructions from the center side to the vehicle 
side, unnecessary transmission of data can be controlled, and detailed 
reports can be obtained on the desirable data in order to achieve effec-
tive data collection. This TS was published in 2008.

The following are considered to be personal data handled by probe 
vehicle information services: “contract registration information with 
probe data suppliers,” “communication IDs,” “passwords for certification,” 
“communication logs” and “personal data included in probe data itself.”

Items being pursued are “preparation of guidelines to be followed by 

the stakeholders concerned” and “standardization of design guidelines 
necessary for its achievement” in addition to observance of laws concern-
ing personal data protection, so that probe data suppliers can provide 
probe data without concern. It became an ISO in 2010.

Basic principles for personal data protection in probe vehicle information services (ISO 24100)

Unified standards of anonymity and security of the probe information 
system will be established, and the infrastructure for secured use by 
information suppliers will be developed.  Here, mutual recognition and inter 

connection between probe information systems will be studied. NP voting 
commenced at the 2012 Melbourne meeting.

Evaluation standards for probe's privacy (PWI 16461)

Study on the probe information system was launched, aiming at standardiza-
tion of service system for examining definition of service areas, common 

use of services and centralization of services.
Probe sevices architecture(PWI)
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The following standardization started from 2005.

• Emergency Call using Cellular Network (24977)

• Automatic Crash Notification using Any Available Wireless Media - 
Data Registry (24978)

Then, the title was changed to “ITS Safety and Emergency Notifica-
tions using any Available wireless Media - Data Registry”, as the content of 
24978 was specification and operation of the registory of emergency notifi-
cation messages.  Discussions under the new title were continued, and this 
was published as ISO in 2009.

eCall

The "CALM-FAST sub-system" was proposed as a PWI at the Cape Town 
meeting in 2006, and was changed to “CALM non-IP communication mecha-
nisms”.  Standardization plan is further examined with the scope of behaviors 
and mechanisms of roadside equipment and on-board equipment for immedi-
ate and reliable roadside-to-vehicle as well as vehicle-to-vehicle communica-
tions using CALM.

It is examined on the assumption of the concept and the mechanism of 
non-IP communications other than network communications of Internet 
system.  For examination, it is emphasized that incorporation of existing sys-
tems such as CEN/DSRC and Japanese DSRC into the above scope should 

allow the vision for effective use of existing systems. 
The framework of DSRC basic API is Japan’s DSRC application system 

described in “ARIB STD-T88” (Association of Radio Industries and Business-
es), “DSRC basic application interface specifications” (ITS Info-Communica-
tions Forum) and “Joint research of next generation road service provision 
system” (National Institute for Land and Infrastructure Management, Ministry 
of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourisum (MLIT) and 23 private compa-
nies). Being positioned as the CALM-related international standard, it is con-
sidered that Japan’s technology can make global contribution and facilitates 
smoother cooperation amongst countries towards technology support and 
technology introduction/development. It was published as an ISO in April 2011, 
but has been split in two and revision is in progress.

CALM - non-IP networking (ISO 29281)
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WG 17: Nomadic Device

Lawful interception and data retention
Under the situation that terrorist attacks against European countries and 
America frequently occur, the necessity of international cooperation and 
mechanism for law enforcement monitoring against organized crimes such 
as by terrorist groups has emerged.  Under this trend, discussions are pro-
moted, especially in Europe, to standardize mechanisms for interception of 
communication such as through cellular phone, e-mail, Internet and for vehi-
cle tracking as countermeasures for terrorism.  In ETSI, study groups for LI/ 
DR were already established to be involved in standardization.  Further, in 
ISO, discussion ground was provided for international cooperation including 
countries other than Europe.  In WG16, analysis of threat in areas of ITS and 
CALM is conducted, and it has taken step toward definition of lawful intercep-
tion and identification of architecture, methodology, methods for data reten-

tion accompanied by 
lawful interception, etc.  
For standardizing, it 
was agreed that the 
document for the por-
tion already established 
by ETSI and others 
shall be quoted as refer-
ences, and that the con-
tent of standardization 
work shall be decided 
while conforming to the results of discussion and items determined by the 
Justice and Home Affairs Ministerial Meeting of the G8 (eight main countries). 

Two work items (TR11766/TR11769) including rearranged situations of 
each regions were published as TR.

Lawful Interception/Data Retention

CALM Security consists of the following four study items proposed as PWI at 
the 2008 Ottawa Plenary with the aim of creating a standard that brings together 
the required security-related items for wireless communication (CALM) to be 
used by ITS.

• CALM Security Part1: Framework (PWI 13181-1).

• CALM Security part2: Threat, Vulnerability and Risk Analysis (PWI 13181-2)

• CALM Security part3: Objectives and Requirements (PWI 13181-3)

• CALM Security part4: Countermeasures (PWI 13181-4)
Regarding these, the results of a study into ETSI TC_ITS are to be pre-

sented by Europe.
In addition, study results of risk analysis of Japanese Smartway were pro-

vided as input into CALM Security Part 2. Preparation of the standard proposal 
is proceeding with Japan at the center focusing on these results.

SWG 16.7: CALM-Security

Study on this SWG was launched, corresponding to the Great East Japan 
earthquake, for securing emergency communications on occurrence of 

disasters, especially from a view point of road traffic.  Japan served as pres-
idency, and studies were launched from closely examining use cases.

SWG16.6:Pre-emption of ITS communication networks(PWI)

WG 16: Wide Area Communications

Law Enforcement Monitoring Facility (LEMF) 

Interface for information exchange

Database of communication service provider

Interface targeting LI/DR

List of WG 17 work items

In charge of developing standards targeting ITS services using 
nomadic devices such as smart phones and portable navigation 
devices which are rapidly disseminating worldwide.  Standardiza-

tions of vehicle gateway, guidance protocol for safety assistance 
system, traveler’s information provision service are promoted.

Working area for

13185
Vehicle Interface

13111
Travelers
Information

17438
Indoor
navigation

18561

Using Nomadic Device

Green ITS

（V-ITS-SG）

10992　ITS services in vehicles
13184　Advisory safety systems

Use of ISO 15628 (DSRC 7 layer) interface in ISO 29281
Non-IP 
application

Application on ISO 15628 
DSRC interface

Application on ISO 15628 
DSRC interface

Basic primitive application functions
(Basic API)

CALM non-IP 
service layer

CALM non-IP 
network layer

Wireless 
communication
interface (CI)C

A
LM

 m
an

ag
em
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t

ISO 15628 kernel emulator Port manager Port manager

Transport layer enhancement

CALM media

Use of application that uses ISO 15628 DSRC application layer
(Europe)

Use of basic API
(Japan)

Agent application LPCP
ELCP

ISO15628 DSRC

Transport layer non-enhancement LPP enhancement

CAL : Communications adaptation layer    LPP : Local port protocol    LPCP :  Local port control protocol    ELCP: Extended link control protocol

ISO15628 DSRC
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The following standardization started from 2005.

• Emergency Call using Cellular Network (24977)

• Automatic Crash Notification using Any Available Wireless Media - 
Data Registry (24978)

Then, the title was changed to “ITS Safety and Emergency Notifica-
tions using any Available wireless Media - Data Registry”, as the content of 
24978 was specification and operation of the registory of emergency notifi-
cation messages.  Discussions under the new title were continued, and this 
was published as ISO in 2009.

eCall

The "CALM-FAST sub-system" was proposed as a PWI at the Cape Town 
meeting in 2006, and was changed to “CALM non-IP communication mecha-
nisms”.  Standardization plan is further examined with the scope of behaviors 
and mechanisms of roadside equipment and on-board equipment for immedi-
ate and reliable roadside-to-vehicle as well as vehicle-to-vehicle communica-
tions using CALM.

It is examined on the assumption of the concept and the mechanism of 
non-IP communications other than network communications of Internet 
system.  For examination, it is emphasized that incorporation of existing sys-
tems such as CEN/DSRC and Japanese DSRC into the above scope should 

allow the vision for effective use of existing systems. 
The framework of DSRC basic API is Japan’s DSRC application system 

described in “ARIB STD-T88” (Association of Radio Industries and Business-
es), “DSRC basic application interface specifications” (ITS Info-Communica-
tions Forum) and “Joint research of next generation road service provision 
system” (National Institute for Land and Infrastructure Management, Ministry 
of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourisum (MLIT) and 23 private compa-
nies). Being positioned as the CALM-related international standard, it is con-
sidered that Japan’s technology can make global contribution and facilitates 
smoother cooperation amongst countries towards technology support and 
technology introduction/development. It was published as an ISO in April 2011, 
but has been split in two and revision is in progress.

CALM - non-IP networking (ISO 29281)
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WG 17: Nomadic Device

Lawful interception and data retention
Under the situation that terrorist attacks against European countries and 
America frequently occur, the necessity of international cooperation and 
mechanism for law enforcement monitoring against organized crimes such 
as by terrorist groups has emerged.  Under this trend, discussions are pro-
moted, especially in Europe, to standardize mechanisms for interception of 
communication such as through cellular phone, e-mail, Internet and for vehi-
cle tracking as countermeasures for terrorism.  In ETSI, study groups for LI/ 
DR were already established to be involved in standardization.  Further, in 
ISO, discussion ground was provided for international cooperation including 
countries other than Europe.  In WG16, analysis of threat in areas of ITS and 
CALM is conducted, and it has taken step toward definition of lawful intercep-
tion and identification of architecture, methodology, methods for data reten-

tion accompanied by 
lawful interception, etc.  
For standardizing, it 
was agreed that the 
document for the por-
tion already established 
by ETSI and others 
shall be quoted as refer-
ences, and that the con-
tent of standardization 
work shall be decided 
while conforming to the results of discussion and items determined by the 
Justice and Home Affairs Ministerial Meeting of the G8 (eight main countries). 

Two work items (TR11766/TR11769) including rearranged situations of 
each regions were published as TR.

Lawful Interception/Data Retention

CALM Security consists of the following four study items proposed as PWI at 
the 2008 Ottawa Plenary with the aim of creating a standard that brings together 
the required security-related items for wireless communication (CALM) to be 
used by ITS.

• CALM Security Part1: Framework (PWI 13181-1).

• CALM Security part2: Threat, Vulnerability and Risk Analysis (PWI 13181-2)

• CALM Security part3: Objectives and Requirements (PWI 13181-3)

• CALM Security part4: Countermeasures (PWI 13181-4)
Regarding these, the results of a study into ETSI TC_ITS are to be pre-

sented by Europe.
In addition, study results of risk analysis of Japanese Smartway were pro-

vided as input into CALM Security Part 2. Preparation of the standard proposal 
is proceeding with Japan at the center focusing on these results.

SWG 16.7: CALM-Security

Study on this SWG was launched, corresponding to the Great East Japan 
earthquake, for securing emergency communications on occurrence of 

disasters, especially from a view point of road traffic.  Japan served as pres-
idency, and studies were launched from closely examining use cases.

SWG16.6:Pre-emption of ITS communication networks(PWI)

WG 16: Wide Area Communications

Law Enforcement Monitoring Facility (LEMF) 

Interface for information exchange

Database of communication service provider

Interface targeting LI/DR

List of WG 17 work items

In charge of developing standards targeting ITS services using 
nomadic devices such as smart phones and portable navigation 
devices which are rapidly disseminating worldwide.  Standardiza-

tions of vehicle gateway, guidance protocol for safety assistance 
system, traveler’s information provision service are promoted.

Working area for

13185
Vehicle Interface

13111
Travelers
Information

17438
Indoor
navigation

18561

Using Nomadic Device

Green ITS

（V-ITS-SG）

10992　ITS services in vehicles
13184　Advisory safety systems

Use of ISO 15628 (DSRC 7 layer) interface in ISO 29281
Non-IP 
application

Application on ISO 15628 
DSRC interface

Application on ISO 15628 
DSRC interface

Basic primitive application functions
(Basic API)

CALM non-IP 
service layer

CALM non-IP 
network layer

Wireless 
communication
interface (CI)C

A
LM

 m
an
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em
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t

ISO 15628 kernel emulator Port manager Port manager

Transport layer enhancement

CALM media

Use of application that uses ISO 15628 DSRC application layer
(Europe)

Use of basic API
(Japan)

Agent application LPCP
ELCP

ISO15628 DSRC

Transport layer non-enhancement LPP enhancement

CAL : Communications adaptation layer    LPP : Local port protocol    LPCP :  Local port control protocol    ELCP: Extended link control protocol

ISO15628 DSRC

Standardization themes ISO numbers Contents

1 Use of nomadic and portable devices to support
ITS service and multimedia provision in vehicles

TR 10992
Defines how to use nomadic devices and mobile devices in providing 
ITS and multimedia services in vehicles.

2 Vehicle interface for provisioning and support of ITS Services -
Part 1: General information and use case definition TR 13185-1

Defines the  use of nomadic devices and mobile devices in providing 
ITS services and multimedia services using information held in vehicles.  
General information and use cases are defined in part 1.

3 Vehicle interface for provisioning and support of ITS Services -
Part 2: Protocol requirements and specification for vehicle ITS
station gateway (V-ITS-SG) interface

CD 13185-2

Defines the  use of nomadic devices and mobile devices in providing 
ITS services and multimedia services using information held in vehicles. 
Protocol requirements and specification for vehicle ITS station gateway 
interface are specified in part 2.

4 Vehicle interface for provisioning and support of ITS Service
Part3: Configuration requirements and specification for vehicle 
ITS station gateway (V-ITS-SG)

NP 13185-3

Defines the  use of nomadic devices and mobile devices in providing 
ITS services and multimedia services using information held in vehicles. 
Configuration requirements and specification for vehicle ITS station 
gateway interface are specified in part 3.

5 Guidance protocol via personal ITS station for advisory 
safety systems -Part 1: General information and use case 
definitions 

TR 13184-1
Defines guidance protocol via nomadic device for advisory safety sys-
tems. General information and use cases are defined in part 1.

6 Guidance protocol via personal ITS station for advisory 
safety systems -
Part 2: Protocol requirements and specification

WD 13184-2
Defines guidance protocol via nomadic device for advisory safety sys-
tems. Protocol requirements and specification for vehicle ITS station 
gateway interface are specified in part 2.

7 The use of personal ITS station to support ITS service provi-
sion fortravellers –
Part 1: General information and use cases definition 

NP 13111-1
Specifies the usage of the nomadic devices and mobile devices that 
provide the ITS services for travellers.  General information and use 
cases are defined in part 1.

8 Indoor navigation for personal and vehicle ITS stations -Part 
1: General information and use case definition

NP 17438-1
Standardization of indoor navigation using a mobile or onboard ITS station 
as a terminal. General information and use cases are defined in part 1.

9 The use of personal ITS station for green city transportation 
information and management -
Part 1: General information and use case definitions

NP18561-1
Standardization of systems that use mobile ITS stations for transport 
management and information delivery with the aim of making cities 
greener. General information and use cases are defined in part 1.
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The cooperative ITS integrates communications of vehicle-
to-vehicle (V2V), vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) and infra-
structure-to-infrastructure (I2I) and supports extensive ITS 
services and applications simultaneously on the communica-
tions system.

In December 2008, the European Commission (EC) 
made public the ITS action Plan to show the purpose and 

roadmap of developing the cooperative system. In October 
2010, the EC issued a mandate for the cooperative ITS stan-
dardization to be accepted by ETSI TC ITS and CEN TC278. 
CEN TC278 created WG16 to accept the work.

Meanwhile ISO TC204 also created WG18 for the coop-
erative ITS standardization. The two WGs started to work 
jointly under the same convenor like a unified single WG.  

WG18 is a new working group established on the basis of 
the resolution at TC204 Barcelona Plenary meeting in Sep-
tember 2009. It is aimed for promoting international stan-

dardization of cooperative ITS in the cooperation with Euro-
pean CEN/TC278/WG16.

Background of WG18 establishment

WG18 not only conduct standardization works by itself but 
also coordinates related work items of existing WGs with 
due respect to each WG's activities.

At the Vienna meeting in March 2011, WG18 estab-
lished DT (Drafting Team) 2 through 7 for work items on 
which CEN TC278 WG16 and ISO TC204 WG18 work them-
selves and SWG1 for the coordination purpose. Thus, 
WG18 has made itself ready for the standardization works.  

Following the Jeju meeting in November 2010, ISO 
TC204 holds Cross-cutting meetings between WGs to dis-

cuss about the division of roles and the collaboration frame-
works on the cooperative systems standardization. Further, 
earlier standardizations of infrastructure-related applications 
with cooperative ITS such as safety applications for intersec-
tions and provisions of probe information and road traffic in-
formation were sought by European road operators and 
road corporations.  Consequently, DT8 was newly estab-
lished in the Delft conference in February, 2013, to launch 
activities for developing standards.

Roles and activities of WG18

WG18 Japanese domestic committee was established in 
August 2010 under the care of Highway Industry Develop-
ment Organization (HIDO), and activities started October the 
same year.  Especially with regard to infrastructure-related ap-

plications studied by DT8, it is closely related to systems al-
ready planned to be deployed as stand-alone systems in 
Japan.  Therefore, we will present necessary opinions and 
make appropriate international contributions.

Japanese Framework
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List of WG 18 work items

Relations between ISO13185 and other standardizations
for vehicle information

The sample of ISO13185VｰITSｰSG
configuration process

This is a standardization proposal for gateway to allow use 
of vehicle information by applications in nomadic devices. 
Four parts are planned. Currently, Part 1 (general informa-
tion and use cases) has been published as a TR, and Part 2 
(protocol requirements) and Part 3 (configuration require-
ments) are under development. In addition to the use of 
information by mobile devices, collection and utilization of 

the information by servers  is also envisaged. Liaison rela-
tion has been established with TC22/SC3/WG1 
(vehicles/serial data communications for electrical parts), 
who are responsible for vehicle-related standardization. 
Standard development is expected to be carried out in the 
joint meeting.

Vehicle interface for ITS services
 (TR 13185, CD 13185-2, NP 13185-3)

Guidance protocol via personal ITS station for advisory safety systems

Indoor navigation for personal and vehicle ITS stations
This is a standardization items for use of mobile devices to 
provide guidance indoors. As indicated in the title (“for per-
sonal and vehicle ITS station”), seamless integration of 
nomadic devices with on-board devices (telematics, naviga-
tion, etc.) is assumed General information and use cases 
are defined in Part 1. 

In addition to representing the indoor space using four 
layers (Background, Space, Network, and POI), this also 
envisages maps incorporating additional information such 
as opening hours. 
This standardization item will be dealt with in the TC in con-
sultation with the relevant WGs.

This is a standardization proposal for use of mobile devices 
to support safety on the road and in car parks. Three parts 
are planned. Part 1 will contain general information and use 
cases, Part 2 will contain protocol requirements and Part 3 
will contain the definitions of protocol conformity test cases.  
Currently, Part 1 has been approved as a TR and is sched-

uled for publication. Requirements and specifications of 
existing services and communications were integrated in 
Part2.  However, it was decided that requirements and speci-
fications of only existing services were studied, and so with 
communications as another generic protocol.

POI

Network

Background+Texture
Indoor map data

Space

Diagram of indoor map

Space1 Space2 Space3

WG 18: Cooperative ITS
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The cooperative ITS integrates communications of vehicle-
to-vehicle (V2V), vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) and infra-
structure-to-infrastructure (I2I) and supports extensive ITS 
services and applications simultaneously on the communica-
tions system.

In December 2008, the European Commission (EC) 
made public the ITS action Plan to show the purpose and 

roadmap of developing the cooperative system. In October 
2010, the EC issued a mandate for the cooperative ITS stan-
dardization to be accepted by ETSI TC ITS and CEN TC278. 
CEN TC278 created WG16 to accept the work.

Meanwhile ISO TC204 also created WG18 for the coop-
erative ITS standardization. The two WGs started to work 
jointly under the same convenor like a unified single WG.  

WG18 is a new working group established on the basis of 
the resolution at TC204 Barcelona Plenary meeting in Sep-
tember 2009. It is aimed for promoting international stan-

dardization of cooperative ITS in the cooperation with Euro-
pean CEN/TC278/WG16.

Background of WG18 establishment

WG18 not only conduct standardization works by itself but 
also coordinates related work items of existing WGs with 
due respect to each WG's activities.

At the Vienna meeting in March 2011, WG18 estab-
lished DT (Drafting Team) 2 through 7 for work items on 
which CEN TC278 WG16 and ISO TC204 WG18 work them-
selves and SWG1 for the coordination purpose. Thus, 
WG18 has made itself ready for the standardization works.  

Following the Jeju meeting in November 2010, ISO 
TC204 holds Cross-cutting meetings between WGs to dis-

cuss about the division of roles and the collaboration frame-
works on the cooperative systems standardization. Further, 
earlier standardizations of infrastructure-related applications 
with cooperative ITS such as safety applications for intersec-
tions and provisions of probe information and road traffic in-
formation were sought by European road operators and 
road corporations.  Consequently, DT8 was newly estab-
lished in the Delft conference in February, 2013, to launch 
activities for developing standards.

Roles and activities of WG18

WG18 Japanese domestic committee was established in 
August 2010 under the care of Highway Industry Develop-
ment Organization (HIDO), and activities started October the 
same year.  Especially with regard to infrastructure-related ap-

plications studied by DT8, it is closely related to systems al-
ready planned to be deployed as stand-alone systems in 
Japan.  Therefore, we will present necessary opinions and 
make appropriate international contributions.

Japanese Framework
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List of WG 18 work items

Relations between ISO13185 and other standardizations
for vehicle information

The sample of ISO13185VｰITSｰSG
configuration process

This is a standardization proposal for gateway to allow use 
of vehicle information by applications in nomadic devices. 
Four parts are planned. Currently, Part 1 (general informa-
tion and use cases) has been published as a TR, and Part 2 
(protocol requirements) and Part 3 (configuration require-
ments) are under development. In addition to the use of 
information by mobile devices, collection and utilization of 

the information by servers  is also envisaged. Liaison rela-
tion has been established with TC22/SC3/WG1 
(vehicles/serial data communications for electrical parts), 
who are responsible for vehicle-related standardization. 
Standard development is expected to be carried out in the 
joint meeting.

Vehicle interface for ITS services
 (TR 13185, CD 13185-2, NP 13185-3)

Guidance protocol via personal ITS station for advisory safety systems

Indoor navigation for personal and vehicle ITS stations
This is a standardization items for use of mobile devices to 
provide guidance indoors. As indicated in the title (“for per-
sonal and vehicle ITS station”), seamless integration of 
nomadic devices with on-board devices (telematics, naviga-
tion, etc.) is assumed General information and use cases 
are defined in Part 1. 

In addition to representing the indoor space using four 
layers (Background, Space, Network, and POI), this also 
envisages maps incorporating additional information such 
as opening hours. 
This standardization item will be dealt with in the TC in con-
sultation with the relevant WGs.

This is a standardization proposal for use of mobile devices 
to support safety on the road and in car parks. Three parts 
are planned. Part 1 will contain general information and use 
cases, Part 2 will contain protocol requirements and Part 3 
will contain the definitions of protocol conformity test cases.  
Currently, Part 1 has been approved as a TR and is sched-

uled for publication. Requirements and specifications of 
existing services and communications were integrated in 
Part2.  However, it was decided that requirements and speci-
fications of only existing services were studied, and so with 
communications as another generic protocol.

POI

Network

Background+Texture
Indoor map data

Space

Diagram of indoor map

Space1 Space2 Space3

WG 18: Cooperative ITS

Standardization themes ISO numbers Contents
1 Classification and management of ITS applications in a global context NP 17419 Standardization of ITS application classes and management (DT2)
2 ITS application requirements for automatic selection of communication in-

terfaces NP 17423 Standardization of requirements when applications select 
communication interface (DT2)

3 State of the art of Local Dynamic Maps concepts PWI 17424 Collates existing concepts for local dynamic maps (LDMs)
4 Definition of a global concept for Local Dynamic Maps PWI 18750 Defines local dynamic map (LDM) concept (DT3)
5 Roles and responsibilities in the context of co-operative ITS based on 

 architecture(s) for cooperative systems PWI 17427  Standardization of roles and responsibilities for agents in co-
operative ITS (DT4)

6 Data exchange specification for in-vehicle presentation of external road and 
traffic related data NP 17428 Standardization of system for providing data about road traffic on 

onboard equipment using same format as roadside VMS (DT5)
7 Profiles for processing and transfer of information between ITS stations for 

 applications related to transport infrastructure management, control and 
guidance

NP 17429
Defines profiles for systems that process and transfer infor-
mation between ITS stations for infrastructure management, 
traffic control and operational support (DT6)

8 Contextual speeds
PWI 17434

Specifies of systems for presenting speed limits and recom-
mendations based on factors such as location, weather, and 
traffic conditions (DT7)

9 Using V2I and I2V communications for applications related to signalized in-
tersections (Signal Phase and Timing - SPaT, Map Data - MAP, Signal Re-
quest Message - SRM, and Signal Status Message - SSM)

NP 19091
Defines V2I/I2V messages and related data structures and 
data elements for applications related to signalized intersec-
tions. (DT8.1)

10 Using V2I and I2V Communications for applications based on Probe Vehi-
cle Data (PVD, PDM) PWI

Defines V2I/I2V messages and related data structures and 
data elements for applications based on Probe Vehicle Data. 
(DT8.2)

11 Using I2V communications for applications related to in-vehicle information 
(IVI) NP 19321

Specifies the In-Vehicle Information (IVI) data structures that 
are required by different ITS services to transmit information 
from roadside/center ITS Stations to vehicles (I2V). (DT8.3)
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Outline of activities

Visual Behaviour
Due to the increased availability of eye trackers, revision work 
was undertaken to decide on methods for using them for 
visual behaviour measurement. Topics for discussion 
included definition of new vocabulary and definition of 
blinking. It is promoting works on defining new terms based 
on the data acquired and blinking and visual behaviors 
measured in more detail.  Amending works are almost being 
completed.  It is expected, in the future, that the analysis of 
relations between the data on visual behaviors acquired 
concerning the secondary task through this method and 
recognition load will be set forward.  For example, it is 
suggested that eye retention time shows the depth of 
recognizing behaviors.
Visual Presentation
With systematic reviews, the contents are closely examined.  

It is important to amend the content corresponding to actual 
situations and change it to cover color displays and 3D 
representations.
Detection Response Task
Since the scope established at first, described as assess-
ment of the secondary task demand on selective attention, 
covers wide range of meanings and obscure, it was 
proposed to narrow it down to intend to measure cognitive 
load, considering actual situations where studies are 
promoted as a method for actually measuring cognitive load 
by the secondary task.  Further, it is requested to promote 
the development methodologies defining how it can be said 
that the DRT measures cognitive load.  It has been consis-
tently persisted to proposing countries desiring achievement 
of IS, for developing contents suitable for international 
standards.

Main items under discussion

It is promoting amendment of existing standards corresponding 
to new technologies and studies on new standards.  Items under-
way of discussions are Visual Behaviors, Visual Presentations, 

Detection Response Task, which are items with large application 
range and influence as methods for evaluating on-board units ac-
companied by visual behaviors and cognitive load.  

Due to the deployment of ITS, it is worried that driver work 
load will increase all the more with increasing number of op-
eration devices and those for information provision.  This 
WG is working on standardizing Human-machine-interface 
(HMI) for enhancing safety through simple operations with 
minimum work load.  In addition, it is developing a scenario 
of themes in standardization as well as promoting research-
es related to HMI in the future.

At the time when TC 204 was founded, WG 13 (Human 
Factors and MMI) was set up to take charge of standardization 

of HMI for whole ITS systems, including infrastructure.  In 1998, 
however, activities for international standardization were inte-
grated into TC 22 (road vehicles)/SC 13 (Ergonomics)/WG 8 
(TICS on-board MMI).  This committee holds meetings with the 
same members as the “human interface subcommittee” equiv-
alent to TC 22.  This means it implements activities as TC 22 
handling HMI of on-board ITS units and as TC 204 dealing 
with HMI for whole ITS systems, including infrastructure.

Background and objective

List of TC 22/SC 13/WG 8 work items

System Human Interface Subcommittee

TICS : Transport Information and Control System
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WG16 recently launched discussions on communication 
architectures based on vehicle-to-vehicle and road-to-
vehicle communications.  Meanwhile, WG18 launched 
activities toward international cooperation and harmoniza-
tion in standardization of cooperative systems.  On the 
contrary, in Japan, research and development of applica-
tions and communications technologies has been 
separately, concretely and steadily preceded concerning 
inter-vehicle communications including vehicle-to-vehicle 
communications and road-to-vehicle communications.  How-
ever, as a matter of fact, strategies for standardization as a 

whole nation has not been identified I Japan so far.  
The ITS standardization committee formed an interna-

tional business team for vehicle-to-vehicle and road-to-
vehicle communication systems in 2005 to study interna-
tional standardization strategies for vehicle-to-vehicle 
communication, and since then studies have been under-
taken. This bussiness team staudy the activities of the 
system technologies and the deployment plan of US DOT 
and C2CCC regarding V-V communication and V-I communi-
cation. 

ITS international business team for V2V and I2V communications

LDM（Local Dynamic Map）
LDM（Local Dynamic Map）is the database, used for ITS, 
with location referencing and dynamic information superim-
posed which are studied in Europe.  This becomes one of 
functions of facility layer on the architecture of ITS station, 
and mainly used for safety applications.  Its fundamental 
structure is composed of information, temporary information 
such as on congestions, traffic obstacles and weathers, etc. 
and information on dynamic objects, targets and objectives 
(including current signals) mainly acquired by communica-
tion with ITS stations, which are sequentially layered on the 
location referencing information.   “Summary of present con-
ditions for the LDM concept (NP 17424)” is one of summa-
ries of the LDM concept studied by research and develop-
ment organizations mainly in Europe, aiming at issue of TR.  
“Definition of global concept on LDM (PWI 18750)” is to 
study definitions of concepts as completed based on the 
above TR, aiming at issuing of TS.As of now, what is stud-
ied by WG18 is only the  concept of LDM, and the concrete 
structure of  database and API, etc. are out of scope con-
cerning  implementing specifications. 
In-Vehicle Signage
In-vehicle signage, which displays diversified road traffic in-
formation in vehicles in the way road traffic operators want, 
is a system similar to VICS and ITS spot services in Japan 
to provide simplified graphic information.

This is initially called Embedded VMS as the original 
concept is replacement and supplement of roadside VMS 
(Variable message signs).  However, at present, it has been 
renamed as In-vehicle signage as its targets are expanded 

to static signs for regulation and guidance.  “Standard of 
data exchange for displaying external data related to road 
traffic in vehicle (NP17428)” is compiling requirements and 
requests for functional requirements and communications 
messages allowing easy imaging of targeted actual appreci-
ations.  Therefore, the standardization is relatively ad-
vanced favorably, finally aiming at issuing of TS.  As previ-
ously mentioned, since similar services have been provided 
in Japan, we have presented various opinions based on our 
expertise.
SPaT, MAP, SRM and SSM
In order to develop safety/ environment applications for sur-
rounding areas of intersections with SPat, MAP, SRM and  
SSM signal control, it is necessary to send information on 
present signal conditions and relative information on sur-
rounding areas of intersections.  This work item specifies to-
pology information on locations of stop lines and configura-
tions of intersections, etc., and communications (messages) 
for priority control information on public transport and emer-
gency vehicles (SRM and SSM).  It was agreed, in April, 
2013, to set this work item forward to a new one (NP).  Re-
garding this work item, internationally harmonized stan-
dards will be developed based on the US standard of SAE, 
J2735, precedingly standardized in this field, with presenta-
tions of items necessary to be added or amended from 
Europe and Japan.  Similar functions were realized in the 
DSSS system led by National Police Agency of Japan.  We 
will successively present our expertise acquired from the 
system in cooperation with party concerned, for internation-
al harmonization.

Outline of major study items and the status
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Outline of activities

Visual Behaviour
Due to the increased availability of eye trackers, revision work 
was undertaken to decide on methods for using them for 
visual behaviour measurement. Topics for discussion 
included definition of new vocabulary and definition of 
blinking. It is promoting works on defining new terms based 
on the data acquired and blinking and visual behaviors 
measured in more detail.  Amending works are almost being 
completed.  It is expected, in the future, that the analysis of 
relations between the data on visual behaviors acquired 
concerning the secondary task through this method and 
recognition load will be set forward.  For example, it is 
suggested that eye retention time shows the depth of 
recognizing behaviors.
Visual Presentation
With systematic reviews, the contents are closely examined.  

It is important to amend the content corresponding to actual 
situations and change it to cover color displays and 3D 
representations.
Detection Response Task
Since the scope established at first, described as assess-
ment of the secondary task demand on selective attention, 
covers wide range of meanings and obscure, it was 
proposed to narrow it down to intend to measure cognitive 
load, considering actual situations where studies are 
promoted as a method for actually measuring cognitive load 
by the secondary task.  Further, it is requested to promote 
the development methodologies defining how it can be said 
that the DRT measures cognitive load.  It has been consis-
tently persisted to proposing countries desiring achievement 
of IS, for developing contents suitable for international 
standards.

Main items under discussion

It is promoting amendment of existing standards corresponding 
to new technologies and studies on new standards.  Items under-
way of discussions are Visual Behaviors, Visual Presentations, 

Detection Response Task, which are items with large application 
range and influence as methods for evaluating on-board units ac-
companied by visual behaviors and cognitive load.  

Due to the deployment of ITS, it is worried that driver work 
load will increase all the more with increasing number of op-
eration devices and those for information provision.  This 
WG is working on standardizing Human-machine-interface 
(HMI) for enhancing safety through simple operations with 
minimum work load.  In addition, it is developing a scenario 
of themes in standardization as well as promoting research-
es related to HMI in the future.

At the time when TC 204 was founded, WG 13 (Human 
Factors and MMI) was set up to take charge of standardization 

of HMI for whole ITS systems, including infrastructure.  In 1998, 
however, activities for international standardization were inte-
grated into TC 22 (road vehicles)/SC 13 (Ergonomics)/WG 8 
(TICS on-board MMI).  This committee holds meetings with the 
same members as the “human interface subcommittee” equiv-
alent to TC 22.  This means it implements activities as TC 22 
handling HMI of on-board ITS units and as TC 204 dealing 
with HMI for whole ITS systems, including infrastructure.

Background and objective

List of TC 22/SC 13/WG 8 work items

System Human Interface Subcommittee

TICS : Transport Information and Control System
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WG16 recently launched discussions on communication 
architectures based on vehicle-to-vehicle and road-to-
vehicle communications.  Meanwhile, WG18 launched 
activities toward international cooperation and harmoniza-
tion in standardization of cooperative systems.  On the 
contrary, in Japan, research and development of applica-
tions and communications technologies has been 
separately, concretely and steadily preceded concerning 
inter-vehicle communications including vehicle-to-vehicle 
communications and road-to-vehicle communications.  How-
ever, as a matter of fact, strategies for standardization as a 

whole nation has not been identified I Japan so far.  
The ITS standardization committee formed an interna-

tional business team for vehicle-to-vehicle and road-to-
vehicle communication systems in 2005 to study interna-
tional standardization strategies for vehicle-to-vehicle 
communication, and since then studies have been under-
taken. This bussiness team staudy the activities of the 
system technologies and the deployment plan of US DOT 
and C2CCC regarding V-V communication and V-I communi-
cation. 

ITS international business team for V2V and I2V communications

LDM（Local Dynamic Map）
LDM（Local Dynamic Map）is the database, used for ITS, 
with location referencing and dynamic information superim-
posed which are studied in Europe.  This becomes one of 
functions of facility layer on the architecture of ITS station, 
and mainly used for safety applications.  Its fundamental 
structure is composed of information, temporary information 
such as on congestions, traffic obstacles and weathers, etc. 
and information on dynamic objects, targets and objectives 
(including current signals) mainly acquired by communica-
tion with ITS stations, which are sequentially layered on the 
location referencing information.   “Summary of present con-
ditions for the LDM concept (NP 17424)” is one of summa-
ries of the LDM concept studied by research and develop-
ment organizations mainly in Europe, aiming at issue of TR.  
“Definition of global concept on LDM (PWI 18750)” is to 
study definitions of concepts as completed based on the 
above TR, aiming at issuing of TS.As of now, what is stud-
ied by WG18 is only the  concept of LDM, and the concrete 
structure of  database and API, etc. are out of scope con-
cerning  implementing specifications. 
In-Vehicle Signage
In-vehicle signage, which displays diversified road traffic in-
formation in vehicles in the way road traffic operators want, 
is a system similar to VICS and ITS spot services in Japan 
to provide simplified graphic information.

This is initially called Embedded VMS as the original 
concept is replacement and supplement of roadside VMS 
(Variable message signs).  However, at present, it has been 
renamed as In-vehicle signage as its targets are expanded 

to static signs for regulation and guidance.  “Standard of 
data exchange for displaying external data related to road 
traffic in vehicle (NP17428)” is compiling requirements and 
requests for functional requirements and communications 
messages allowing easy imaging of targeted actual appreci-
ations.  Therefore, the standardization is relatively ad-
vanced favorably, finally aiming at issuing of TS.  As previ-
ously mentioned, since similar services have been provided 
in Japan, we have presented various opinions based on our 
expertise.
SPaT, MAP, SRM and SSM
In order to develop safety/ environment applications for sur-
rounding areas of intersections with SPat, MAP, SRM and  
SSM signal control, it is necessary to send information on 
present signal conditions and relative information on sur-
rounding areas of intersections.  This work item specifies to-
pology information on locations of stop lines and configura-
tions of intersections, etc., and communications (messages) 
for priority control information on public transport and emer-
gency vehicles (SRM and SSM).  It was agreed, in April, 
2013, to set this work item forward to a new one (NP).  Re-
garding this work item, internationally harmonized stan-
dards will be developed based on the US standard of SAE, 
J2735, precedingly standardized in this field, with presenta-
tions of items necessary to be added or amended from 
Europe and Japan.  Similar functions were realized in the 
DSSS system led by National Police Agency of Japan.  We 
will successively present our expertise acquired from the 
system in cooperation with party concerned, for internation-
al harmonization.

Outline of major study items and the status

Standardization themes ISO numbers Contents

1 Dialogue Management ISO 15005 Human engineering principles and conformity standards regarding dialog management of 
on-board ITS units while driving

2 Auditory Information ISO 15006 Recommendation items and measuring conditions concerning ITS information supply 
through hearing. 

3 Visual Behaviour ISO 15007-1 Analysis and measuring methods for visual behavior of drivers
Part 1: Definition of terms and standardization of parameters, Part 2: Standardization of 
testing equipment and methodsTS 15007-2

4 Visual Presentation ISO 15008 Requirements and evaluation of ITS visual information display, including variable message 
boards

5 Suitability ISO 17287 Assessment of suitability during operation of ITS system
6 Priority TS 16951 Methods to determine priority when providing multiple data, including ITS, to drivers
7 Visual Distraction ISO 16673 Method to bench-top measure the load of operation requiring visual recognition, IS is pub-

lished on April 1, 2007
8 Warning Systems TR 16352 Compilation of preceding study cases on how to give warnings; issue as TR
9 Warning Integration TR 12204 Provide design guidelines in order that drivers can recognize multiple warning’s even when 

happened almost simultaneously.
10 Simulated Lane Change Test ISO 26022 Method to evaluate distraction that occurs at on-board equipment operation, by means of 

lane-change tasks on PC
11 Calibration Task TR 14198 Standard tasks for determining whether measurement test conditions are calibrated cor-

rectly
12 Detection Response Task WD 17488 Method for evaluating operating load through relatively simple tasks (including tactile and 

auditory sense) such as peripheral vision detecting and others
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ISO/TC 211 (Geographic information/Geomatics)

Introduction of related international standardization activities

Standardization activities by TC 211

Cooperation between TC 211 and TC 204

TC 211 has developed many conceptual and structured  
standards for geographic information - design, quality, spa-
tial referencing, metadata, service, etc. Since the develop-
ment of these standardizations has reached the first stage, 
four WGs of five WGs were abolished in October, 2001, and 
four new WGs were established.  WG8 was established as 
one of them for LBS (Location Based Services).  In May, 
2006, WG8 was suspended, and work items for LBS were 
succeeded to WG10 for ubiquitous public access.  TC211 has 
issued 51 international standards, 12 TSs and 3 TRs before.  

At present, based on standards initially developed, 
those with a higher implementation level and those for specif-
ic fields are under development. Specifically, more than 20 
standards for geographic information, such as web service, 
rights expression language, cadaster, land cover, ubiquitous, 
Geospatial Digital Rights Management Reference Model 
(GeoDRM-RM), are in process. Some existing standards, in-
cluding conceptual schema language, quality, metadata, are 
in revision stage. The outline of these working items are 
available at the ISO/TC 211 website (www.isotc211.org).

Standards deeply related to TC 204
Standards closely related to TC 204 are listed below:
For LBS standards, the word ‘LBS’ is added in front of their 
titles. A work item currently under discussion, and although 
LBS has not been included since ISO 19141 was published 
in 2008, in practice this item has a strong relationship with 

LBS and ITS. Currently, DIS was issued for 19147.  If it is 
approved at the voting on June 15, 2013, Therefore, it shifts 
to examination of FDIS, or for IS in the case of no disagree-
ment. ISO was issued for 19148 in 2012.

TC 204 is closely related with TC 211 because the TCs both 
involve location related information. Therefore, TC 211 has 
had liaison relations with TC 204 since its inception in 1994.  

In 2004, a new cooperative agreement was established be-
tween TC 211 and TC 204 to formalizes the intention to coop-
erate on the development of LBS-related standards.

TC 211 is in charge of standardization of geographic infor-
mation. TC211 is involved in standardization of geographic 
information.  The purposes of TC211 are to establish struc-
tured standards for all information relative to locations on 
the earth, to expand the use of geographic information pro-
mote and to share it. TC 211 was set up in 1994. Norway 
chairs, and 35 P-member countries and 31 O-member coun-
tries participate. Also, 16 liaisons have been established 
within ISO with TCs and SCs, as well as many external liai-
sons with international organizations such as UN organiza-
tions, International Hydrographic Organization (IHO) and In-
ternational Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). In particular 

certain liaison including Open Geospatial Consortium 
(OGC) which is a non-profit international standardization or-
ganization on geographic data, and Defence Geospatial In-
formation Working Group (DGIWG) which is NATO’s stan-
dardization organization on geographic information, are 
very active as same as P-members. 

The Japan forum for TC211 is the Association of Precise 
Survey and Applied Technology (APA). The 27th Plenary, 
hosted by the ISO/TC 211National Committee of Japan, was 
held in Tsukuba City, Ibaraki Prefecture in December 2008, 
with the APA acting as secretary.
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Standardization of ITS
Standardization of RFID for supply chain and automotive industry
(Standardization of ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 31)
●Standardization of RFID for supply chain
Although the establishment of traceability for safety and peace of mind is 
the most important market requirement, the concept of traceability con-
tains one more element, which is related to terrorist-countermeasures for 
objects. Clear knowledge of where an object was made and by who is an 
effective terrorist countermeasure. Making the entire supply chain visible 
is therefore a key anti-terrorist measure as well as a powerful tool for im-
proving its efficiency (just-in-time).

Various objects are transported in the supply chain in various for-
mats, and these must be managed in identifiable forms. The basic ele-
ments of the supply chain are split into 6 layers. The topmost layer (layer 
5) is the means of transportation such as ship or airplane. Layer 4 is the 
large container vessel that gathers the objects together. Under this layer 
are pallets (medium size transportation container), so-called unit load set 
packings, individual packages, and the individual parts. Comprehensive 
identification code system that is unique for each of these layers must be 
introduced.

The concept for supply chain code systems is as follows. All objects, 
transportation units, transportation vessels, and transportation means 
should be given a unique code. Unique codes should also be given to all 
the people doing the ordering, receiving, and transportation, in addition 
to the codes indicating the positions of all of these people. Areas and the 
customs the object will go through during transportation should also be 
given a unique code. This will enable computer management all around 
the globe and improve the efficiency of the whole supply chain.

Supply chain standards using 1- and 2-dimensional symbols are 

being developed by ISO/TC 122. The main work for the supply chain stan-
dard using RFID is being carried out by ISO/TC 122. Standard develop-
ment is being carried out by a JWG (joint working group) of ISO/TC 122 
and ISO/TC 104. The standards forming the basis of these standards are 
being developed by ISO/IEC/JTC 1/SC 31. The supply chain layers and 
standard numbers are shown in the diagram. The case at the far left of the 
diagram corresponds to general small products such as mobile phones, 
shavers, hard discs and the like. The case at the far right of the diagram 
corresponds to vehicles, large construction machinery, pleasure boats, 
and the like. The case at the second from the right corresponds to airplane 
large parts, vehicle engines, agricultural machinery and the like. Code 
system that enables clear stratified management must be introduced at 
each layer. If an RF tag is applied at all layers of the supply chain, the re-
quired performance of the RFID for each layer may differ. RF tags ap-
plied to the individual products do not require a long communication 
range, but a long communication range is required for RF tags applied to 
the transportation vessel.

If the same RF tags are used for multiple layers, a mechanism will 
be required to immediately distinguish the layer to which the data be-
longs. If different RF tags are used for multiple layers, multiple 
reader/writers will be required, which will increase costs.

In further detail, layers 0 to 3 correspond to the manufacturing, pack-
aging, and shipping processes, respectively. Since the required data dif-
fers for each process, it will be necessary to distinguish the layer. To ac-
complish this, identifiers that are different for each layer must be used.

●Standardization trends in automotive industry
In November 2007, the automotive industry updated an existing 
memorandum and newly inaugurated JAIF (the Joint Automotive 
Industry Forum). The trigger for the launch of JAIF was the pro-
posal of a standard related to the identification of returnable trans-
port items and data structures in the supply chain by JAPIA (the 
Japan Auto Parts Industries Association). Japan Automobile Man-
ufacturers Association (JAMA) from Japan,  Automotive Industry 
Action Group (AIAG) and Standards for Technology in Automo-
tive Retail (STAR) from the US and Organization for Data Ex-
change by Tele-Transmission in Europe (ODETTE) from Europe 
participated in JAIF. Meetings are held in sequence in Japan, the 

U.S., and Europe, and the standard was established in Septem-
ber 2010.

The name of the standard is  “Identification Guidelines for 
Returnable Transport container”, and the standard includes the 
following sections: a scope, referenced standards, terms and defi-
nitions, a supply chain model, returnable transport containers, 
unique identifiers for returnable transport containers, RFID re-
quirements, requirements for re-writeable hybrid media, label 
layout and position, and requirements for 1-dimensional and 2-di-
mensional symbol systems. It also contains 22 appended docu-
ments.

Supply chain layers and international standardsLayers of the supply chain

Layer 5 Transportation (vehicles, airplanes, ships, and trains)

Layer 4
ISO 17363 Large set unit (container)

Layer 3
ISO 17364 Unit load (pallet) Unit load (pallet)

Unit Load

Layer 2
ISO 17365 Transportation 

unit
Transportation 

unit
Transportation 

unit
Transportation 

unit

Transport Unit

ISO 15394

Layer 1
ISO 17366 Packaging Packaging Packaging Packaging Packaging Packaging Packaging Packaging

Packaging

ISO 22742

Layer 0
ISO 17367 Item Item Item Item Item Item Item Item Item Item Item Item Item Item Item Item

Item

ISO 28219

ISO 15394

Layer 5

Layer 3
Pallet

Layer 0
Layer 2

Item
Packaging

Layer 1

Container
Layer 4

Set packing

List of work items related to LBS

Standardization themes ISO numbers Contents

LBS(Location Based Services) - 
Reference model ISO 19132

Rules reference model and conceptual frame work for LBS, based on  ISO/IEC 10476 (RM-ODP). 
Practically, rules each service of LBS, message data types, and participant models.

LBS(Location Based Services) - 
Tracking and navigation ISO 19133

Rules data types and related operations to implement services of tracking and 
navigation services.

LBS(Location Based Services) - 
Multimodal routing and navigation

LBS(Location Based Services) - 
Transfer nodes

ISO 19134
Specifies the data formfor implementing multimodal route planning and navigation, 
and operations related to those.

Schema for moving features ISO 19141
Rules conceptual schema of moving features including parallel moving and rotating
but deformation of features themselves.

DIS 19147
Arranges catalogs of features of transport change nodes in multimodal environment, 
such as bus stop, station, seaport, airport etc.

Linear Referencing ISO 19148
Rules location reference systems model common to linear features such as pipeline,  
coast line, river, road, railway,  airway etc.
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ISO/TC 211 (Geographic information/Geomatics)

Introduction of related international standardization activities

Standardization activities by TC 211

Cooperation between TC 211 and TC 204

TC 211 has developed many conceptual and structured  
standards for geographic information - design, quality, spa-
tial referencing, metadata, service, etc. Since the develop-
ment of these standardizations has reached the first stage, 
four WGs of five WGs were abolished in October, 2001, and 
four new WGs were established.  WG8 was established as 
one of them for LBS (Location Based Services).  In May, 
2006, WG8 was suspended, and work items for LBS were 
succeeded to WG10 for ubiquitous public access.  TC211 has 
issued 51 international standards, 12 TSs and 3 TRs before.  

At present, based on standards initially developed, 
those with a higher implementation level and those for specif-
ic fields are under development. Specifically, more than 20 
standards for geographic information, such as web service, 
rights expression language, cadaster, land cover, ubiquitous, 
Geospatial Digital Rights Management Reference Model 
(GeoDRM-RM), are in process. Some existing standards, in-
cluding conceptual schema language, quality, metadata, are 
in revision stage. The outline of these working items are 
available at the ISO/TC 211 website (www.isotc211.org).

Standards deeply related to TC 204
Standards closely related to TC 204 are listed below:
For LBS standards, the word ‘LBS’ is added in front of their 
titles. A work item currently under discussion, and although 
LBS has not been included since ISO 19141 was published 
in 2008, in practice this item has a strong relationship with 

LBS and ITS. Currently, DIS was issued for 19147.  If it is 
approved at the voting on June 15, 2013, Therefore, it shifts 
to examination of FDIS, or for IS in the case of no disagree-
ment. ISO was issued for 19148 in 2012.

TC 204 is closely related with TC 211 because the TCs both 
involve location related information. Therefore, TC 211 has 
had liaison relations with TC 204 since its inception in 1994.  

In 2004, a new cooperative agreement was established be-
tween TC 211 and TC 204 to formalizes the intention to coop-
erate on the development of LBS-related standards.

TC 211 is in charge of standardization of geographic infor-
mation. TC211 is involved in standardization of geographic 
information.  The purposes of TC211 are to establish struc-
tured standards for all information relative to locations on 
the earth, to expand the use of geographic information pro-
mote and to share it. TC 211 was set up in 1994. Norway 
chairs, and 35 P-member countries and 31 O-member coun-
tries participate. Also, 16 liaisons have been established 
within ISO with TCs and SCs, as well as many external liai-
sons with international organizations such as UN organiza-
tions, International Hydrographic Organization (IHO) and In-
ternational Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). In particular 

certain liaison including Open Geospatial Consortium 
(OGC) which is a non-profit international standardization or-
ganization on geographic data, and Defence Geospatial In-
formation Working Group (DGIWG) which is NATO’s stan-
dardization organization on geographic information, are 
very active as same as P-members. 

The Japan forum for TC211 is the Association of Precise 
Survey and Applied Technology (APA). The 27th Plenary, 
hosted by the ISO/TC 211National Committee of Japan, was 
held in Tsukuba City, Ibaraki Prefecture in December 2008, 
with the APA acting as secretary.
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Standardization of ITS
Standardization of RFID for supply chain and automotive industry
(Standardization of ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 31)
●Standardization of RFID for supply chain
Although the establishment of traceability for safety and peace of mind is 
the most important market requirement, the concept of traceability con-
tains one more element, which is related to terrorist-countermeasures for 
objects. Clear knowledge of where an object was made and by who is an 
effective terrorist countermeasure. Making the entire supply chain visible 
is therefore a key anti-terrorist measure as well as a powerful tool for im-
proving its efficiency (just-in-time).

Various objects are transported in the supply chain in various for-
mats, and these must be managed in identifiable forms. The basic ele-
ments of the supply chain are split into 6 layers. The topmost layer (layer 
5) is the means of transportation such as ship or airplane. Layer 4 is the 
large container vessel that gathers the objects together. Under this layer 
are pallets (medium size transportation container), so-called unit load set 
packings, individual packages, and the individual parts. Comprehensive 
identification code system that is unique for each of these layers must be 
introduced.

The concept for supply chain code systems is as follows. All objects, 
transportation units, transportation vessels, and transportation means 
should be given a unique code. Unique codes should also be given to all 
the people doing the ordering, receiving, and transportation, in addition 
to the codes indicating the positions of all of these people. Areas and the 
customs the object will go through during transportation should also be 
given a unique code. This will enable computer management all around 
the globe and improve the efficiency of the whole supply chain.

Supply chain standards using 1- and 2-dimensional symbols are 

being developed by ISO/TC 122. The main work for the supply chain stan-
dard using RFID is being carried out by ISO/TC 122. Standard develop-
ment is being carried out by a JWG (joint working group) of ISO/TC 122 
and ISO/TC 104. The standards forming the basis of these standards are 
being developed by ISO/IEC/JTC 1/SC 31. The supply chain layers and 
standard numbers are shown in the diagram. The case at the far left of the 
diagram corresponds to general small products such as mobile phones, 
shavers, hard discs and the like. The case at the far right of the diagram 
corresponds to vehicles, large construction machinery, pleasure boats, 
and the like. The case at the second from the right corresponds to airplane 
large parts, vehicle engines, agricultural machinery and the like. Code 
system that enables clear stratified management must be introduced at 
each layer. If an RF tag is applied at all layers of the supply chain, the re-
quired performance of the RFID for each layer may differ. RF tags ap-
plied to the individual products do not require a long communication 
range, but a long communication range is required for RF tags applied to 
the transportation vessel.

If the same RF tags are used for multiple layers, a mechanism will 
be required to immediately distinguish the layer to which the data be-
longs. If different RF tags are used for multiple layers, multiple 
reader/writers will be required, which will increase costs.

In further detail, layers 0 to 3 correspond to the manufacturing, pack-
aging, and shipping processes, respectively. Since the required data dif-
fers for each process, it will be necessary to distinguish the layer. To ac-
complish this, identifiers that are different for each layer must be used.

●Standardization trends in automotive industry
In November 2007, the automotive industry updated an existing 
memorandum and newly inaugurated JAIF (the Joint Automotive 
Industry Forum). The trigger for the launch of JAIF was the pro-
posal of a standard related to the identification of returnable trans-
port items and data structures in the supply chain by JAPIA (the 
Japan Auto Parts Industries Association). Japan Automobile Man-
ufacturers Association (JAMA) from Japan,  Automotive Industry 
Action Group (AIAG) and Standards for Technology in Automo-
tive Retail (STAR) from the US and Organization for Data Ex-
change by Tele-Transmission in Europe (ODETTE) from Europe 
participated in JAIF. Meetings are held in sequence in Japan, the 

U.S., and Europe, and the standard was established in Septem-
ber 2010.

The name of the standard is  “Identification Guidelines for 
Returnable Transport container”, and the standard includes the 
following sections: a scope, referenced standards, terms and defi-
nitions, a supply chain model, returnable transport containers, 
unique identifiers for returnable transport containers, RFID re-
quirements, requirements for re-writeable hybrid media, label 
layout and position, and requirements for 1-dimensional and 2-di-
mensional symbol systems. It also contains 22 appended docu-
ments.

Supply chain layers and international standardsLayers of the supply chain

Layer 5 Transportation (vehicles, airplanes, ships, and trains)

Layer 4
ISO 17363 Large set unit (container)

Layer 3
ISO 17364 Unit load (pallet) Unit load (pallet)

Unit Load
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ISO 17365 Transportation 

unit
Transportation 

unit
Transportation 

unit
Transportation 

unit

Transport Unit

ISO 15394
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ISO 17366 Packaging Packaging Packaging Packaging Packaging Packaging Packaging Packaging

Packaging

ISO 22742
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ISO 17367 Item Item Item Item Item Item Item Item Item Item Item Item Item Item Item Item

Item

ISO 28219
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Item
Packaging
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Set packing

List of work items related to LBS

Standardization themes ISO numbers Contents

LBS(Location Based Services) - 
Reference model ISO 19132

Rules reference model and conceptual frame work for LBS, based on  ISO/IEC 10476 (RM-ODP). 
Practically, rules each service of LBS, message data types, and participant models.

LBS(Location Based Services) - 
Tracking and navigation ISO 19133

Rules data types and related operations to implement services of tracking and 
navigation services.

LBS(Location Based Services) - 
Multimodal routing and navigation

LBS(Location Based Services) - 
Transfer nodes

ISO 19134
Specifies the data formfor implementing multimodal route planning and navigation, 
and operations related to those.

Schema for moving features ISO 19141
Rules conceptual schema of moving features including parallel moving and rotating
but deformation of features themselves.

DIS 19147
Arranges catalogs of features of transport change nodes in multimodal environment, 
such as bus stop, station, seaport, airport etc.

Linear Referencing ISO 19148
Rules location reference systems model common to linear features such as pipeline,  
coast line, river, road, railway,  airway etc.
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Introduction of related international standardization activities

●Pending issue when standard is developed

The standard has been created in the format of an ISO and 
refer 45 international standards, Standardizations quoted are 
mainly those developed by SC 31 and TC 122. Although this 
standard is intended for the automotive industry, consideration 
was also taken to allow it to be used by other industries. Its 
contents describe identification methods for returnable trans-
port containers and data carriers used in identifying returnable 
transport containers. The data carriers described are 1-dimen-
sional symbols (code 39 and code 128), 2-dimensional sym-
bols (QR codes and data matrices), RFID (18000-3M3 and 
ISO/IEC 18000-63), and re-writeable hybrid media (re-write 
paper + RF tags). The described methods for attaching data 
carriers are 1-dimensional and 2-dimensional symbol labels, 
2-dimensional symbol direct marking, RF tags, and re-write-
able hybrid media kanban. This standard is the first in the 
world to describe multiple data carriers in a single standard. 

Re-writeable hybrid media are hybrid data carriers consist-
ing of re-write paper and RF tags. Readable characters, 1-di-
mensional, and 2-dimensional symbols are printed on the re-
write paper and provided at the same time as a recovery 
means if the RF tag is damaged. If the data on the RF tag is 
modified, the applicable portions can be deleted and new data 
can be written in (editing). Such re-writeable hybrid media are 
already in practical use. The largest merits of re-writeable 
hybrid media kanban are a reduction in the amount of paper 

kanban required and fewer personnel needed in the shipment 
checking process (increased efficiency).

This standard is the first industry standard in the world.  
This standard is the first industrial standard in the world using 
RFID.  Since concrete themes were identified during the devel-
opment stage (concerns described below), relative standards 
is currently being amended by SC 31 to be consistent with 
this standard.  Meanwhile, Japan proposed to TC 122 for func-
tioning them as guidelines to allow easy use of those stan-
dards and were established as ISO TR 17370, Application 
Guideline on Data Carriers for Supply Chain Management.

There were three main issues pending when the standard was de-
veloped. The first was whether to include EPC codes. In the 
ISO/IEC 18000-63 (ISO/IEC 15459-5) standard developed by SC 
31, the following 4 data types can be used:
- The code system used by the logistics industry (basically called AI 
and described by ISO/IEC 15418)

- The code system used by industry (basically called DI and de-
scribed by ISO/IEC 15418)

- The EPC code system used by the logistics industry (called GS1)
- Unique IDs created by RF tags (described by ISO/IEC 15963)

In conclusion, though the DI and AI systems specified by 
ISO/IEC 15418 and the EPC codes specified by GS1 are both accept-
ed, this standard mainly concentrates on DI. In general terms, a code 
system is made up of identifiers displaying data attributes and their 
data. The identifier displays what the data represents. In other words, 
the identifier identifies whether the data represents a part number, 
package number, serial box number or the like. DI consists of identifi-
ers used in e-commerce and the data structures for the identifiers are 
determined. Since AI consists entirely of numbers, DI always con-
tains alphabetic characters to distinguish it from AI. Storage data on 
1-dimensional and 2-dimensional symbols use these identifiers and 
store data based on the following configuration: identifier/data + sepa-
rator + identifier/data + separator + identifier/ data + separator...

The second issue was the number of digits required by DI to 
store the memory capacity of the RF tag (ISO/IEC 18000-63). The 
maximum number of digits in the DI system is 35 in the identification 
standard for returnable transport items (ISO/IEC 15459-5) (Europe 
requested that a maximum of 50 digits be set). To store 35 digits in 
7-bit ASCII requires a UII bank of 277 bits. The Hibiki secure tag 
has a UII bank of 272 bits, but this would not be sufficient. In the 
standard of transport unit identification (ISO/IEC 15459-2), maxi-
mum number of digits is 35, and similarly, 50 for the standard of 
parts identification (ISO/IEC 15459-4).  There is no tag available of 

storing 50 digits (382 bits are required as memory capacity in UII 
bank). Therefore, in order to store the data on existing RF tags, data 
bit compaction is required. If 6-bit compaction is performed, it is pos-
sible to store 35 digits (requiring 242 bits). SC 31 finished amend-
ment of ISO/IEC 15961 in March, 2013 responding to requests from  
automobile industries.  Currently, ISO/IEC 15962 series and  ISO/ 
IEC 15961 series are underway for amendment.

The third issue was the practical application of the re-writeable 
hybrid media. One multi-reader unit is capable of reading the RFID 
and 1-dimensional and 2-dimensional symbols. However, in this 
case, different data transfer formats are used for reading the RF tag, 
1-dimensional and 2-dimensional symbols, respectively. The auto-
motive industry has a layered wide-based pyramid structure consist-
ing of automakers at the summit, followed by tier-1 parts suppliers, 
tier-2 parts suppliers, and so on. It would be ideal that the RF tags 
for this layered structure should be used in a vertical form. However, 
this is not practically feasible since some companies would not see 
a sufficient return on their investment. In this case, the use of 1-di-
mensional and 2-dimensional symbols is common.
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ITS-related Standardizations in IEEE
●Standardizations in IEEE 802 Committee
IEEE802 is a committee conducting LAN (Local Area Network) and 
MAN (Metropolitan Area Network) related standardization activities, 

and includes Working Groups (WGs) for both wired and wireless 
technologies. Table 1 lists wireless technology WGs related to ITS.

●Standardizations in IEEE Project 1609
The ITS communication system in the U.S. is referred to as WAVE 
(Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments). While the communication 
media of WAVE are to use the above-mentioned IEEE802.11p, the other 
parts of it are supposed to use the IEEE1609 standards that were pre-
pared in IEEE project 1609. The IEEE1609 standards consist of the items 
shown in Table 3.

1609.0 is underway for development.   Standards from 1609.1 to 
1609.4 were completed and established.  However, they are now being re-
viewed.  Especially, standard of 1609.1 is being newly developed as 
1609.6.  When this standard is established, it will be abolished.  1609.5 is 
suspended.  Standards were issued for 1609.11 and 1609.12.  However, 
1609.12 is underway for review.  Architecture of whole WAVE is as shown 
in the figure.

WLAN, WMAN and MBWA are considered applicable as media for ITS communi-
cations between the roadside and the vehicle and between vehicles. WPAN can 
be used as a communication media for short distances such as inside the vehicle. 
WRAN may also be applicable to ITS. Future ITS equipment is expected to use 
multiple communication media, and technology capable of continuing communi-
cation by switching across different kind of networks (handover) is considered 
necessary.

IEEE802.11 WG is conducting versatile standardization activities with many 
Task Groups under it.  Among them, Task Group p has enhanced the functions of 
the IEEE802.11 wireless LAN protocol and issued it as the IEEE802.11p standard. 
This protocol uses OFDM modulation to achieve efficient data transmission in 
harsh environments, and is suitable for applications that require a fast response 
as it uses a communication control method that allows links to be established 
quickly. The draft of 

IEEE802.11p was tentatively finished at the beginning of 2006. Since then it 
has been refined through repeated revisions, with final approval being received in 
June 2010. The standard was published in July 2010. America allocated the 
5.9GHz band for ITS communications in 1999, and conducted various tests using 
IEEE802.11p which at that time was not yet a finalized standard. It is currently 
being used in the large-scale Safety Pilot Program tests. It is anticipated that it will 

be used as the main communication medium for ITS in America.
The 5.9GHz band was also allocated in Europe in 2008 assuming the use of 

IEEE802.11p, and considerable testing was conducted. In 2009, the ITS technolo-
gy committee of the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) 
agreed on the ITS-G5 communication standard using IEEE802.11p. Meanwhile 
use of IEEE802.11p as a communication medium in CALM systems (which are 
being standardized by ISO TC204 WG16) was also standardized as ISO21215, 
and it is anticipated that this will be the main communication medium. 

Table 1  ITS related Working Groups under IEEE 802 Committee

802.11

802.15

802.16

802.20

802.21

802.22

Standardizations for Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN)

Standardizations for Wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN)

Standardizations for Wireless Metropolitan Area Network (WMAN)

Standardizations for Mobile Broadband Wireless Access (MBWA)

Standardizations for handover between heterogeneous networks

Standardizations for Wireless Regional Area Network (WRAN)

Deals with technologies for wireless communication within a building 
and/ or facility (Several tens to several hundreds meters)

Deals with technologies for wireless communication within a room 
(Several to several tens meters)

Deals with technologies for wireless communication within a region 
like a city (Several to several ten kms)

Deals with broadband IP wireless communication in high speed 
mobile environments such as vehicles

Deals with technologies to continue communication by switching 
across different kind of networks

Deals with cognitive radio technologies enabling communications in TV 
broadcast band without causing interference

Table 2  Outline of IEEE802.11p Specifications

Frequency band to be used 

Channel band width

Number channels

Modulation method

Max. transmission power/
communication distance

Medium access 
method

5.85-5.925 GHz

10 MHz (Optionally 20 MHz available in part)

7

OFDM (same as IEEE802.11a)

Class A: 0 dBm/ 15m,   Class B: 10 dBm/100m
Class C: 20 dBm/400m, Class D: 28.8 dBm/1000m

RSU and OBU are substantially equal.  Quick 
link establishment

Key points of the guideline decision

* Data can be collected in the 
  same way regardless of the media. 
  (There is no system change.)

1D symbol
* It is possible to manage without 
  changing the present code system.
  (There is no management number change.)

2D symbol RFID

A company code: LA506002
Identification number of box: N55J4H0001 * In-house management number

If it can be recognized that this is an “RTI”, unique global identification 
becomes possible because of the above-mentioned combination. 

* General company code

JAIF standardization object
Caps

Frames

Inserts
Pallets

ロール材Roll materials
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Introduction of related international standardization activities

●Pending issue when standard is developed

The standard has been created in the format of an ISO and 
refer 45 international standards, Standardizations quoted are 
mainly those developed by SC 31 and TC 122. Although this 
standard is intended for the automotive industry, consideration 
was also taken to allow it to be used by other industries. Its 
contents describe identification methods for returnable trans-
port containers and data carriers used in identifying returnable 
transport containers. The data carriers described are 1-dimen-
sional symbols (code 39 and code 128), 2-dimensional sym-
bols (QR codes and data matrices), RFID (18000-3M3 and 
ISO/IEC 18000-63), and re-writeable hybrid media (re-write 
paper + RF tags). The described methods for attaching data 
carriers are 1-dimensional and 2-dimensional symbol labels, 
2-dimensional symbol direct marking, RF tags, and re-write-
able hybrid media kanban. This standard is the first in the 
world to describe multiple data carriers in a single standard. 

Re-writeable hybrid media are hybrid data carriers consist-
ing of re-write paper and RF tags. Readable characters, 1-di-
mensional, and 2-dimensional symbols are printed on the re-
write paper and provided at the same time as a recovery 
means if the RF tag is damaged. If the data on the RF tag is 
modified, the applicable portions can be deleted and new data 
can be written in (editing). Such re-writeable hybrid media are 
already in practical use. The largest merits of re-writeable 
hybrid media kanban are a reduction in the amount of paper 

kanban required and fewer personnel needed in the shipment 
checking process (increased efficiency).

This standard is the first industry standard in the world.  
This standard is the first industrial standard in the world using 
RFID.  Since concrete themes were identified during the devel-
opment stage (concerns described below), relative standards 
is currently being amended by SC 31 to be consistent with 
this standard.  Meanwhile, Japan proposed to TC 122 for func-
tioning them as guidelines to allow easy use of those stan-
dards and were established as ISO TR 17370, Application 
Guideline on Data Carriers for Supply Chain Management.

There were three main issues pending when the standard was de-
veloped. The first was whether to include EPC codes. In the 
ISO/IEC 18000-63 (ISO/IEC 15459-5) standard developed by SC 
31, the following 4 data types can be used:
- The code system used by the logistics industry (basically called AI 
and described by ISO/IEC 15418)

- The code system used by industry (basically called DI and de-
scribed by ISO/IEC 15418)

- The EPC code system used by the logistics industry (called GS1)
- Unique IDs created by RF tags (described by ISO/IEC 15963)

In conclusion, though the DI and AI systems specified by 
ISO/IEC 15418 and the EPC codes specified by GS1 are both accept-
ed, this standard mainly concentrates on DI. In general terms, a code 
system is made up of identifiers displaying data attributes and their 
data. The identifier displays what the data represents. In other words, 
the identifier identifies whether the data represents a part number, 
package number, serial box number or the like. DI consists of identifi-
ers used in e-commerce and the data structures for the identifiers are 
determined. Since AI consists entirely of numbers, DI always con-
tains alphabetic characters to distinguish it from AI. Storage data on 
1-dimensional and 2-dimensional symbols use these identifiers and 
store data based on the following configuration: identifier/data + sepa-
rator + identifier/data + separator + identifier/ data + separator...

The second issue was the number of digits required by DI to 
store the memory capacity of the RF tag (ISO/IEC 18000-63). The 
maximum number of digits in the DI system is 35 in the identification 
standard for returnable transport items (ISO/IEC 15459-5) (Europe 
requested that a maximum of 50 digits be set). To store 35 digits in 
7-bit ASCII requires a UII bank of 277 bits. The Hibiki secure tag 
has a UII bank of 272 bits, but this would not be sufficient. In the 
standard of transport unit identification (ISO/IEC 15459-2), maxi-
mum number of digits is 35, and similarly, 50 for the standard of 
parts identification (ISO/IEC 15459-4).  There is no tag available of 

storing 50 digits (382 bits are required as memory capacity in UII 
bank). Therefore, in order to store the data on existing RF tags, data 
bit compaction is required. If 6-bit compaction is performed, it is pos-
sible to store 35 digits (requiring 242 bits). SC 31 finished amend-
ment of ISO/IEC 15961 in March, 2013 responding to requests from  
automobile industries.  Currently, ISO/IEC 15962 series and  ISO/ 
IEC 15961 series are underway for amendment.

The third issue was the practical application of the re-writeable 
hybrid media. One multi-reader unit is capable of reading the RFID 
and 1-dimensional and 2-dimensional symbols. However, in this 
case, different data transfer formats are used for reading the RF tag, 
1-dimensional and 2-dimensional symbols, respectively. The auto-
motive industry has a layered wide-based pyramid structure consist-
ing of automakers at the summit, followed by tier-1 parts suppliers, 
tier-2 parts suppliers, and so on. It would be ideal that the RF tags 
for this layered structure should be used in a vertical form. However, 
this is not practically feasible since some companies would not see 
a sufficient return on their investment. In this case, the use of 1-di-
mensional and 2-dimensional symbols is common.
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ITS-related Standardizations in IEEE
●Standardizations in IEEE 802 Committee
IEEE802 is a committee conducting LAN (Local Area Network) and 
MAN (Metropolitan Area Network) related standardization activities, 

and includes Working Groups (WGs) for both wired and wireless 
technologies. Table 1 lists wireless technology WGs related to ITS.

●Standardizations in IEEE Project 1609
The ITS communication system in the U.S. is referred to as WAVE 
(Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments). While the communication 
media of WAVE are to use the above-mentioned IEEE802.11p, the other 
parts of it are supposed to use the IEEE1609 standards that were pre-
pared in IEEE project 1609. The IEEE1609 standards consist of the items 
shown in Table 3.

1609.0 is underway for development.   Standards from 1609.1 to 
1609.4 were completed and established.  However, they are now being re-
viewed.  Especially, standard of 1609.1 is being newly developed as 
1609.6.  When this standard is established, it will be abolished.  1609.5 is 
suspended.  Standards were issued for 1609.11 and 1609.12.  However, 
1609.12 is underway for review.  Architecture of whole WAVE is as shown 
in the figure.

WLAN, WMAN and MBWA are considered applicable as media for ITS communi-
cations between the roadside and the vehicle and between vehicles. WPAN can 
be used as a communication media for short distances such as inside the vehicle. 
WRAN may also be applicable to ITS. Future ITS equipment is expected to use 
multiple communication media, and technology capable of continuing communi-
cation by switching across different kind of networks (handover) is considered 
necessary.

IEEE802.11 WG is conducting versatile standardization activities with many 
Task Groups under it.  Among them, Task Group p has enhanced the functions of 
the IEEE802.11 wireless LAN protocol and issued it as the IEEE802.11p standard. 
This protocol uses OFDM modulation to achieve efficient data transmission in 
harsh environments, and is suitable for applications that require a fast response 
as it uses a communication control method that allows links to be established 
quickly. The draft of 

IEEE802.11p was tentatively finished at the beginning of 2006. Since then it 
has been refined through repeated revisions, with final approval being received in 
June 2010. The standard was published in July 2010. America allocated the 
5.9GHz band for ITS communications in 1999, and conducted various tests using 
IEEE802.11p which at that time was not yet a finalized standard. It is currently 
being used in the large-scale Safety Pilot Program tests. It is anticipated that it will 

be used as the main communication medium for ITS in America.
The 5.9GHz band was also allocated in Europe in 2008 assuming the use of 

IEEE802.11p, and considerable testing was conducted. In 2009, the ITS technolo-
gy committee of the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) 
agreed on the ITS-G5 communication standard using IEEE802.11p. Meanwhile 
use of IEEE802.11p as a communication medium in CALM systems (which are 
being standardized by ISO TC204 WG16) was also standardized as ISO21215, 
and it is anticipated that this will be the main communication medium. 

Table 1  ITS related Working Groups under IEEE 802 Committee
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Standardizations for Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN)

Standardizations for Wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN)

Standardizations for Wireless Metropolitan Area Network (WMAN)

Standardizations for Mobile Broadband Wireless Access (MBWA)

Standardizations for handover between heterogeneous networks

Standardizations for Wireless Regional Area Network (WRAN)

Deals with technologies for wireless communication within a building 
and/ or facility (Several tens to several hundreds meters)

Deals with technologies for wireless communication within a room 
(Several to several tens meters)

Deals with technologies for wireless communication within a region 
like a city (Several to several ten kms)

Deals with broadband IP wireless communication in high speed 
mobile environments such as vehicles

Deals with technologies to continue communication by switching 
across different kind of networks

Deals with cognitive radio technologies enabling communications in TV 
broadcast band without causing interference

Table 2  Outline of IEEE802.11p Specifications

Frequency band to be used 

Channel band width

Number channels

Modulation method

Max. transmission power/
communication distance

Medium access 
method

5.85-5.925 GHz

10 MHz (Optionally 20 MHz available in part)

7

OFDM (same as IEEE802.11a)

Class A: 0 dBm/ 15m,   Class B: 10 dBm/100m
Class C: 20 dBm/400m, Class D: 28.8 dBm/1000m

RSU and OBU are substantially equal.  Quick 
link establishment

Key points of the guideline decision

* Data can be collected in the 
  same way regardless of the media. 
  (There is no system change.)

1D symbol
* It is possible to manage without 
  changing the present code system.
  (There is no management number change.)

2D symbol RFID

A company code: LA506002
Identification number of box: N55J4H0001 * In-house management number

If it can be recognized that this is an “RTI”, unique global identification 
becomes possible because of the above-mentioned combination. 

* General company code

JAIF standardization object
Caps

Frames

Inserts
Pallets

ロール材Roll materials

Table 3 Standardization Items in IEEE 1609

WAVE Architecture

1609.0 WAVE Architecture(Trial std.)
1609.1 Remote Management Services 
1609.2 Security Services for Application and Management Messages
1609.3 Networking Services
1609.4 Multi-Channel Operations
1609.5 Communication Manager
1609.6 Remote Management Services
1609.11 Over-the-Air Data Exchange Protocol for ITS
1609.12 Provider Service Identifier(PSID)Allocations

Applications 

UDP/TCP
WSMP

IPv6

LLC
WAVE MAC

（(including channel coordination)

PHY
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 Working Group Lead Country 

WG1 Electronic Fee Collection(EFC) Sweden WG5

WG2 Freight, Logistics and Commercial Vehicle Operations United Kingdom WG7

WG3 Public Transport France WG8

WG4 Traffic and Traveler Information United Kingdom WG10

WG5 Traffic Control Systems United Kingdom WG9

WG7 Geographic Data Files Germany WG3

WG8 Road Traffic Data Netherlands WG3

WG9 Dedicated Short Range Communications(DSRC) Germany WG15

WG10 Human-Machine Interfacing Germany TC22/SC13/WG8

WG12 Automatic Vehicle and Equipment Identification (AVI/AEI) Norway WG4

WG13 Architecture and Terminology United Kingdom WG1

WG14 Recovery of Stolen Vehicles United Kingdom

WG15 eSafety/eCall United Kingdom 

WG16 Cooperative Systems Germany WG18

List of CEN/TC 278 work items

Working Group of CEN/TC 278 Corresponding Working Group of ISO/TC 204
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Introduction of related international standardization activities

ITS standardization at CEN/TC278
As an international standardization committee for ITS, there is CEN 
(European Standards Committee) /TC278 in Europe. CEN/TC278 started 
working since 1991 in advance of ISO/TC204. It has the committee's 
name as RTTT(Road Transport and Traffic Telematics). 

At CEN, usually a standard is prepared in the following steps.  First 
formalized in technical specification (TS), followed by its review, and finally 
either becoming European standard (EN) or else cancelled.  A technical 
standard developed in European standard organizations like CEN is basi-
cally optional, however, due to compulsion based on the Directive 
98/34/EC-Procedures based on the New Approach, the technical stan-
dards developed under the directive for standardization becomes virtually 
mandatory standard.  The European standard, EN differs from ISO in that: 
(1) Once detailed work on EN started, standardization work in each Euro-

pean country with similar contents ceases; (2) Once EN is established, 
any standard in each European country which becomes discrepant with 
the new one is abolished; and (3) EN is mandatory in public procurement.

At present, CEN/TC 278 has 14 active WGs (Working Groups).  The 
establishment of WG 16 was approved at the TC 278 Plenary in March 
2009. The standardization mandate was issued in October (Mandate 
2009/453/EC), and a request was made to CEN and the like for the prepa-
ration of standards and specifications of cooperative systems.

Many WGs of CEN/TC 278 are working in parallel with the ISO and, 
to avoid duplication of effort between the ISO and CEN, a comprehensive 
main organization (ISO or CEN) was determined for each WG separate to 
the Vienna Agreement.
A list of CEN/TC 278 work items is shown as follows. 

Vienna Agreement
The Vienna Agreement was concluded in 1990. This agreement includes 
procedures for information exchange between CEN (European Committee 
for Standardization) and ISO. CEN can lead development of ISO standard 
under a certain condition.  Through this agreement, close cooperation is es-
tablished between activities of CEN and standardization activities of ISO.

The Vienna Agreement provides the standardization activities of 
CEN with special position in developing ISO standards. On the other 
hand, it is considered as to play a role of preventing disadvantage of non-
European countries. It may prevent the internationally influential Europe-
an standard activity from concluding within Europe. Therefore, it is impor-
tant to utilize this agreement as a tool for coping with the standardization 
led by Europe, using the privilege given to non-European countries.

The Vienna Agreement prescribes the cooperation between both or-
ganizations in three aspects,
1) Information exchange

Documents related to the development of standards including WGs 
under the committee (drafts of standards and so on ) are available 
through the secretary of ISO/ TC. 

2) Dispatching representatives to the committee
Up to four representatives of  ISO can participate in CEN/ TC 
(including WGs under the committee) through the secretary of ISO/ TC.  
In this case, non-European countries have priority. Following items 
should be noted.

-1 Formal commitment from ISO/ TC is required.
-2 The representatives do not have the right of voting.
-3 The representatives can participate in the discussion and make com-

ments.
3) Development of standards led by ISO (or by CEN)

In the case that both ISO/ TC and CEN/ TC reach agreement, the 
agreed standard led by ISO (or by CEN) can be approved in parallel, 
and following items are prescribed.

-1 For implementation, agreement from the majority of the P members 
in both organization is required.

-2 In principle, ISO leads the development of the standards, although 
CEN can lead if it relates to European directives.

-3 Even in the case of being led by CEN, ISO shall take the lead in revi-
sion work.

-4 Committee members of ISO can make comments to CEN in any 
stage.
Especially in the case that the development of the standard is led by 

CEN, it is important to participate in CEN meetings from the stage where 
the development is launched under the Vienna Agreement, since voting is 
referred to ISO/ TC in parallel at the DIS phase. 
4) Others

 ISO/ CS (Central Secretary) is responsible for the troubles concerning 
the implementation of the Vienna Agreement.

Name of the document Document number Content

Objectives and requirements

Functionalities

Millimetre wave radiocommunication systems for 
intelligent transport system applications
Dedicated Short Range Communications 
(DSRC) at 5.8 GHz

ITS-Guidelines and Objectives

ITU-R M.1310 Document on architecture of ITS radiocommunication which provides the objectives and 
 requirements of ITS (Deleted in 2011) 

ITU-R M.1451 Positioning each function of ITS against specific communication services (Deleted in 2007)

ITU-R M.1452-2 Recommendation for millimeter wave ITS radiocommunication on technical standards and parameters of low 
 power collision-prevention radar at 60 GHz / 76 GHz and radiocommunication at 60 GHz. (Revised in 2012) 
ITU-R M.1453-2 Recommendation for dedicated short-range communications in 5.8 GHz band comprising active method in Japan, passive 
 method in Europe and high data-rate passive method in Italy; In 2002, the recommendation was revised according to promotion 
 of high data rate of DSRC in Japan, and in 2005, it was revised additionally to reflect ASL (Application Sub Layer) in Japan.

ITU-R M.1890 A new recommendation replaced with ITU-R M.1310, document mainly on the archtecture
 of ITS communications which provides requirement for ITS communications

ITS-related standardization in ITU
What is ITU?

Outline of recommendation documents

International standards regarding ITS are deliberated in ISO/TC 204. 
Regarding  ITS radiocommunications field, the International Telecom-
munications Union (ITU) does standardization such as preparing rec-
ommendations. ITU is a specialty organization of United Nations, 
whose membership includes 193 Member States, and includes 
Sector Members and Associates of nearly 700 organizations as of 
May 2013.

ITU is composed of three sectors.  The sector related to radio 
communications is radio communication sector (ITU-R:  ITU Radio 
Communication Sector) 
It consists of multiple sectors, and the sector that oversees wireless 
communications is called ITU-R (ITU radio communication sector). 

ITU-R is involved in adopting international regulations and 
international treaties regarding terrestrial and space (satellites) fre-
quency allocations (and orbital position of geostationary satellites). 
Each country must establish relevant laws and regulations in accor-
dance with the rules and treaties. Recommendations, which are 
the basic principles for communications, were created by some 
SGs (study groups), which are lower level bodies under ITU-R.  
SGs were reorganized in 2007, and SG5 (Terrestrial services) was 
decided to handle ITS. Further lower bodies of SG5 are called 
WPs (working parties), and WP5A (Land mobile service (excluding 
IMT); wireless access in the fixed service; amateur and amateur-
satellite services) is in charge of ITS-related standardization.

Standardization of ITS in ITU-R

The making process of the recommendations for ITS

Standardization of ITS in ITU-R was launched through the proposal 
of TICS (Transport Information and Control Systems: currently 
renamed as ITS) in 1994 as a new challenge (Study Question). In 
1995, this study question was adopted. Subsequently, "Objectives 
and Requirements", which describes the wireless requirements for 
ITS, was approved as a recommendation in 1997. This recommenda-
tion is a document to describe the architecture of ITS radiocommuni-
cations in ITU-R. Based on this policy, three additional recommenda-
tions were drafted and approved: Functionalities, 60/76 GHz 
short-range radar, and 5.8 GHz dedicated short-range communica-
tions.

In addition to these recommendations, a study of the millimeter 
wave ITS communications proposed by Japan, description about the 
millimeter wave ITS communications was added to the existing rec-
ommendation (M.1452) related to the millimeter wave radar through 
discussion, and the revision of the recommendation was approved in 
October, 2009. 

Further through mostly Japanese contribution, Mobile Handbook 

Volume 4 (Intelligent Transport Systems) was published in 2007. It 
contains all the international trends of ITS radio communications. 

Currently, in order to promote the realization such as driving 
safety support system contributing to the reduction of traf fic accidents, 
a study toward realization of advanced ITS radiocommunication 
system using road-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-vehicle communications 
is being advanced in Japan, the U.S. and Europe. Based on the trend 
of latest ITS radio communications, Japan proposed to regard “ITS-
Guidelines and Objectives”, which are replaced with recommendation 
M. 1310, as a recommendation.  On the other hand, Japan has made 
technical proposals on advanced ITS wireless system using the 
700MHz band and on high-resolution radar using the 79GHz band. 
Work is proceeding on having these approved as recommendations.

The former advanced ITS communication system is underway 
for review after ITU-R.M 2228 without needs for reporting was fixed.

The following section describes the background to the creation 
of the ITS recommendations and outlines the recommendation docu-
ments that have been approved up until the present time.

1994 Question for ITS Drafting of recommendation documents (Answers to the questions)

Present condition of spectrum for ITS

Requirements for spectrum for ITS

Individual 
technologies

1995

Radiocommunication services

* Rec. ITU-R M. 1453-2 : Newly revised in 2005

* Rec. ITU-R M. 2228 in 2011

- Broadcasting
- DSRC (Dedicated short-range communications)
- Short-range vehicular radar
- Short-range vehicle-to-vehicle communications
- Short-range continuous communications
- Wide area communications

Objectives 
and requirements

Functionalities

Short-range 
vehicular radar

5.8GHz DSRC

(VICS)

Next generation ITS radiocommunication

Approved in 1997, Deleted in 2011 : 
Rec. ITU-R M.1310

Approved in 2000 :
Rec. ITU-R M. 1453-2 *

Approved in 2000, deleted in 2007 : 
Rec. ITU-R M.1451

Millimeter-wave
ITS radiocommunication

Approved in 2000 :
Rec. ITU-R M. 1452 *

* Rec. ITU-R M. 1452-2 : Revised in 2012

1996 1997 1998 2009 2010 2011 2012……………………………………
ITS-Guidelines and 

objectives 

Approved in 2011 : 
Rec. ITU-R M.1890
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 Working Group Lead Country 

WG1 Electronic Fee Collection(EFC) Sweden WG5

WG2 Freight, Logistics and Commercial Vehicle Operations United Kingdom WG7

WG3 Public Transport France WG8

WG4 Traffic and Traveler Information United Kingdom WG10

WG5 Traffic Control Systems United Kingdom WG9

WG7 Geographic Data Files Germany WG3

WG8 Road Traffic Data Netherlands WG3

WG9 Dedicated Short Range Communications(DSRC) Germany WG15

WG10 Human-Machine Interfacing Germany TC22/SC13/WG8

WG12 Automatic Vehicle and Equipment Identification (AVI/AEI) Norway WG4

WG13 Architecture and Terminology United Kingdom WG1

WG14 Recovery of Stolen Vehicles United Kingdom

WG15 eSafety/eCall United Kingdom 

WG16 Cooperative Systems Germany WG18

List of CEN/TC 278 work items

Working Group of CEN/TC 278 Corresponding Working Group of ISO/TC 204
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Introduction of related international standardization activities

ITS standardization at CEN/TC278
As an international standardization committee for ITS, there is CEN 
(European Standards Committee) /TC278 in Europe. CEN/TC278 started 
working since 1991 in advance of ISO/TC204. It has the committee's 
name as RTTT(Road Transport and Traffic Telematics). 

At CEN, usually a standard is prepared in the following steps.  First 
formalized in technical specification (TS), followed by its review, and finally 
either becoming European standard (EN) or else cancelled.  A technical 
standard developed in European standard organizations like CEN is basi-
cally optional, however, due to compulsion based on the Directive 
98/34/EC-Procedures based on the New Approach, the technical stan-
dards developed under the directive for standardization becomes virtually 
mandatory standard.  The European standard, EN differs from ISO in that: 
(1) Once detailed work on EN started, standardization work in each Euro-

pean country with similar contents ceases; (2) Once EN is established, 
any standard in each European country which becomes discrepant with 
the new one is abolished; and (3) EN is mandatory in public procurement.

At present, CEN/TC 278 has 14 active WGs (Working Groups).  The 
establishment of WG 16 was approved at the TC 278 Plenary in March 
2009. The standardization mandate was issued in October (Mandate 
2009/453/EC), and a request was made to CEN and the like for the prepa-
ration of standards and specifications of cooperative systems.

Many WGs of CEN/TC 278 are working in parallel with the ISO and, 
to avoid duplication of effort between the ISO and CEN, a comprehensive 
main organization (ISO or CEN) was determined for each WG separate to 
the Vienna Agreement.
A list of CEN/TC 278 work items is shown as follows. 

Vienna Agreement
The Vienna Agreement was concluded in 1990. This agreement includes 
procedures for information exchange between CEN (European Committee 
for Standardization) and ISO. CEN can lead development of ISO standard 
under a certain condition.  Through this agreement, close cooperation is es-
tablished between activities of CEN and standardization activities of ISO.

The Vienna Agreement provides the standardization activities of 
CEN with special position in developing ISO standards. On the other 
hand, it is considered as to play a role of preventing disadvantage of non-
European countries. It may prevent the internationally influential Europe-
an standard activity from concluding within Europe. Therefore, it is impor-
tant to utilize this agreement as a tool for coping with the standardization 
led by Europe, using the privilege given to non-European countries.

The Vienna Agreement prescribes the cooperation between both or-
ganizations in three aspects,
1) Information exchange

Documents related to the development of standards including WGs 
under the committee (drafts of standards and so on ) are available 
through the secretary of ISO/ TC. 

2) Dispatching representatives to the committee
Up to four representatives of  ISO can participate in CEN/ TC 
(including WGs under the committee) through the secretary of ISO/ TC.  
In this case, non-European countries have priority. Following items 
should be noted.

-1 Formal commitment from ISO/ TC is required.
-2 The representatives do not have the right of voting.
-3 The representatives can participate in the discussion and make com-

ments.
3) Development of standards led by ISO (or by CEN)

In the case that both ISO/ TC and CEN/ TC reach agreement, the 
agreed standard led by ISO (or by CEN) can be approved in parallel, 
and following items are prescribed.

-1 For implementation, agreement from the majority of the P members 
in both organization is required.

-2 In principle, ISO leads the development of the standards, although 
CEN can lead if it relates to European directives.

-3 Even in the case of being led by CEN, ISO shall take the lead in revi-
sion work.

-4 Committee members of ISO can make comments to CEN in any 
stage.
Especially in the case that the development of the standard is led by 

CEN, it is important to participate in CEN meetings from the stage where 
the development is launched under the Vienna Agreement, since voting is 
referred to ISO/ TC in parallel at the DIS phase. 
4) Others

 ISO/ CS (Central Secretary) is responsible for the troubles concerning 
the implementation of the Vienna Agreement.

Name of the document Document number Content

Objectives and requirements

Functionalities

Millimetre wave radiocommunication systems for 
intelligent transport system applications
Dedicated Short Range Communications 
(DSRC) at 5.8 GHz

ITS-Guidelines and Objectives

ITU-R M.1310 Document on architecture of ITS radiocommunication which provides the objectives and 
 requirements of ITS (Deleted in 2011) 

ITU-R M.1451 Positioning each function of ITS against specific communication services (Deleted in 2007)

ITU-R M.1452-2 Recommendation for millimeter wave ITS radiocommunication on technical standards and parameters of low 
 power collision-prevention radar at 60 GHz / 76 GHz and radiocommunication at 60 GHz. (Revised in 2012) 
ITU-R M.1453-2 Recommendation for dedicated short-range communications in 5.8 GHz band comprising active method in Japan, passive 
 method in Europe and high data-rate passive method in Italy; In 2002, the recommendation was revised according to promotion 
 of high data rate of DSRC in Japan, and in 2005, it was revised additionally to reflect ASL (Application Sub Layer) in Japan.

ITU-R M.1890 A new recommendation replaced with ITU-R M.1310, document mainly on the archtecture
 of ITS communications which provides requirement for ITS communications

ITS-related standardization in ITU
What is ITU?

Outline of recommendation documents

International standards regarding ITS are deliberated in ISO/TC 204. 
Regarding  ITS radiocommunications field, the International Telecom-
munications Union (ITU) does standardization such as preparing rec-
ommendations. ITU is a specialty organization of United Nations, 
whose membership includes 193 Member States, and includes 
Sector Members and Associates of nearly 700 organizations as of 
May 2013.

ITU is composed of three sectors.  The sector related to radio 
communications is radio communication sector (ITU-R:  ITU Radio 
Communication Sector) 
It consists of multiple sectors, and the sector that oversees wireless 
communications is called ITU-R (ITU radio communication sector). 

ITU-R is involved in adopting international regulations and 
international treaties regarding terrestrial and space (satellites) fre-
quency allocations (and orbital position of geostationary satellites). 
Each country must establish relevant laws and regulations in accor-
dance with the rules and treaties. Recommendations, which are 
the basic principles for communications, were created by some 
SGs (study groups), which are lower level bodies under ITU-R.  
SGs were reorganized in 2007, and SG5 (Terrestrial services) was 
decided to handle ITS. Further lower bodies of SG5 are called 
WPs (working parties), and WP5A (Land mobile service (excluding 
IMT); wireless access in the fixed service; amateur and amateur-
satellite services) is in charge of ITS-related standardization.

Standardization of ITS in ITU-R

The making process of the recommendations for ITS

Standardization of ITS in ITU-R was launched through the proposal 
of TICS (Transport Information and Control Systems: currently 
renamed as ITS) in 1994 as a new challenge (Study Question). In 
1995, this study question was adopted. Subsequently, "Objectives 
and Requirements", which describes the wireless requirements for 
ITS, was approved as a recommendation in 1997. This recommenda-
tion is a document to describe the architecture of ITS radiocommuni-
cations in ITU-R. Based on this policy, three additional recommenda-
tions were drafted and approved: Functionalities, 60/76 GHz 
short-range radar, and 5.8 GHz dedicated short-range communica-
tions.

In addition to these recommendations, a study of the millimeter 
wave ITS communications proposed by Japan, description about the 
millimeter wave ITS communications was added to the existing rec-
ommendation (M.1452) related to the millimeter wave radar through 
discussion, and the revision of the recommendation was approved in 
October, 2009. 

Further through mostly Japanese contribution, Mobile Handbook 

Volume 4 (Intelligent Transport Systems) was published in 2007. It 
contains all the international trends of ITS radio communications. 

Currently, in order to promote the realization such as driving 
safety support system contributing to the reduction of traf fic accidents, 
a study toward realization of advanced ITS radiocommunication 
system using road-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-vehicle communications 
is being advanced in Japan, the U.S. and Europe. Based on the trend 
of latest ITS radio communications, Japan proposed to regard “ITS-
Guidelines and Objectives”, which are replaced with recommendation 
M. 1310, as a recommendation.  On the other hand, Japan has made 
technical proposals on advanced ITS wireless system using the 
700MHz band and on high-resolution radar using the 79GHz band. 
Work is proceeding on having these approved as recommendations.

The former advanced ITS communication system is underway 
for review after ITU-R.M 2228 without needs for reporting was fixed.

The following section describes the background to the creation 
of the ITS recommendations and outlines the recommendation docu-
ments that have been approved up until the present time.

1994 Question for ITS Drafting of recommendation documents (Answers to the questions)

Present condition of spectrum for ITS

Requirements for spectrum for ITS

Individual 
technologies

1995

Radiocommunication services

* Rec. ITU-R M. 1453-2 : Newly revised in 2005

* Rec. ITU-R M. 2228 in 2011

- Broadcasting
- DSRC (Dedicated short-range communications)
- Short-range vehicular radar
- Short-range vehicle-to-vehicle communications
- Short-range continuous communications
- Wide area communications

Objectives 
and requirements

Functionalities

Short-range 
vehicular radar

5.8GHz DSRC

(VICS)

Next generation ITS radiocommunication

Approved in 1997, Deleted in 2011 : 
Rec. ITU-R M.1310

Approved in 2000 :
Rec. ITU-R M. 1453-2 *

Approved in 2000, deleted in 2007 : 
Rec. ITU-R M.1451

Millimeter-wave
ITS radiocommunication

Approved in 2000 :
Rec. ITU-R M. 1452 *

* Rec. ITU-R M. 1452-2 : Revised in 2012

1996 1997 1998 2009 2010 2011 2012……………………………………
ITS-Guidelines and 

objectives 

Approved in 2011 : 
Rec. ITU-R M.1890
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ISO international standards issued so far (as of June 30, 2013)

ISO/TC 204 International Standards established
WG 1 ISO 14813-1 Reference Model Architecture for the ITS Sector: Fundamental Services (February 2007)
Defines basic service groups and service/application domains of ITS which should be referenced when developing new architecture and/or comparing each country’s architecture, etc.

WG 1 ISO 14813-5 Reference Model Architecture for the ITS Sector (July 2010)
Defines terminologies and forms to be used for documentating or referring to archtectures. 

WG 1 ISO 14813-6 Reference Model Architecture for the ITS Sector: Data presentation in ASN.1 (September, 2009)
The relationship between ASN.1 description and other data description languages to be used as standard syntax.

WG 1 ISO 14817 Requirements for an ITS/TICS central Data Registry and ITS/TICS Data Dictionaries (December 2002)
Stipulation of a system to register and manage, as a common dictionary, definitions of standard data used widely among ITS systems.  In future, this standard is expected to be helpful 
in ensuring reciprocal operability and achieving more efficient development.

WG 1 ISO 24097-1 Using web services (machine-machine delivery) for ITS service delivery - Part 1: Realization of interoperable web services (September, 2009)
Determines the guidance for securing interoperability with respect to use of web services that support cooperation between internet-based systems.

WG 1 ISO 24531 Use of XML in ITS standards, data registories and data dictionaries (June, 2007)
This is a rule on the mechanism for registering and managing standard data definitions widely used among ITS systems as a common dictionary.  It is expected that the standard will 
contribute to the improvement of interoperability and efficient in development in the future.

WG 3 ISO 14825 Geographic Data Files - GDF5.0 (July 2011)
Standard for data exchange of geographical database used for navigation systems.  Map data prepared all over the world can be distributed as data for navigation systems among 
map vendors.

WG 3 ISO 17267 Navigation System Application Programming Interface (API) (November 2009)
Standardized methods for application programs such as navigation systems to access data.

WG 3 ISO 17572-1 Location Referencing for Geographic Databases - Part 1: General Requirements and Conceptual Model (December 2008)
This standard covers the general requirements for location referencing required for information exchange between non-uniform applications/geographic databases.

WG 3 ISO 17572-2 Location Referencing for Geographic Databases - Part 2: Pre-coded Location References (Pre-coded Profile) (December 2008)
This standard covers the referencing method based on common time tables for location referencing required for information exchange between non-uniform applications/geographic databases.

WG 3 ISO 17572-3 Location Referencing for Geographic Databases - Part 3: Dynamic Location References (Dynamic Profile) (December 2008)
This standard covers the methods for referencing items that move real-time required for information exchange between non-uniform applications/geographic databases.

WG 3 ISO 24099 Navigation Data Delivery Structures and Protocols (January 2011)
Standardization of data structure and protocol for transmitting map data.

WG 4 ISO 14814 Reference architectures and terminology for automatic vehicle and equipment identification (February 2006)
Reference architectures and terminology for automatic vehicle and equipment identification. 

WG 4 ISO 14815 Automatic vehicle and equipment identification - System specifications (July 2005)
Specification of data structures for IDs of vehicles communicating with the roadside, vehicle information, and equipment information (equipment ID, quantity) in automatic vehicle and 
equipment identification systems to maintain reciprocal operability.

WG 4 ISO 14816 Automatic vehicle and equipment identification - Numbering and data structures (November 2005)
Specification of data structures for IDs of vehicles communicating with the roadside, vehicle information, and equipment information (equipment ID, quantity) in automatic vehicle and 
equipment identification systems to maintain reciprocal operability.

WG 4 ISO 17261 Intermodal goods transport - architecture and terminology (August 2012)
Standardization of architecture of intermodal AEI system.

WG 4 ISO 17262 Intermodal goods transport - numbering and data structures (August 2012)
Standardization of data structure of intermodal AEI system.

WG 4 ISO 17263 Intermodal goods transport - system parameters (August 2012)
Standardization of classification of intermodal AEI system.

WG 4 ISO 17264 Intermodal Goods Transport - Interfaces (November 2009)
Standardization of interface specifications for intermodal AEI systems.

WG 4 ISO 24534-1 Electronic Registration Identification (ERI) for Vehicles Part1 (July 2010)
Defines archtecture in standardizing the system for reading vehicle data, electronically registered from onboard equipment, at roadside equipment.

WG 4 ISO 24534-2 Electronic Registration Identification (ERI) for Vehicles Part2 (July 2010)
Standard where classified specifications required concerning main functions of the ERI system are collected.  This is applicable from simple systems to complicated systems.

WG 4 ISO 24534-3 Electronic Registration Identification (ERI) for Vehicles Part3 (July 2010)
Specifies data where the country of vehicle manufacturer is added to ISO standard chassis number (ISO3779) and vehicle ID number specified by administrative bodies of each 
country, which are minimum required data used in the ERI system.

WG 4 ISO 24534-4 Electronic Registration Identification (ERI) for Vehicles Part4 (July 2010)
Standards related to the ERI system, using technologies of asymmetric key method to protect security and privacy are cllected.

WG 4 ISO 24534-5 Electronic Registration Identification (ERI) for Vehicles Part5 (December 2011)
Standardization of security using symmetric key method in the ERI system.

WG 4 ISO 24535 Basic Electronic Registration Identification (basic ERI) (September, 2007)
ERI is a system aiming at electronic vehicle identification through communications from roadside equipment to OBU.  This standard provides a rule on the assumption of on-board 
units with relatively simple functions. Therefore, vehicle data is limited to a certain area in the system as described above.

WG 5 ISO 12855 Information Exchange between Service Provision and Toll Charging (December 2011)
Describe the information flow between EFC service providers and parties who charge fees.

WG 5 ISO 14906 EFC-Application interface definition for dedicated short-range communication (September 2004)
Regulation of EFC application interfaces under the DSRC method.  This standard has been adopted for ETC on-board equipment and roadside equipment in Japan and many European countries.  

WG 5 ISO 17573 EFC- Systems Architecture for Vehicle-related tolling (December 2010)
Specifies frameworking of conditions related to EFC, defining reference archtecture related to the whole EFC.

WG 7 ISO 15638-1, 2, 3, 5 and 7 Framework for collaborative telematics applications for regulated commercial freight vehicles (March 2013)
Standardization of framework of online operation management for commercial trucks (March, 2013), check on operation routes of heavy vehicles (trucks) and their load capacities, 
check on driver’s observation of regulations and architecture for real-time operations allowing check for pricing.

WG 7 ISO 17687 Data Dictionary and Message Sets for Electronic Identification and Monitoring of Hazardous Materials/Dangerous Goods Transportations (February 2007)
Definition of data dictionary and message sets necessary for automatic identification and monitoring, which makes it possible to exchange information among vehicles, management 
centers, Fire/Police, related organizations, carriers, and senders and receivers of cargoes, regarding hazardous material transport.

WG 7 ISO 26683-1,2 Freight Conveyance Content Identification and Communication Architecture-Application Profile (March 2013)
Standardization of the cargo information transfer system architecture and data structure (utilizing RFID technology) that combines existing international standards to enable 
visualization of cargo in international integrated transportation.

WG 8 ISO 24014-1 Public transport-interoperable fare management system-Part 1: architecture (June 2007)
Specification of conceptual architecture to establish a public transport fare management system that can handle multiple operators and services.

WG 8 ISO 22951 Data Dictionary and Message Sets for Pre-emption and Prioritization Signal Systems for Emergency and Public Transport Vehicles (January 2009)
Standardization of message set and data dictionary for mobile communications to give priority to emergency vehicles and other public transport vehicles by controlling traffic signals 
when they are passing through intersections on their official duties. 

WG 9 ISO 10711 Interface Protocol and Message Set Definition between Traffic Signal Controllers and Detectors (IPMSTSCD) (January 2012)
Definition of interface and message set between vehicle detectors and traffic signal controllers.
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WG 9 ISO 14827-1 Data interfaces between centres for transport information and control systems - Part 1: Message definition requirements (November 2005)
Specification of the format of traffic information (messages) when being exchanged between traffic flow management centers, and specification of the procedure (protocol) for 
exchanging messages in order to ensure reciprocal operability.

WG 9 ISO 14827-2 Data interfaces between centres for transport information and control systems - Part 2: DATEX-ASN (November 2005)
Establishment of a common international standard for the US, Europe and Japan by specifying the DATEX-ASN protocol as the procedure for exchanging information between traffic 
flow management centers. 

WG 9 ISO 15784-1 Data Exchange Involving Roadside Modules Communication - Part 1: General Principles and Documentation Framework of Application Profiles (October 2008)
The principles of the application profile and the documentation framework for inter TICS roadside equipment communications were specified to enable communications.

WG 9 ISO 15784-3 Data Exchange Involving Roadside Modules Communication - Part 3: Application Profile-Data Exchange (AP-DATEX) (October 2008)
The application profile of TICS roadside equipment communications were described based on DATEX-ASN (ISO 14827), and made clear to be understood by the parties concerned.

WG 10 ISO 14819-1 TTI messages via traffic message coding-Part 1: coding protocol for Radio Data System (June 2003)
Stipulation of introduction of the RDS-TMC system.  It is possible for drivers to receive transport information in their native tongue with use of a virtual language even when they pass a border.

WG 10 ISO 14819-2 TTI messages via traffic message coding-Part 2: Event and information codes for Radio Data System (June 2003)
Compilation of traveler information messages used for the RDS-TMC system.  Stipulation of how to codify event information.  A central standard in the 14819 series, it has made great 
contribution to ensuring interoperability of message exchange between different systems.

WG 10 ISO 14819-3 TTI messages via traffic message coding-Part 3: Location referencing for Alert-C (March 2004)
Specification of the method of coding location referencing information, including road names, street names, urban areas, and the like, for the traveler information to be used in the 
RDS-TMC system.  This standard contributes to ensuring reciprocal operability along with ISO 14819-1 and ISO 14819-2.

WG 10 ISO 14819-6 TTI Message via Traffic Message Coding-Part 6: Location Referencing Method (April 2006)
Rules coding method of location referencing data such as name of highway, name of street, urban area, etc. regarding traveller information used for RDS-TMC. Contributes to securing 
interoperability together with ISO14819-1, ISO14819-2 and ISO14819-3.

WG 11 ISO 15075 In-vehicle navigation systems-Communications message set requirements (December 2003)
Stipulation of necessary items for a message set handled by an on-board navigation system.  Prepared on the basis of existing standards in Japan and North America, it has 
specifications applicable to the route guidance system.

WG 14 ISO 15622 Adaptive Cruise Control Systems (ACC) (October 2002)
System to keep a certain distance with the vehicle running in front.  Prescription of classification according to the existence of a clutch and an active brake, control strategy and 
characteristics of the driver’s intervention.

WG 14 ISO 15623 Forward Vehicle Collision Warning Systems (FVCWS) (October 2002)
System that prompts the driver to take an avoidance maneuver by activating a warning system whenever the vehicle in front is too close, to prevent rear-end collision.
Specification of the detection range, detection performance and evaluation method for the vehicle in front.

WG 14 ISO 17361 Lane Departure Warning Systems (LDWS) (January 2007)
System to warn a driver of an actual or possible departure from a lane due to carelessness, Prescription of definition of lane departure, conditions for warnings and test methods.

WG 14 ISO 17386 Manoeuvring Aids for Low Speed Operation (MALSO) (July 2004)
System to provide the driver with information on obstacles found at the rear end and at the corners of the vehicle when backing up and turning at low speed.  Prescription of 
classification based on detection areas, system operation conditions and test methods.

WG 14 ISO 17387 Lane change decision aids system (LCDAS) (May 2008)
This is a system that provides information on vehicles running in blind spots and vehicles approaching from behind, and issues a warning when such vehicles are detected during a 
lane change. Classification by area to be covered, warning conditions, and test methods are specified here.

WG 14 ISO 22178 Low Speed Following (LSF) Systems (April 2009)
Systems that perform low-speed following control on congested roads and the like. In addition to common items with FSRA, describes control methods when detection targets are switched.

WG 14 ISO 22179 Full Speed Range Adaptive Cruise Control Systems (FSRA) (September 2009)
System to expand following functions of ACC to stop control.  Prescription of the definition of the vehicle running in front, how to restart, and operation limits of the system.

WG 14 ISO 22839 Forward Vehicle Collision Mitigation Systems(FVCMS) (May 2013)
System that carries out an automatic emergency stop and reduces collision damage in the likelihood of a collision with a preceding vehicle in front of the vehicle concerned.
Studies of operation concepts, system requirements and test methods.

WG 14 ISO 22840 Extended-range Backing Aid Systems (FRBA) (April 2010)
system to provide information on obstacles behind a vehicle and give the alarm when the vehicle are moving backward for relatively a long distance:  Scope, objective obstacle, 
detecting area, system operating conditions, etc. are studies in comparison with MALSO. 

WG 16 ISO 13183 CALM receiving public broadcast communications (April 2012)
Standardization concerning the management interface and session connection required for receiving broadcast communication under the CALM environment.

WG 16 ISO 15628 Application layer for dedicated short range communication - DSRC Layer 7 (January 2007)
Specification of the 7th layer of DSRC.  Japan edited the draft standard, which conforms to the Japanese DSRC standard specifying the 7th layer (ARIB STD-T75).  This standard has 
been adopted for ETC on-board equipment and roadside equipment in Japan and many European countries.  

WG 16 ISO 15662 TICS wide area communications - Protocol management information (December 2006)
Defines a checklist for ITS applications in wide area communication systems between service centres and user terminals. Japan is taking the leading role in preparing a draft standard.

WG 16 ISO 21210 CALM-NW protocol (December, 2008)
Study on functions related to realization of seamless communications (including handover between same media and switching of media) in CALM.

WG 16 ISO 21212 CALM-2G (November 2008)
Standardization of interface for receiving ITS services via 2nd and 3rd generation mobile communications. References existing mobile telephony standards and specifies a framework 
that complies with CALM.

WG 16 ISO 21213 CALM-3G (November 2008)
Standardization of interface for receiving ITS services via 2nd and 3rd generation mobile communications. References existing mobile telephony standards and specifies a framework 
that complies with CALM.

WG 16 ISO 21214 CALM - IR (June 2006)
Standardization of interface for receiving ITS services via infrared. Japan's optical beacon is outside of its scope.

WG 16 ISO 21215 CALM-M5 (November 2010)
Standardization of interface for receiving ITS services via CALM-M5 5GHz band. Uses IEEE 802.11p as a base.

WG 16 ISO 21216 CALM-MM (March 2013)
Standardization of interface for receiving ITS services via millimeter wave.

WG 16 ISO 21217 CALM Architecture (April 2010)
An overview of the core aspects of CALM that specifies the CALM concept, an outline of functions and communication scenarios.

WG 16 ISO 21218 CALM-MSAP (March 2013)
Specifies interface for third layer connections between different CALM communication media, and interface for connecting to communication interface management entities.

WG 16 ISO 22837 Vehicle probe data for wide area communications (January 2009)
Standardization of core data elements and typical probe messages for probe information service.

WG 16 ISO 24100 Basic Principles for Personal Data Protection in Probe Vehicle Information Services (May 2010)
Standardization of basic rules for protection of personal information by probe information services.

WG 16 ISO 24101-1 CALM-Application management- Part 1: General Requirements (March 2008)
Specifies mechanisms and methods for addition, modification, and deletion of ITS applications using CALM.

WG 16 ISO 24101-2 CALM-Application Management-Conformance Test (September 2010)
Defines compliance test of the CALM application management.
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Themes for Standardization List of working items for ISO/TC 204 and their stage of development (as of June 30, 2013)

ISO international standards planned to be established in the near future (as of June 30, 2013) The ISO in parentheses are being prepared for printing. 
WG5  FDIS 17444-2 Charging performance part 2
EFC performance standard (metrics) and inspection framework.

WG7  FDIS 15638 from Part 5 to Part 19(Except Part 13) Framework for collaborative telematics applications for regulated commercial freight vehicles
Standardization of architecture for real-time monitoring of operations, capable of confirming travel routes for heavy vehicles (trucks), freight weight, legality of driver operations and charging.

WG10 FDIS 18234-7,9.10 TTI via Transport Protocol Experts Group - Part 7,9,10(2013/3)
Standardization of traveller information delivery services (TPEG) using digital broadcasting.

WG10  FDIS 21219 from Part-2 to Part 6(2013/3) TTI messages using TPEG
Conversion from UML to XML.

WG14  DIS 11270 Lane Keeping Assist System (LKAS)
System recognizing a lane ahead and automatically controlling steering for lane keeping assist. Studies of the scope, system definition and required items.

WG16  FDIS 24102-3 CALM Management Part-3
Service Access Point.

WG 16 ISO 24102 CALM Management (November 2010)
Specifies management of all CALM management entities, and management functions for communication between different CALM media.

WG 16 ISO 24103 CALM-Media Adapted Interface Layer (June 2009)
Specifies media conversion for using ASL (Application Sub-Layer; ARIB STD-T88 and ITU-R M.1453-2) functions with DSRCs that comply with ISO 15628 (DSRC L7).

WG 16 ISO 24978 ITS Safety and Emergency Notifications using any Available Wireless Media - Data Registry (September 2009)
Standardization of messages data registry used for vehicle collision notifications via wireless communications.

WG 16 ISO 25111 CALM - ITS using Public Wireless Networks - General Requirements (October 2009)
Specifies interface requirements for receiving ITS services using Mobile Broadband Wireless Access (MBWA).

WG 16 ISO 25112 CALM-WiMAX (March 2010)
Standardization of interface for receiving ITS services using WiMAX (IEEE 802.16).

WG 16 ISO 25113 CALM HC-SDMA (March 2010)
Standardization of interface for receiving ITS services using HC-SDMA (iBurst, etc.).

WG 16 ISO 29281 CALM-Non-IP networking (April 2013)
Standardization of concepts, mechanisms and interfaces for non-IP communications in CALM.

WG 16 FDIS 29282 CALM Applications using Satellite (July 2011)
Use of satellite communication for ITS.

WG 16 ISO 29283 CALM - IEEE 802.20 (February 2011)
Standardization of interface for receiving ITS services using IEEE 802.20.
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WG16 ISO 25113 CALM HC-SDMA（2010/3）
HC-SDMA（iBurst等） を用いてITSサービスを受ける場合のインタフェースを規定。

WG16 ISO 29282 CALMサテライト（2011/7）
衛星通信のITSへの活用。

WG16 ISO 29281 CALM非IP通信（2011/4）
CALMにおける非IP通信の概念・仕組み・インタフェースを規定。

WG16 ISO 25112 CALM-WiMAX（2010/3）
WiMAX（IEEE 802.16） を用いてITSサービスを受ける場合のインタフェースを規定。

WG16 ISO 25111 公共無線ネットワーク使用の通信機能要件（2009/11）
MBWA（モバイル広帯域無線アクセス）を用いてITSサービスを受ける場合のインタフェースの要件を規定。

WG16 ISO 29283 CALM-IEEE802.20（2011/02）
IEEE 802.20を用いてITSサービスを受ける場合のインタフェースを規定。

間もなく発行されるISO国際標準（2013年6月末現在） （　　）は印刷準備中

WG10 ISO 18234-7、-9、-10 TPEGを利用したTTIメッセージ
駐車場情報、イベント情報、気象情報

WG14 ISO11270 車線維持支援システム（LKAS）
車線を認識し、車線内に維持支援するように自動的に操舵を制御するシステム

WG10 ISO 21219-2から-6 TPEGを利用したTTIメッセージ
UMLからXMLへの変換

WG7 ISO 15638-5から-19(除く-13） 商用車のオンライン運行管理の枠組み　Part-5から-19
重量車両（トラック）の運行経路確認、積載重量確認等の運行管理

WG5 ISO　17444-2 EFCの課金性能と検査　Part-2
EFCの性能規準と検査のフレームワーク

WG16 ISO 24102-3 ITSステーションマネージメント　Part-3
サービス・アクセス・ポイント

WG ISO番号 タイトル 進捗段階 出版物PWI NP WD CD DIS FDIS
1 12859 Intelligent transport systems -- System architecture -- Privacy aspects in ITS standards and systems TR
1 14813-2 Transport information and control systems -- Reference model architecture（s） for the TICS sector -- Part 2: 

Core TICS reference architecture TR

1 14813-3 Transport information and control systems -- Reference model architecture（s） for the TICS sector -- Part 3: 
Example elaboration TR

1 14813-4 Transport information and control systems -- Reference model architecture（s） for the TICS sector -- Part 4: 
Reference model tutorial TR

1 17452 Intelligent transport systems -- Using UML for defi ning and documenting ITS/TICS interfaces TR
1 17465-1 Intelligent transport systems -- Cooperative ITS -- Part 1: Terms and defi nitions ○
1 17465-2 Intelligent transport systems -- Cooperative ITS -- Part 2: Guidelines for standards documents  ○
1 17465-3 Intelligent transport systems -- Cooperative ITS -- Part 3: Release procedures for standards documents ○
1 24097-2 Using web services （machine - machine delivery） for ITS service delivery -- Part 2: ○
1 24097-3 Intelligent transport systems - System architecture, taxonomy and terminology - Part 3: Elaboration of 

interoperable ITS web services'quality of services （QoS） ○

1 24098 Intelligent transport systems -- System architecture, taxonomy and terminology -- Procedures for developing 
ITS deployment plans utilizing ITS system architecture TR

1 24529 Intelligent transport systems -- Systems architecture -- Use of Unifi ed Modelling Language （UML） in ITS 
International Standards and deliverables TR

1 24532 Intelligent transport systems -- Systems architecture, taxonomy and terminology -- Using CORBA （Common Object 
Request Broker Architecture） in ITS standards, data registries and data dictionaries  TR

1 25100 Intelligent transport systems -- Systems architecture -- Harmonization of ITS data concepts TR
1 25102 Intelligent transport systems -- System architecture -- 'Use case' pro - forma template TR
1 25104 Intelligent transport systems -- System architecture, taxonomy, terminology and data modelling -- Training 

requirements for ITS architecture TR

1 26999 Intelligent transport systems -- Systems architecture -- Use of process - oriented methodology in ITS 
International Standards and other deliverables TR

1 28682 Intelligent transport systems -- Joint APEC - ISO study of progress to develop and deploy ITS standards TR
3 14296 Intelligent Transport Systems -- Extension of map database specifi cations for applications of cooperative ITS ○
3 17931 Intelligent transport systems -- Extension of map database specifi cations for Local Dynamic Map （LDM） for 

applications of Cooperative ITS TS

3 20452 Requirements and Logical Data Model for a Physical Storage Format （PSF） and an Application Program Interface 
（API） and Logical Data Organization for PSF used in Intelligent Transport Systems （ITS） Database Technology TS

4 19061 Intelligent transport systems -- Automatic Vehicle and equipment registration （AVI/AEI） -- Interoperable 
application profi le for AVI/AEI and electronic register identifi cation using dedicated short range communication ○

5 12813 Electronic fee collection -- Compliance check communication for autonomous systems TS
5 13140-1 Electronic fee collection -- Evaluation of on - board and roadside equipment for conformity to ISO/TS 

13141 -- Part 1: Test suite structure and test purposes TS

5 13140-2 Electronic fee collection -- Evaluation of on - board and roadside equipment for conformity to ISO/TS 
13141 -- Part 2: Abstract test suite TS

5 13141 Electronic fee collection -- Localisation augmentation communication for autonomous systems TS
5 13143-1 Electronic fee collection -- Evaluation of on - board and roadside equipment for conformity to ISO/TS 

12813 -- Part 1: Test suite structure and test purposes TS

5 13143-2 Electronic fee collection -- Evaluation of on - board and roadside equipment for conformity to ISO/TS 
12813 -- Part 2: Abstract test suite TS

5 14904 Road transport and traffi  c telematics -- Electronic fee collection （EFC） -- Interface specifi cation for clearing 
between operators TS

5 14907-1 Electronic fee collection -- Test procedures for user and fi xed equipment -- Part 1: Description of test procedures TS
5 14907-2 Electronic fee collection -- Test procedures for user and fi xed equipment -- Part 2: Conformance test for the 

onboard unit application interface TS

5 16401-1 Electronic fee collection -- Evaluation of equipment for conformity to ISO/TS 17575 - 2 -- Part 1: Test 
suite structure and test purposes TS

5 16401-2 Electronic fee collection -- Evaluation of equipment for conformity to ISO/TS 17575 - 2 -- Part 2: Abstract test 
suite TS

5 16403-1 Electronic fee collection -- Evaluation of equipment for conformity to ISO/TS 17575 - 4 -- Part 1: Test 
suite structure and test purposes TS

5 16403-2 Electronic fee collection -- Evaluation of equipment for conformity to ISO/TS 17575 - 4 -- Part 2: Abstract test suite TS
5 16407-1 Electronic fee collection -- Evaluation of equipment for conformity to ISO/TS 17575 - 1 -- Part 1: Test 

suite structure and test purposes TS

5 16407-2 Electronic fee collection -- Evaluation of equipment for conformity to ISO/TS 17575 - 1 -- Part 2: Abstract test suite TS
5 16410-1 Electronic fee collection -- Evaluation of equipment for conformity to ISO/TS 17575 - 3 -- Part 1: Test 

suite structure and test purposes TS

5 16410-2 Electronic fee collection -- Evaluation of equipment for conformity to ISO/TS 17575 - 3 -- Part 2: Abstract test suite TS
5 16785 Electronic Fee Collection （EFC） -- Interface defi nition between DSRC - OBE and external in - vehicle 

devices ○

5 17444-1 Electronic fee collection -- Charging performance -- Part 1: Metrics TS
5 17444-2 Electronic fee collection -- Charging performance -- Part 2: Examination framework ○
5 17574 Electronic fee collection - Guidelines for security protection profi les TS
5 17575-1 Electronic fee collection -- Application interface defi nition for autonomous systems -- Part 1: Charging TS
5 17575-2 Electronic fee collection -- Application interface defi nition for autonomous systems -- Part 2: Communication 

and connection to the lower layers TS

5 17575-3 Electronic fee collection -- Application interface defi nition for autonomous systems -- Part 3: Context data TS
5 17575-4 Electronic fee collection -- Application interface defi nition for autonomous systems -- Part 4: Roaming TS
5 25110 Electronic fee collection -- Interface defi nition for on - board account using Integrated Circuit Card （ICC） TS
7 15638-4 Intelligent transport systems -- Framework for collaborative Telematics Applications for Regulated 

commercial freight Vehicles （TARV） -- Part 4: System security requirements ○

7 15638-
6,8 ～ 19

Intelligent transport systems --- Framework for collaborative Telematics Applications for Regulated 
commercial freight Vehicles （TARV） -- Part 6,8 ～ 19 ○

7 17187 Intelligent transport systems -- Electronic information exchange to facilitate the movement of freight and its 
intermodal transfer -- Governance rules to sustain electronic information exchange methods ○

7 18495-1 Intelligent transport systems - Commercial freight - Vehicle visibility in the supply chain - Part 1: 
Architecture, data defi nitions and protocols ○

7 18495-2 Intelligent transport systems - Commercial freight - Vehicle visibility in the supply chain : Part 2 - 
Realisation of architecture aspects using ISO 24533 and ISO 17187 ○

7 24533 Intelligent transport systems -- Electronic information exchange to facilitate the movement of freight and its 
intermodal transfer -- Road transport information exchange methodology TS

8 14806 Intelligent transport systems -- Public transport requirements for the use of payment applications for fare media  TR
8 17185-1 Intelligent transport systems - Public transport user information -- Part 1: Standards framework for public 

information systems ○
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WG ISO番号 タイトル 進捗段階 出版物PWI NP WD CD DIS FDIS
8 17185-2 Intelligent transport systems -- Public transport user information -- Part 2: Data and interface standards 

catalogue and cross reference ○

8 17185-3 Intelligent transport systems -- Public transport user information -- Part 3: Use cases for journey planning 
systems and their interoperation ○

8 19083 Intelligent transport systems -- Public transport -- Public transport emergency services and disaster recovery ○
8 24014-2 Public transport -- Interoperable fare management system -- Part 2: Business practices TR
8 24014-3 Public transport -- Interoperable fare management system -- Part 3: Complementary concepts to Part 1 for 

multi - application media TR

8  - Mobile Architecture Designs Promoting Competition and Integration Across Varying Mobile Platforms
8  - Conformance test guidelines of fare media and reader in public transport
8  - Modelling stops and network topology
8  - Governance of mandatory public transport Standards
8  - Public Transport Reference Architecture（PTRA）
9 14827-3 Intelligent transport Systems -- Data interfaces between centres for Intelligent transport systems -- Part 3: 

Data interfaces between centres for Intelligent Transport Systems （ITS） using XML ○

9 15784-2 Data exchange involving roadside modules communication -- Part 2: Application profi le - SNMP  ○
9 16786 Intelligent transport systems -- The use of simulation models for evaluation of traffi  c management systems: 

input parameters and reporting template for simulation of traffi  c signal control systems  ○

9 17383 Determination of the triacylglycerol composition of fats and oils -- Determination by capillary gas chromatography  ○
9 19082 Intelligent transport systems -- Architecture for signal control systems utilizing information collected by 

vehicle - to - infrastructure communication ◯

9 21707 Intelligent transport systems -- Integrated transport information, management and control -- Data quality in ITS systems TR
10 14823 Intelligent transport systems -- Graphic data dictionary ◯ TS
10 18234-1 Intelligent transport systems -- Traffi  c and travel information via transport Protocol Experts Group, generation 

1 （TPEG1） binary data format -- Part 1: Introduction, Numbering and Versions （TPEG1 - INV） ◯ TS

10 18234-2 Intelligent transport systems -- Traffi  c and travel information via Transport Protocol Experts Group, generation 
1 （TPEG1） binary data format -- Part 2: Syntax, Semantics and Framing structure （TPEG1 - SSF） ◯ TS

10 18234-3 Intelligent transport systems -- Traffi  c and travel information via Transport Protocol Experts Group, generation 
1 （TPEG1） binary data format -- Part 3: Service and Network Information （TPEG1 - SNI） TS

10 18234-4 Traffi  c and Travel Information （TTI） -- TTI via Transport Protocol Expert Group （TPEG） data - streams -- 
Part 4: Road Traffi  c Message （RTM） application TS

10 18234-5 Traffi  c and Travel Information （TTI） -- TTI via Transport Protocol Expert Group （TPEG） data - streams -- 
Part 5: Public Transport Information （PTI） application TS

10 18234-6 Traffi  c and Travel Information （TTI） - TTI via Transport Protocol Expert Group （TPEG） data - streams -- 
Part 6: Location referencing applications TS

10 18234-7 Intelligent transport systems -- Traffi  c and travel information via Transport Protocol Experts Group, generation 
1 （TPEG1） binary data format -- Part 7: Parking Information （TPEG1 - PKI）  ◯

10 18234-8 Intelligent transport systems -- Traffi  c and travel information via Transport Protocol Experts Group, generation 
1 （TPEG1） binary data format -- Part 8: Congestion and Travel Time application （TPEG1 - CTT）  TS

10 18234-9 Intelligent transport systems -- Traffi  c and travel information via Transport Protocol Experts Group, generation 
1 （TPEG1） binary data format -- Part 9: Traffi  c Event Compact （TPEG1 - TEC）  ◯

10 18234-10 Intelligent transport systems -- Traffi  c and travel information via Transport Protocol Experts Group, generation 1 
（TPEG1） binary data format -- Part 10: Conditional Access Information （TPEG1 - CAI） ◯

10 18234-11 Intelligent transport systems -- Traffi  c and Travel Information （TTI） via Transport Protocol Experts Group, generation 1 
（TPEG1） binary data format -- Part 11: Location Referencing Container （TPEG1 - LRC） TS

10 21219-1 Intelligent transport systems -- Traffic and Travel Information via Transport Protocol Experts Group, 
generation 2 （TPEG2） -- Part 1: Introduction, Numbering and Versions （TPEG2 - INV）  ◯

10 21219-2 Intelligent transport systems -- Traffi  c and travel information （TTI） via Transport Protocol Expert Group, 
generation 2 （TPEG2） -- Part 2: UML modelling rules ◯

10 21219-3 Intelligent transport systems - Traffi  c and travel information （TTI） via Transport Protocol Expert Group, 
generation 2 （TPEG2） -- Part 3: UML to binary conversion rules ◯

10 21219-4 Intelligent transport systems -- Traffi  c and travel information （TTI） via Transport Protocol Expert Group, 
generation 2 （TPEG2） -- Part 4: UML to XML conversion rules ◯

10 21219-5 Intelligent transport systems - Traffi  c and travel information （TTI） via Transport Protocol Expert Group, 
generation 2 （TPEG2） -- Part 5: Service framework （TPEG2 - SWF）  ◯

10 21219-6 Intelligent transport systems - Traffi  c and travel information via Transport Protocol Expert Group, generation 
2（TPEG2） -- Part 6: Message Management Container （TPEG2 - MMC）  ◯

10 21219-7 Intelligent transport systems -- Traffi  c and travel information （TTI） via Transport Protocol Experts Group, 
generation 2 （TPEG2） -- Part 7: Location Referencing Container （TPEG2 - LRC）  ◯

10 21219-9 Intelligent transport systems -- Traffi  c and travel information （TTI） via Transport Protocol Experts Group, 
generation 2 （TPEG2） -- Part 9: Service and Network Information （TPEG2 - SNI） ◯

10 21219-10 Intelligent transport systems -- Traffi  c and travel information （TTI） via Transport Protocol Experts Group, 
generation 2 （TPEG2） -- Part 10: Conditional Access Information （TPEG2 - CAI）  ◯

10 21219-14 Intelligent transport systems -- Traffi  c and travel information （TTI） via Transport Protocol Experts Group, 
generation 2 （TPEG2） -- Part 14: ParKing Information application （TPEG2 - PKI） ◯

10 21219-15 Intelligent transport systems -- Traffic and travel information （TTI） via transport protocol experts group, 
generation 2 （TPEG2） -- Part 15: Traffi  c Event Compact （TPEG2 - TEC）  ◯

10 21219-16 Intelligent transport systems -- Traffi  c and Travel Information via Transport Protocol Expert Group, Generation 
2 （TPEG2） -- Part 16: Fuel price  ◯

10 21219-18 Intelligent transport systems - Traffi  c and travel information （TTI） via Transport Protocol Expert Group, 
generation 2 （TPEG2） -- Part 18: Traffi  c Flow and Prediction application （TPEG2 - TFP）  ◯

10 21219-19 Intelligent transport systems -- Traffi  c and travel information （TTI） via Transport Protocol Expert Group, generation 
2 （TPEG2） -- Part 19: WEAther information for travellers application （TPEG2 - WEA） ◯

10 21219-20 Intelligent transport systems -- Traffi  c and travel information （TTI） via Transport Protocol Expert Group, 
generation 2 （TPEG2） -- Part 20: Extended TMC Locations for applications （TPEG2 - ETL）  ◯

10 21219-21 Intelligent transport systems -- Traffic and Travel Information via Transport Protocol Experts Group, 
generation 2 （TPEG2） -- Part 21: Geographic Location Referencing （TPEG - GLR）  ◯

10 21219-22 Intelligent transport systems -- Traffi  c and travel information （TTI） via Transport Protocol Expert Group, 
generation 2 （TPEG2） -- Part 22: OpenLR location reference （TPEG2 - OLR）  ◯

10 21219-23 Intelligent transport systems -- Traffi  c and travel information （TTI） via Transport Protocol Expert Group, 
generation 2 （TPEG2） -- Part 23: Road and multi-modal routes （TPEG2 - RMR）  ◯

10 24530-1 Traffi  c and Travel Information （TTI） -- TTI via Transport Protocol Experts Group （TPEG） EXtensible Markup 
Language （XML） -- Part 1: Introduction, common data types and tpegML  TS

10 24530-2 Traffi  c and Travel Information （TTI） -- TTI via Transport Protocol Experts Group （TPEG） EXtensible Markup 
Language （XML） -- Part 2: Tpeg - locML TS

10 24530-3 Traffi  c and Travel Information （TTI） -- TTI via Transport Protocol Experts Group （TPEG） EXtensible Markup 
Language （XML） -- Part 3: Tpeg - rtmML TS

10 24530-4 Traffi  c and Travel Information （TTI） -- TTI via Transport Protocol Experts Group （TPEG） EXtensible Markup 
Language （XML） -- Part 4: Tpeg - ptiML TS

10 24530-5 Traffic and Traveller Information （TTI） -- TTI via Transport Protocol Experts Group （TPEG） EXtensible 
Markup Language （XML） -- Part 5: Tpeg - pkiML ◯
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　現代はメガコンペティションの時代です。フェアで健全な国際
間取り引きを維持するためには、各国・企業が同じルールに従って
競争する必要があります。そのための仕組みとして「国際標準」が
重要な役割を担っています。今や、「標準化活動」への取り組みなく
して、国際社会での経済活動における企業や国家の信頼は得られ

ない時代といえるでしょう。日本としては、国際標準化の重要性を
鑑み2003年より毎年分野別標準化アクションプランを策定して
実行してきましたが、さらに推進するため、2006年に政府から
「国際標準化戦略目標」が示され、積極的な取り組みが始まってい
ます。

ではなぜ、
国際経済活動に「標準化」が必要なのでしょうか？

　「貿易障壁の除去」を目指す世界貿易機関（WTO）は、各国の規格の相違
や許認可の認証制度などが、国際物流の円滑化を阻害する障壁（非関税障
壁）となるおそれがあるとして、“貿易の技術的障害に関する協定（TBT協
定）”を設け、WTO加盟国に対し、国家規格や関係規格が、ISOのような国
際規格と整合化を図ることを義務付けています。

理由１

　国際標準化は、製品の互換性、品質、安全性の確保から環境マネージメ
ントにいたるまで、求められる役割は増大し、最低満足すべき要求基準を明
確にしております。特に、新たに市場に導入される技術については、国際標
準を早期に確立することにより、市場における混乱を回避することが可能
になります。これらのメリットは、消費者が享受できる利益と言えるでしょう。
また、産業界にとっても開発コストの削減、製造コストの低減、シェアの拡
大などによる経済効果も見込まれます。

理由2

　わが国では、標準の制定段階を他国に委ねて、製造段階で努力してシェ
アを獲得する傾向がみられました。今後は、効率的に市場競争を勝ち抜く
ために、技術開発と標準化提案を並行して推進することが求められていま
す。
　また、従来はデファクト標準（既成事実上の標準）が市場に大きな影響力
を与えてきましたが、近年では、これをデジュール標準（ISOなどの公的な
機関による標準）に取り入れる動きも活発化しており、標準化提案の重要
性が増しています。

理由3

ITSの標準化

世界貿易機関（WTO）の
「非関税障壁」
撤廃の動き

国際標準化の効果

主導的な標準化による
市場シェア確保

世界貿易機関（WTO）の
「非関税障壁」
撤廃の動き

国際標準化の効果

主導的な標準化による
市場シェア確保
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WG ISO番号 タイトル 進捗段階 出版物PWI NP WD CD DIS FDIS
10 24530-6 Traffic and Traveller Information （TTI） -- TTI via Transport Protocol Experts Group （TPEG） EXtensible 

Markup Language （XML） -- Part 6: Tpeg - pkiML ◯

10 24530-7 Traffi  c and Travel Information （TTI） -- TTI via Transport Protocol Experts Group （TPEG） EXtensible Markup 
Language （XML） -- Part 7: Tpeg - weaML application  ◯

11 17384 Intelligent transport systems -- Interactive Centrally Determined Route Guidance （CDRG） -- Air interface 
message set, contents and format TR

11 17684 Transport information and control systems -- In - vehicule navigation systems -- ITS message set translator 
to ASN.1 format defi nitions PAS

14 11067 Intelligent transport systems -- Curve Speed Warning Systems （CSWS） -- Performance requirements and 
test procedures  ◯

14 11270 Intelligent transport systems -- Lane Keeping Assistance Systems （LKAS） -- Performance requirements and 
test procedures  ◯

14 15624 Transport information and control systems -- Traffi  c Impediment Warning Systems （TIWS） -- System requirements   TS
14 16787 Intelligent Transport Systems - Assisted Parking System （APS） - Parking with reference to other parked 

vehicles - Performance and test procedures ◯

14 18682 Intelligent Transport Systems -- Basic requirements for Cooperative Awareness Systems （CAS） ◯
14 19237 Intelligent Transport Systems -- Pedestrian Collision Mitigation Systems（PCMS） -- Operation, performance, 

and verifi cation requirements ◯

14 26684 Intelligent transport systems -- Cooperative Intersection signal information and violation Warning Systems 
（CIWS） -- Performance requirements and test procedures ◯

16 11769 Intelligent transport systems -- Communications Access for Land Mobiles （CALM） -- Data retention for law enforcement  TR
16 13181-1

～ 4
Intelligent Transport Systems - Communications Access for Land Mobiles （CALM） - Security -- Part 1 ～ 4 ◯

16 16444 Intelligent Transport Systems -- Communications Access for Land Mobiles （CALM） -- Geo - routing ◯
16 16445 Intelligent Transport Systems -- Communications Access for Land Mobiles （CALM） -- Handover mechanisms ◯
16 16460 Intelligent Transport Systems -- Communications Access for Land Mobiles （CALM） -- WAVE  ◯
16 16461 Intelligent transport systems -- Criteria for privacy and integrity protection in probe vehicle information systems ◯
16 16788 Intelligent Transport Systems -- Communications Access for Land Mobiles （CALM） -- IPv6 Networking Security ◯
16 16789 Intelligent Transport Systems -- Communications Access for Land Mobiles （CALM） -- IPv6 Networking Optimisation ◯
16 17515-1 Intelligent transport systems -- Communications Access for Land Mobiles （CALM） - Evolved Universal 

Terrestrial Radio Access Network （E - UTRAN） -- Part 1: General usage ◯

16 18377 Intelligent transport systems -- Communications Access for Land Mobiles （CALM） -- CALM conformance requirements ◯
16 18380 Intelligent Transport Systems -- Communications Access for Land Mobiles （CALM） - IPv4 - IPv6 interoperability ◯
16 24102-2 Intelligent transport systems -- Communications Access for Land Mobiles （CALM） -- ITS station 

management -- Part 2: Remote management ◯

16 24102-6 Intelligent transport systems -- Communications Access for Land Mobiles （CALM） -- ITS station 
management -- Part 6: Path and fl ow management ○

16 25114 Intelligent transport systems -- Probe Data Reporting Management （PDRM） TS
16 29284 Intelligent transport systems -- Event - based probe vehicle data TS
16  - Intelligent transport systems -- Pre - emption of ITS communication networks for disaster relief and 

emergency communications
16  - Intelligent transport systems -- Communications Access for Land Mobiles （CALM） - IPv6 over low power 

wireless Personal Area Networks （6LowPAN）
16  - Intelligent transport systems -- Communications Access for Land Mobiles （CALM） - Constrained 

Application Protocol（CoAP）
16  - Intelligent transport systems - Service architecture of probe vehicle systems
17 10992 Intelligent transport systems -- Use of nomadic and portable devices to support ITS service and multimedia 

provision in vehicles TR

17 13111-1 Intelligent transport systems -- The use of personal ITS station to support ITS service provision for travellers 
-- Part 1: General information and use cases defi nition ○

17 13184-1 Intelligent transport systems -- Guidance protocol via personal ITS station for advisory safety systems -- Part 
1: General information and use case defi nitions TR

17 13184-2 Intelligent transport systems -- Guidance protocol via personal ITS station for advisory safety systems -- Part 
2: Road guidance protocol （RGP） requirements and specifi cation ○

17 13184-3 Intelligent transport systems -- Guidance protocol via personal ITS station for advisory safety systems -- Part 
3: Protocol conformance test cases ○

17 13185-1 Intelligent transport systems -- Vehicle interface for provisioning and support of ITS services -- Part 1: 
General information and use case defi nition TR

17 13185-2 Intelligent transport systems -- Vehicle interface for provisioning and support of ITS services -- Part 2: Unified 
Gateway Protocol （UGP） requirements and specifi cation for Vehicle ITS Station Gateway （V - ITS - SG） interface ○

17 13185-3 Intelligent transport systems -- Vehicle interface for provisioning and support of ITS Services -- Part 3: 
Confi guration process requirements and specifi cation for Vehicle ITS Station Gateway （V - ITS - SG）  ○

17 17438-1 Intelligent transport systems （ITS） -- Indoor navigation for personal and vehicle ITS stations -- Part 1: 
General information and use case defi nition ○

17 18561-1 Intelligent transport systems -- The use of personal ITS station for green city transportation information and 
management -- Part 1: General information and use cases defi nition ○

18 17419 Intelligent transport systems -- Co - operative systems -- Classifi cation and management of ITS applications 
in a global context  ○

18 17423 Intelligent transport systems -- Co - operative systems -- ITS application requirements and objectives for 
selection of communication profi les ○

18 17424 Intelligent transport systems -- Cooperative systems -- State of the art of local dynamic maps concepts ○
18 17425 Intelligent transport systems -- Co - operative systems -- Data exchange specifi cation for in - vehicle 

presentation of external road and traffi  c related data ○

18 17426 Intelligent transport systems -- Co - operative systems -- Contextual speeds  ○
18 17427 Intelligent transport systems -- Co - operative systems -- Roles and responsibilities in the context of co - 

operative ITS based on architecture（s） for co - operative systems ○

18 17428 Intelligent transport systems -- Co - operative systems -- Data exchange specifi cation for in - vehicle 
presentation of external road and traffic related data （"Embedded VMS"） [Resolution CEN/TC 
278/045/010/2010]  

○

18 17429 Intelligent transport systems -- Co - operative systems -- Profi les for processing and transfer of information 
between ITS stations for applications related to transport infrastructure management, control and guidance ○

18 17434 Intelligent transport systems -- Co - operative systems -- Contextual speeds -- Optimum traffi  c throughput 
via speed limits [Resolution CEN/TC 278/045/012/2010] ○

18  - Intelligent Transport Systems - Cooperative systems - Defi nition of a global concept for local dynamic Maps
18  - Intelligent transport systems - Cooperative ITS - Using V2I and I2V communications for applications 

related to signalized intersections （Signal Phase and Timing - SPaT, Map Data - MAP, Signal Request 
Message - SRM, and Signal Status Message - SSM）

18  - Intelligent transport systems - Cooperative ITS - Using I2V communications for applications related to In - 
Vehicle Information （IVI）

（2013年6月末現在） 注）これまでに成立・発行された ISO/TC204 国際標準は P.43・44参照。

備考 ： 1）作業項目数176件　2）出版物の（　）は印刷準備中
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Web sites related to ITSWeb sites related to ITS

AASHTO (America) www.aashto.org/

ANSI (America) www.ansi.org/

APEC www.apecsec.org/

ASECAP www.asecap.com/

ASTM (America) www.astm.org/

CEN (Europe) www.cenorm.be/

CEN/TC 278 (Europe) www.nen.nl/cen278/

EIA (America) www.eia.org/

ERTICO (Europe) www.ertico.com/

ETSI (Europe) www.etsi.org/

FHWA (America) www.fhwa.dot.gov/

IEC www.iec.ch/

IEEE www.ieee.org/

ISO www.iso.ch/

ITE www.ite.org/

ITU www.itu.int/

JTC1 www.jtc1.org/

NEMA (America) www.nema.org/

OMG www.omg.org/

PIARC www.piarc.org/

SAE International www.sae.org/

TEN-T EA tentea.ec.europa.eu/

TIA (America) www.tiaonline.org/

US-DOT (America) www.dot.gov/

 National Police Agency www.npa.go.jp/

 Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications www.soumu.go.jp/

 Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry www.meti.go.jp/

 Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourisum www.mlit.go.jp/

 Japanese Industry Standard Committee www.jisc.go.jp/

 Japan Institute of Construction Engineering www.jice.or.jp/

 Society of Automotive Engineers of Japan www.jsae.or.jp/

 www.jeita.or.jp/

 Association of Radio Industries and Businesses www.arib.or.jp/

  www.vics.or.jp/

 Organization for Road System Enhancement www.orse.or.jp/

 Highway Industries Development Organization www.hido.or.jp/

 Japan Standards Association www.jsa.or.jp/

 Japan Traffic Management Technology Association www.tmt.or.jp/

 Japan Automobile Research Institute www.jari.or.jp/

 Japan Electoric Data Interchange Council www.jipdec.or.jp/

 Japan Digital Road Map Association www.drm.jp/

 ITS Info-Communications Forum www.itsforum.gr.jp/

 Universal Traffic Management Society of Japan www.utms.or.jp/

ITS America www.itsa.org/

ITS Australia www.its-australia.com.au/

ITS Austria www.its-austria.info/

ITS Brasil www.itsb.org.br/

ITSC China www.itschina.org/

ITS Canada www.itscanada.ca/

ITS Chile www.itschile.cl/

ITS Czech Republic www.its-cz.cz/

ITS Finland www.its-finland.fi/

ITS France www.atec-itsfrance.net/

ITS Hong Kong www.its-hk.org/

ITS India www.itsindia.org/

TTS Italy www.ttsitalia.it/

ITS Japan www.its-jp.org/

ITS Korea www.itskorea.or.kr/

ITS Malaysia www.itsmalaysia.com.my/

ITS Munich www.its-munich.de/

ITS Netherlands (Connekt) www.connekt.nl/

ITS Norway www.itsnorge.no/

ITS Russia www.its-russia.net/

ITS Spain www.itsespana.com/

ITS Singapore www.itssingapore.org.sg/

ITS South Africa www.itssa.org/

ITS Sweden www.its-sweden.se/

ITS Taiwan www.its-taiwan.org.tw/

ITS Thailand www.its.in.th/

ITS United Kingdom www.its-uk.org.uk/

REAM (REAM Malaysia) www.ream.org.my/

Organizations involved in standardization of ITS (International)Organizations involved in standardization of ITS (International)

Ministries and organizations involved in standardization of ITS (Japan)Ministries and organizations involved in standardization of ITS (Japan)

Representing organizations for ITS in countries and citiesRepresenting organizations for ITS in countries and cities

This publication is prepared as a part of the ITS Standardization Project commissioned to JSAE by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, 
FY 2013. 
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